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Abstract

Research on clear speech has shown that the type of clear speech produced can vary depending on the speaker, the listener and the medium. Although prior research has suggested that clear speech is more intelligible than conversational speech for normal-hearing listeners in noisy environments, it is not known which acoustic features of clear speech are the most responsible for enhanced intelligibility and comprehension. This thesis focused on investigating the acoustic characteristics that are produced in clear speech to foreigners and infants. Its aim was to assess the utility of these features in enhancing speech intelligibility and comprehension. The results of Experiment 1 showed that native speakers produced exaggerated vowel space in natural interactions with foreign-accented listeners compared to native-accented listeners. Results of Experiment 2 indicated that native speakers exaggerated vowel space and pitch to infants compared to clear read speech.

Experiments 3 and 4 focused on speech perception and used transcription and clarity rating tasks. Experiment 3 contained speech directed at foreigners and showed that speech to foreign-accented speakers was rated clearer than speech to native-accented speakers. Experiment 4 contained speech directed at infants and showed that native speakers rated infant-directed speech as clearer than clear read speech. In the fifth and final experiment, naturally elicited clear speech towards foreign-accented interlocutors was used in speech comprehension tasks for native and non-native listeners with varying proficiency of English. It was revealed that speech with expanded vowel space improved listeners’ comprehension of speech in quiet and noise conditions. Results are discussed in terms of the Lindblom’s (1990) theory of Hyper and Hypoarticulation, an influential framework of speech production and perception.
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Chapter 0

Speech Communication

The aim of daily spoken communication is to convey information in an understandable way to listeners. When people talk to each other, accurate speech perception and comprehension are the main aims. The intelligibility of speech involves the speaker, the medium and the listener. Factors that can influence intelligibility on the listener’s side are the degree to which listeners can hear well: consequently there is a continuum from normal-hearing people on one end to severely hearing-impaired and deaf individuals on the other end. Factors that can affect intelligibility concerning the medium include the extent of noise there is within the medium, such as complete silence, background noise or reverberation in the environment of a conversation. The perception of speech can become degraded in the presence of background noise or when listeners require more acoustic information due to hearing impairments or nonfamiliarity with the target language (Payton, Uchanski, & Braida, 1994; Uther, Knoll, & Burnham, 2007).

If listeners experience perceptual difficulties (because they are not native speakers or because the listeners are hearing-impaired or because of the presence of noise), speakers will assume a style of speech that is known as ‘clear speech’. Various researchers have used the term ‘clear speech’ to denote speech directed at deaf listeners, foreign listeners or infant listeners, all of which, have exaggerated acoustic-phonetic components such has loudness or speech rate compared to ‘normal’ speech (Ferguson, 2012; Fernald, Taeschner, Hirsh-Pasek, & Jusczyk, 1989; Kuhl et al., 1997; Picheny, Durlach & Braida, 1986; Schum, 1996).
Thus, another determinant of speech intelligibility is the clarity of speakers’ speech sounds. It has been proposed that speakers make acoustic alterations to their speech depending on their environment and audience to ensure that their speech is discriminable (Lindblom, 1990). This viewpoint is the basis of Lindblom’s H&H theory, according to which the production of speech is adapted to listeners’ needs. For example, it has been shown that speakers produce clear speech and not casual speech when speaking to hearing-impaired listeners in quiet (Picheny, Durlach, & Braida, 1985) and to normal-hearing listeners in the presence of noise (Uchanski, 1988; Uchanski, Choi, Braida, Reed, & Durlach, 1996) because clear speech is more intelligible. It has been demonstrated that speakers, when generally instructed to produce clear speech, differ largely in their capability to generate effective clear speech (Ferguson, 2004; Gagne, Masterson, Munhall, Bilida, & Querengesser, 1994).

It has also been shown that whether speakers are instructed to talk as if talking to hearing-impaired listeners or non-native listener or infants or in the presence of noise yields acoustic-phonetically dissimilar alterations in pitch and the shape of pitch contours (Ferguson, 2004; Fernald & Simon, 1984; Gagne et al., 1994; Knoll, Scharrer & Costall, 2009; Lombard, 1901; Uther et al., 2007; Wassink, Wright & Franklin, 2007). For example, regarding child-directed speech (CDS), even though it was shown that speech to actual and imaginary children results in higher pitch, larger vowel duration, as well as larger F1 and F2, differences between the actual and imaginary interaction were found in the perturbations in fundamental period amplitude and the association between periodic and aperiodic aspects in the speech signal (Schaeffler, Kempe, & Biersack, 2006). It is therefore evident that clear speech produced within a
communicative setting with an actual listener is closer to an everyday interaction between a speaker and listener and is therefore more authentic than clear speech produced upon instruction with no communicative intent, and with only a speaker but no listener.

Although one study found that clear speech is more intelligible than conversational speech for both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners in both noisy, reverberant and combined environment (Payton et al., 1994), it is still not well established which acoustic features of clear speech are the most responsible for enhanced intelligibility and comprehension (Ferguson, Poore, & Shrivastav, 2010; Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002; Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2007). The next section will look at the acoustic-phonetic feature of clear speech in the auditory mode that by the majority of previous studies has been suggested to contribute to higher speech intelligibility in clear speech. That feature is expanded vowel space.

0.1 Expanded vowel space and speech perception

Past research has demonstrated clear speech with interlocutors with different linguistic needs. These include speech directed at infants (Kuhl, Andruski, Chistovich, Chistovich, & Kozhevnikova, 1997), children (Liu, Tsao, & Kuhl, 2009), foreigners (Uther et al., 2007), parrots (Xu, Burnham, Kitamura, & Vollmer-Conna, 2004), and computers (Burnham, Joffry, & Rice, 2010). In all these types of studies, expanded vowel space (measured by F1/F2) was reported as a feature of clear speech. An association between increased overall speech clarity and extended vowel space was found (Bradlow, Torretta, & Pisoni, 1996), and also a correlation could be established between mothers’ use of articulatory stretched vowel space and their infants’ speech
perception capabilities (Liu, Kuhl, & Tsao, 2003). However, this evidence is
correlational and not sufficient to establish causation. Further research is necessary to
determine whether a hyperarticulatory speech style helps listeners to understand speech
better, both perceptually and cognitively. Although one study has indicated that
infants’ word recognition might have been facilitated by expanded vowel space to a
certain degree (Song, Demuth, & Morgan, 2010), to date there is no clear-cut evidence
that shows exaggerated vowel space to be unambiguously beneficial for infants’ and
foreigners’ learning of words. The present thesis therefore aims to address the issue
whether vowel hyperarticulation improves speech intelligibility by focusing on speech
to foreigners (FDS) and to infants (IDS).

Only a small number of studies focused on foreigner-directed speech (FDS),
sometimes known as ‘Foreiginese’ (Freed, 1978) produced in interactions with a
communicative intent (e.g. Kangatharan, Uther, Gobet, 2012; Knoll & Scharrer, 2007;
Sankowska, Lecumberri & Cooke, 2011; Uther et al., 2007). FDS has been shown to
be acoustically modified compared to speech directed at native speakers (Uther et al.,
2007). It has been suggested that these differences may be due to their didactic needs
rather than emotional needs in the target language (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Uther et al.,
2007). It has also been further argued that the needs of foreigners in speech might be
distinguishable to a certain extent from the needs of the hearing-impaired or those
listening in noise. As a result of the differing linguistic needs for instance, FDS can be
considered to be different in quiet from other kinds of speech such as speech to
hearing-impaired listeners or Lombard speech because FDS was observed to include
clear speech modifications such as vowel space exaggeration (Uther et al., 2007).
By contrast, Lombard speech in noisy environments normally involves high pitch, long vowel length and no vowel space exaggeration (Cooke & Lu, 2010; Van Summers, Pisoni, Bernacki, Pedlow, & Stokes, 1988) and in quiet, Lombard speech is less intelligible than FDS (Sankowska et al., 2011). However, little is known about whether vowel space exaggeration in FDS actually helps foreigners with their intelligibility of speech. Similarly, although acoustic modifications in IDS are well-documented (Fernald & Simon, 1984; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Kitamura, Thanavishuth, & Burnham, 2001; Kuhl et al., 1997; Stern, Spieker, Barnett, & MacKain, 1983; Xu & Burnham, 2010), no human listening experiments have been conducted so far that would clearly show that vowel space exaggeration in IDS actually contribute to increased intelligibility of speech.

0.2 Rationale and research questions underlying present research

There were four main motivations behind this thesis. First, previous research has not explored the circumstances under which vowel hyperarticulation is elicited in speech to foreigners. Specifically, they did not separate the effects of ‘foreign appearance’ vs. ‘foreign accent’ (Snow, van Eeden, & Muysken, 1981; Uther et al., 2007). Hence, the first research question is whether the physical appearance or accent of the interlocutor results in independent effects on resultant hyperarticulation by a native speaker.

Second, past research on infant-directed speech (IDS) provided only circumstantial and not direct evidence linking linguistic discrimination and hyperarticulation (Liu et al., 2003). The second research question of the present thesis thus addresses the issue whether the acoustical modifications in IDS are uniquely didactic and distinguishable from other forms of clear speech.
Third, according to Ferguson and Kewley-Port (2007), it was established that there must be an extended $F_1$ range and front vowels must have larger $F_2$ values for normal-hearing listeners to perceive increased vowel intelligibility. However, it is not clear whether vowel hyperarticulation improves speech intelligibility at word level. Therefore another research question is whether hyperarticulation in IDS and FDS enhances speech clarity.

Fourth, recent evidence has suggested that clear speech might provide an advantage only for listeners who have had extensive exposure to the sound structure of a second language (L2) and who have the phonetic experience to produce L2 such as native (L1) speakers and early non-native (L2) learners of L2 (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2011). Since, no research has focused on finding out whether vowel space expansion provides L1 listeners, early L2 learners and late L2 learners with enhanced speech comprehension, the fourth research question in this thesis is what effect vowel space exaggeration will have on L1 listeners’, early L2 learners’ and late L2 learners’ speech comprehensibility in both quiet and adverse situations.

0.3 Organization of thesis

The first chapter in this thesis will look at phonemes and their phonetic properties. It will then critically assess how specific acoustic properties of speech such as fundamental frequency, vowel formants and intensity play a role in speech communication. The second chapter will evaluate four models of spoken language acquisition. These models view phonetic speech perception in infant development from
different perspectives and include the theories proposed by Kuhl (Kuhl et al., 2008), Best (Best & McRoberts, 2003), Flege (Flege, 2003a) and Werker (Lalonde & Werker, 1995).

The third chapter will begin with the Hypospeech and Hyperspeech (H&H) theory that looks at how speech perception and production change as a function of the interactive and communicative context. After evaluating the H&H theory, the chapter will focus on speech modifications aimed at different normal hearing audiences that can be accounted for by the H&H theory.

The fourth chapter contains Experiment 1, which explored whether appearance and speech separately affect native speakers’ hyperarticulation. This experiment employed a 3x2x2 mixed design. Fifty-two White British adult speakers communicated with one of four different confederate groups (2 types of appearance x 2 types of accent) to solve three modified versions of the DiapixUK tasks. Results indicated that accent but not appearance had an effect on native speakers’ production of vowels. Specifically, vowel space was significantly larger in speech directed to foreign-accented individuals than to individuals with native accent irrespective of their physical appearance.

The fifth chapter presents Experiment 2 that aimed to find out whether acoustical modifications used in IDS are uniquely didactic and distinguishable from other forms of clear speech such as clear read speech. This experiment focused on the collection of speech samples produced by eleven mothers interacting with their infants, and in another condition where they were asked to read sentences aloud in a clear voice. This experiment used a 3x2 within-subjects design. The acoustic measure of vowel space
was compared across conditions. Results showed that mothers’ articulatory vowel space in speech to infants was significantly more expanded than their vowel space expressed when reading sentences. The results therefore support expanded Kuhl’s Native Language Magnet (NLM) Theory (enhanced) (Kuhl et al., 2008), which suggests that vowel space expansion in IDS serves to overemphasise important phonetic contrasts.

The sixth chapter dealt with Experiments 3 and 4 of the thesis: Experiment 3 looked at whether vowel space exaggeration elicited in speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors in Experiment 1 leads to a better speech clarity compared to speech to native sounding interlocutors. Experiment 4 looked at whether vowel space exaggeration elicited in IDS in Experiment 2 leads to a better speech clarity compared to clear read speech. In Experiment 3, 21 native listeners rated the speech samples of speech to foreign vs native sounding interlocutors in a transcription task, confidence rating, goodness rating and a clarity rating. In Experiment 4, they rated the speech samples of IDS vs read speech in a transcription task, confidence rating, goodness rating and a clarity rating.

Results from clarity ratings showed that native speakers rated infant directed speech samples as clearer than read speech samples. Moreover, native speakers rated speech samples directed to foreign sounding interlocutors as clearer than the speech samples directed to native sounding interlocutors. These results are in line with the H&H theory, which suggests that hyperarticulated speech allows phonetic units to be more easily perceived as being acoustically distinct (Lindblom, 1990).
The seventh chapter will comprise Experiment 5 that assessed if expanded vowel space has an improved cognitive effect on speech comprehensibility for both native and non-native listeners of British English in quiet and in noise conditions. This experiment used a 2x3x4 mixed design and indicated that both native and non-native speakers’ speech comprehension benefit from vowel space expansion in quiet and in noise. This experiment supports the H&H theory, which suggests adults alter their speech to provide the listener with sufficient information to make speech comprehension possible (Lindblom, 1992). The eighth chapter integrates the observations and findings made in the last four chapters before evaluating them and discussing implications for future research.
Chapter 1

Physical and acoustic properties of speech

Chapter 1 provides an overview of the physical characteristics of vowels and in particular, those features most relevant to understanding Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 presented in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. Chapter 1 starts by giving a short introduction to phonemes, and brief overview of consonants. The chapter then deals with vowels and acoustic properties such as pitch, formants and intensity, which represent the dependent measures in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 presented in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.

1.1 Phonemes: the basic building blocks of speech

The sounds of vowels and consonants are realized as phonemes, which are considered the smallest specific units of sound in a language (Raphael, Borden, Harris, 2007). Phonemes are characterized by symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and are placed in between two slashes (e.g. /p/). The role of phonemes within a language is to specify a meaningful difference: the words ‘pit’, ‘pet’, ‘pat’, ‘put’ and ‘pout’, for example, can be discriminated through a single phoneme (i.e. the vowel) (Moats, 2006). If a phoneme, such as a consonant, differentiates a pair of words, this is known as a minimal pair: for example, the initial consonant phoneme in the minimal pair of ‘pat’ and ‘bat’ phonetically differentiates the two words, thereby contributing to their distinct meanings (Raphael et al., 2007). Variants of phonemes are known as allophones: the sound of /p/ in ‘pie’, for instance, varies from the sound
of /p/ in ‘top’ because of the aspirated /p/ in ‘pie’ and the non-aspirated /p/ in ‘top’ (Raphael et al., 2007).

1.1.1 Consonants

Consonants are produced by narrowing a part of the vocal tract (constriction) (Raphael et al., 2007). In fact, the location and the extent of the constriction specify which consonants are produced (Raphael et al., 2007). The majority of English consonants are categorised using the three articulatory parameters: voicing, place of articulation, and manner of articulation (Ladefoged, 2005). However, because the focus of the experimental studies in the thesis is on the production and perceptual processing of vowels, the remainder of this chapter attends to the physical properties of vowels.

1.1.2 Vowels

The generation of vowels involves the vibration of vocal folds, which is why vowels are voiced sounds (Raphael et al., 2007). As the airstream flows through the vocal tract, the articulators do not get in contact. Alterations in the form and size of the oral cavity of the vocal tract, caused by modifications in palate, tongue, teeth and lip positions, result in dissimilar resonances whereby dissimilar vowels are produced (Raphael et al., 2007).

The peaks of resonances within the vocal tract are known as formants. These consist of frequencies measured in Hertz (Hz) and correspond with the peaks in the spectrum of a vowel (Ladefoged, 1996). Accordingly, the first and second formants of each vowel are considered the most essential to qualitatively differentiate between vowels.
(Hillenbrand & Nearey, 1999). Because each vowel has a different set of formant frequencies, they are phonemically differently classified. Information on the formant frequencies of vowel sounds ascertains the quality of vowels. It helps listeners towards vowel distinction, thereby contributing to the intelligibility of speech (Carlson, Granström, & Fant, 1970; Peterson & Barney, 1952). The first formant ($F_1$) has the lowest frequency and a range between 150-850Hz (Ladefoged, 1996). On a physiological level, it represents the first resonance peak of the vocal tract. The second formant $F_2$ has a range between 500 and 2500 Hz and represents the second resonance peak of the vocal tract.

As vowels can be produced by varying tongue height, tongue frontness/ backness and lip rounding, the first and second formant frequencies for each vowel differ depending on the tongue position and the shape of the lips. Accordingly, $F_1$ is smaller for close (high) vowels, and larger for open (low) vowels, such as the vowel /a/, which requires a wider opening of the jaw. $F_2$ is smaller for back vowels, and larger for front vowels, such as /i/, and is considered to be responsive to the tongue shape (Benade, 1976; Sundberg, 1977). The information on the first and second formants depending on tongue height and tongue frontness/ backness is summarised in Figure 1.1.
The space in which vowels are characterised according to tongue height and frontness/backness is represented in form of the IPA vowel chart (Figure 1.2). The IPA vowel chart contains both primary and secondary cardinal vowels. The left hand side of Figure 1.2, for instance, illustrates the corner vowels (primary cardinal vowels) (numbered from 1-5) of the IPA chart that are evenly spaced regarding auditory quality and that are used to denote vowels in a standardised manner. The right hand side of Figure 1.2 demonstrates the secondary cardinal vowels (numbered from 9-13) that are used to differentiate between vowels that are created using different extents of rounding the lip.
Figure 1.2 Primary and secondary cardinal vowels from the IPA vowel chart (from www.sussex.ac.uk/linguistics/documents/q1027_lecture_3.pdf).

Figure 1.3 demonstrates both primary and secondary cardinal vowels within a vowel quadrilateral according to the IPA.

Figure 1.3: Cardinal vowel chart with both primary and secondary cardinal vowels according to the IPA (from http://www.phonetics.ucla.edu/course/chapter1/vowels.html).

The third formant $F_3$ has been suggested to be of no substantial importance for the identification of vowels and is considered to show responsiveness to the tip of the tongue while the fourth and fifth formant $F_4$ and $F_5$ have been implicated in speakers’ timbre (Sundberg, 1970). The importance of the different formants for the perception of speech sounds varies according to the type of speech sound: for instance, while the third formant is crucial to perceptually differentiate between the
consonants /r/ and /l/ (Iverson et al., 2003), the first and second formants are important for the perception of vowels. The average values for the first and second formant for British English vowels can be viewed in Table 1.1 (Hawkins & Midgley, 2005).

Table 1.1: Means of the first formant F1 and second formant F2 (in Hz) of British English monophthongs as articulated by British English adult speakers (from Hawkins & Midgley, 2005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ɑ:/</td>
<td>604 Hz</td>
<td>1040 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>917 Hz</td>
<td>1473 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>658 Hz</td>
<td>1208 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɒ/</td>
<td>484 Hz</td>
<td>865 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɔ:/</td>
<td>392 Hz</td>
<td>630 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>600 Hz</td>
<td>1914 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɜ:/</td>
<td>494 Hz</td>
<td>1373 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i:/</td>
<td>276 Hz</td>
<td>2338 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɪ/</td>
<td>393 Hz</td>
<td>2174 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u:/</td>
<td>289 Hz</td>
<td>1616 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʊ/</td>
<td>413 Hz</td>
<td>1285 Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2 Acoustic properties of phonemes

1.2.1 Pitch and pitch changes

The frequency of a produced sound is construed as pitch by the brain. The more rapidly the changes in air pressure are created by the produced sound, the more increased is pitch perceived. Frequency and pitch are not linearly related because as frequencies increase, a more sizeable alteration in frequency is needed to cause a modification in perceived pitch (Raphael et al., 2007).
A sound can be represented by means of a waveform, which is characterised by a cycle (Figure 1.4) (Raphael et al., 2007). The time taken to complete one cycle is known as period (Figure 1.5) (Raphael et al., 2007). Thus, frequency is the number of cycles per second that a wave goes by a specific point and is measured in Hertz (Hz) (Ladefoged, 2005). The horizontal length of a single wave cycle is known as wavelength and the altitude of a wave is designed as amplitude (Figure 1.6) (Raphael et al., 2007).

Figure 1.4: Representation of sound through a simple waveform with the length of one cycle being visualised by the white arrow (modified from ThinkQuest, http://library.thinkquest.org/19537/).
Figure 1.5: The period (as indicated by the white arrow) is the time that is needed for one wavelength to go by a particular point (time on the x-axis and amplitude on the y-axis) (modified from Thinkquest, http://library.thinkquest.org/19537/).

Figure 1.6: The amplitude (as indicated by the white arrow) here represents the highest point of the sound wave (time on the x-axis and amplitude on the y-axis) (modified from Thinkquest, http://library.thinkquest.org/19537/).

A sine wave is the simplest waveform due to its association with solely one frequency (Figure 1.7). It can be produced through a pure tone that vibrates in simple harmonic motion. A complex tone can be derived by adding two sine waves of different frequencies together.
On the other hand, the human voice is a complex tone as it encompasses multiple frequencies (Raphael et al., 2007). One’s perception of a talker’s pitch usually relies on the lowermost frequency in the talker’s voice that is the fundamental frequency $F_0$. Changes in $F_0$ can lead to different intonation patterns of utterances (Raphael et al., 2007). Due to anatomical differences, men and women differ in $F_0$ when producing speech: women have a $F_0$ of about 220 Hz whereas men have a $F_0$ of 120 Hz (Diehl, Lindblom, Hoemeke, & Fahey, 1996). Although human auditory sensitivity encompasses a range from 20 to 20,000 Hz, 1000 to 4000 Hz is the range of frequencies that the healthy ear is best tuned for since its range includes important information about human interaction as for example about speech (Raphael et al., 2007).
In contrast to speech communication in which periodicity usually is an intrinsic characteristic, white noise can be considered to be an aperiodic type of complex wave (Raphael et al., 2007; Yrttiaho, May, Tiitinen, & Alku, 2011). Due to the absence of $F_0$ in white noise, there is no sensation of pitch and there is no pattern of vibration that repeats itself either (Raphael et al., 2007).

### 1.2.2 Role of pitch and pitch changes

The use of increased mean pitch and expanded pitch range in infant-directed speech (IDS) has been widely reported (e.g. Ferguson, 1964; Stern et al., 1983). It has been shown that mean pitch and pitch range are larger when mothers interact with their newborn infants than when they speak to adults. The intonation of pitch (its rise and fall), which is also known as pitch excursion or contour, is also broader, and pitch range larger in mothers’ communication with their newborn infants than in conversation with adults (Fernald & Simon, 1984). For example, it was reported that pitch in adult-directed speech (ADS) had a range between around 90Hz to 300Hz while pitch range in IDS ranged from 90Hz to 800 Hz (Fernald, 1985).

It has been argued that overstressed pitch excursions in IDS might provide infants with considerably significant auditory input (Fernald, 1984). This is in line with prior research on vocal affect in which exaggerated pitch and pitch range that is specific to IDS was observed to improve the verbal expression of positive vocal emotion toward infants (Scherer, 1981). Consequently, pitch range has been considered to be acoustically associated with affect (Scherer, 1986). Exaggerations in pitch intonation were also demonstrated to increase infants’ stimulation and to guide infant’s attention (Fernald, 1991; Stern, Spieker, & MacKain, 1982).
More recent research has provided evidence showing that mean pitch and pitch range are adapted during the first year of infancy (e.g. Kitamura & Burnham, 2003). However, the relation between prosodic aspects and alterations associated with age is not clear (Kitamura & Burnham, 2003; Stern et al., 1983). For example, when speaking to infants of six months and twelve months of age, higher mean pitch was used by mothers in order to express articulations with positive emotions (Kitamura & Burnham, 2003). However, when talking to infants of nine months, speech by mothers was observed to include a noticeable decrease in mean pitch (Kitamura & Burnham, 2003). In addition, mothers were shown to use utterances of more directive nature as well as larger pitch range and reduced positive vocal affect in speech to nine months old infants (Kitamura & Burnham, 2003). This result has been explained by suggesting that around 9 months, infants’ phonetic speech perception becomes language-specific (Jusczyk, Friederici, Wessels, Svenkerud & Jusczyk, 1993), and infants are able to appreciate uncomplicated directives (Hubley & Trevarthen, 1979). Consequently, decreased vocal emotion would enable infants to focus on processing and analysing spoken language while exaggerated vocal emotion would distract them from doing so (Lacerda, Sundberg, Andersson, & Rex, 1995).

The idea that infants become more attuned to the linguistic aspect of utterance is supported by research showing that Dutch and American infants of nine months of age showed an inclination to listen for an extended duration to words in their mother-tongue (Jusczyk et al., 1993). Their increased responsiveness to the phonetic and phonotactic characteristics of their native languages is illustrated by the observation that absence of these phonetic and phonotactic characteristics through low-pass filtering led them not to prefer the native language over a non-native language (Jusczyk et al., 1993). This sensitivity to sound patterns of one’s native language has
been argued to be in line with the decreased responsiveness to particular non-native contrasts that is reported at about nine months (Best, 1991).

Other investigations of age-related alterations in the prosodic aspects of IDS include a broader pitch range specifically used for infants at the age of four months (Stern et al., 1983). By contrast, broader pitch range was not observed in newborn or infants older than a year old, which has been argued to occur because larger variety in pitch might be required to support four-month old infants’ verbal articulations (Stern et al., 1983). Studies on prosodic characteristics of IDS in other language systems could also demonstrate the use of increased pitch and raised pitch range in tonal languages, such as in Mandarin IDS compared to CDS (Liu, Tsao, & Kuhl, 2009), as well as the use of higher pitch and pitch range in Mandarin IDS compared to ADS (Grieser & Kuhl, 1988).

The use of heightened pitch and increased pitch excursions has also been demonstrated in Thai IDS (Kitamura, Thanavishuth, Burnham, & Luksaneeyanawin, 2002) although mean pitch and pitch range were reported to be lower in Thai IDS than Australian English IDS. This observation on pitch features has also been made in other tonal languages such as Mandarin (Grieser & Kuhl, 1988) and Japanese (Fernald et al., 1989), which has been considered to be due to restrictions in tonal languages of using pitch to indicate lexical differences (Kitamura et al., 2002). Although in the Mandarin language, alterations in pitch for lexical tones in syllables were not reported to be influenced by age during infants’ first year (Liu et al., 2007), and heightened pitch might have a different social function in different cultures (e.g. Ingram, 1995), it can be argued according to the majority of IDS studies that the
increased acoustic properties of IDS can be generalised (e.g. Burnham et al., 2002; Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Fernald et al., 1989; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Kuhl et al., 1997).

1.2.3 Formants

As explained above, formants are the component frequencies that relate to the peaks in the sound spectrum of vowels (Benade, 1976; Fant, 1960). Vowels are considered to be formed by means of the formant frequencies $F_1$ and $F_2$. Vowel sounds differ in their formant frequencies, which is why vowel sounds can be distinguished from one another (Benade, 1976). Because this thesis deals with the hyperarticulation of vowels, which is the physical expansion of vowel formant space (measured by changes in $F_1$ and $F_2$), this section will cover $F_1$ and $F_2$ only (Kuhl et al., 1997).

1.2.4 Vowel Space

If a waveform of a vowel is cross-sectioned, one can see $F_1$ and $F_2$ as the summits of the most extreme frequencies of the waveform. The first part on the left of Figure 1.9, for instance, illustrates the vowel /ei/ in the word “bait”, while the second part on the right of Figure 1.8 shows its cross-section including the peaks $F_1$ and $F_2$ as the most extreme frequencies of the waveform (Wallace, 2010).
Figure 1.8: The waveform of the vowel in “bait” on the left and its cross-section is demonstrated on the right (Wallace, 2010).

Figure 1.9 demonstrates that the values of these peaks indicate a correlation with the magnitude of the vocal tract cavity in the anterior and posterior parts of the mouth (Wallace, 2010). Vowel space can be measured if the first formant is charted against the second formant.

If one, for example, analyses the vowel space of the vowels in the words “boot”, “beat”, “bought” and “bat”, the vowel space physically extends into a trapezoidal
form indicating that the four vowels /u:/, as in “boot”, /i:/, as in “beat”, /ɔ:/, as in “bought”, and /æ/, as in “bat”, are acoustically different (Figure 1.10) (Wallace, 2010).

A vowel triangle area (VTA) can be obtained if one measures the vowel formant space of three vowels. For example, Figure 1.11 illustrates the three vowels /ɜ:/, as in “shirt”, /a:/, as in “shark”, and /ɔ:/, as in “shorts”.

Figure 1.10: The physical extension of vowel space (Wallace, 2010).
1.2.5 Role of formant frequencies in vowel identification

As previously explained, $F_1$ is inversely proportional to vowel height since a higher first formant yields a lower vowel such as /a/ and /ɑ/ whereas high vowels such as /i/ and /u/ have small $F_1$ values. The second formant is associated with vowel fronting and has high values for front vowels such as /æ/ and /ʌ/ while back vowels such as /ɑ/ and /o/ have low second formants.

The first two formants have been reported to be highly associated with listeners’ perception of the quality of vowels. Peterson and Barney (1952), for example, measured the formant frequencies of 76 participants as they generated ten vowels in a /hVd/ (V=vowel) context. They measured formants at one time slice regarded as being steady state, which is that part of the vowel centre, in which formants are considered to stay static for a continued period. They found the measured formant frequency values to be highly correlated with the expected vowel (Peterson & Barney,
It is generally acknowledged that formant frequency analysis can be carried out using the standard approach of measuring the stationary steady-state portion of the vowel (Plichta, 2010), which has been used in recent speech studies in which formants are extracted at the midpoint of spectral target vowels (e.g. Hunter & Kebede, 2012; Krause & Braid, 2004; Lam & Kitamura, 2012; Moon & Lindblom, 1994; Picheny et al., 1986; Uther et al., 2007).

The stationary steady-state portion of vowels has been previously reported to provide listeners with sufficient information for listeners to identify vowels (Hillenbrand & Gayvert, 1993a). In addition, the notion of vowel duration and formant movement (when formants are measured at two positions in time (Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark, & Wheeler, 1995)), as being important cues for vowel identification was also evaluated by Neel (1998). After testing vowels that were resynthesized including and excluding vowel duration and formant movement for identification by elderly listeners with hearing-impairment and by listeners with no hearing-impairments, it was observed that both listener groups performed better when stimuli had both adequate vowel duration and dynamic formant information than when they solely had spectral target information. While for normal-hearing listeners, formant frequency information was considered to represent primary cues for vowel identification, vowel duration was regarded to be a secondary cue (Strange, 1989; Summers & Leek, 1992).

Recent evidence suggested that when speaking styles are influenced, static spectral targets, information on formant movement and vowel duration all have an important part in the perceived clarity of vowels for normal-hearing listeners (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002). Ferguson and Kewley-Port (2002) observed from previous
research and from their own laboratory pilot data that vowels, when spoken clearly (clear speech), differ from vowels that are spoken in a conversational speech style in the way that vowels in clear speech are of longer duration, are at the furthest positions in vowel space, and have more dynamic formant movement than vowels in conversational speech. Their study aimed at evaluating the association between the acoustic characteristic of vowels and their recognition in clear and casual speech for two groups of listeners: hearing-impaired listeners and listeners with no hearing impairment (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002). Their study used naturally elicited speech to test (among others) whether vowels are clearer in clear speech than in conversational speech for both listener groups and whether vowels in both speaking styles will vary in their acoustic characteristics (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002). Monosyllabic words were extracted from sentences that were recorded in the two speaking styles before being presented to both listener groups in a background of 12-talker babble (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002).

It was found that the steady-state portion of vowels and formant movement, and also the duration of vowels might represent primary cues for vowel recognition for both listener groups. Nonetheless, the use of the three acoustic characteristics varied highly for single vowels for both listener groups indicating that the use of these characteristics for vowel recognition may be changed through impaired hearing (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002). According to the researchers, the finding that both static spectral targets and dynamic formant movement emerged as primary indicators for vowel perception of normal-hearing listeners, illustrates the requirement of both kinds of cues to be present in order to recognise English vowels (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002). This is supported by research in which it was found that access to both
cues can lead to more than 90% recognition accuracy (Hillenbrand & Nearey, 1999). In addition, duration of vowels was observed to be longer in clear speech than in conversational speech. This finding has been supported by prior research in which duration was identified as an essential cue for vowel identification (Hillenbrand, Clark, & Houde, 2000).

Nonetheless, the researchers argue that their findings concerning the role of steady-state portions of vowels, formant movements and vowel duration in vowel identification cannot be generalised yet as their findings can benefit from replications with other speakers (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002). Therefore, it can be argued that both steady-state portions of vowels and formant movements seem to be involved in the identification of vowels. The importance of steady-state portions of vowels and vowel duration for vowel intelligibility has been supported by another recent study, which made use of variability observed in a group of speakers (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2007).

### 1.2.6 Intensity

The magnitude of a sound wave is usually assessed in terms of intensity, which is measured in decibel (dB) (Ladefoged, 2005). With increasing intensity, the sound wave is perceived as subjectively louder. Similar to frequency and pitch, there is no linear relation between intensity and loudness since the perception of loudness has been observed to rise in a more decelerated manner than the concrete rise in intensity. Intensity has been observed to increase under noisy conditions (Bond, Moore, & Gable, 1989; van Summers et al., 1988) or situations in which speech is conveyed in a shouting manner (Rostolland, 1982a).
1.2.7 Role of intensity

Previous research on the role of intensity reported that amplitude as a main acoustic correlate of intonation in form of loudness (Fry, 1968), is unlike pitch, not involved in drawing and sustaining attention in IDS (Fernald & Kuhl, 1987). However, this does not mean that intensity plays no role in IDS since previous research (Fernald & Kuhl, 1987) normalised speech samples for effectiveness to be, for example, between 0 and 68 decibels. The complete dynamic variety of intensity that mothers employ when addressing their infants, such as whispering (de Boer, 2011), was not considered. Nonetheless, it has been suggested that lower volume in form of whispering can be used in a calming or lively way in IDS (de Boer, 2011; Fernald & Simon, 1984). When used to soothe infants, the use of lower volume in IDS is exemplified through lullabies (de Boer, 2011). At the moment, it is not certain whether patterns of intensity in IDS are as unique as the manner in which pitch is modulated in IDS.

The comparison of vocal intensity between clear and conversational speech (Picheny, Durlach and Braida, 1986), showed that intensity was five to eight decibels higher in clear speech than in conversational speech. This rise in vocal intensity between conversational and clear speech has been recently supported by Ferguson et al.’s results (Ferguson, Poore, Shrivastav, 2010).

Another study that investigated the role of intensity amplitude in spoken word identification has observed that variability in overall intensity does not reduce recognition of spoken words (Sommers, Nygaard, & Pisoni, 1994). It was argued that spoken word recognition will be reduced only when acoustic-phonetic variability changes the acoustic characteristics that are relevant to phonetically perceive speech
Considered to merely represent the difference in speaker’s distance to the listener, variability in overall amplitude is argued not to influence those acoustic characteristics that lead to speech perception (Sommers & Barcroft, 2006).

Research that compared intelligibility between clear, loud and conversational speech styles at slow, normal and fast speech rates found that the intelligibility of speech with increased intensity is higher than the intelligibility of conversational speech at normal speech rate (Krause & Braida, 2002). Specifically, it was observed that even if loud speech revealed a lesser speech intelligibility advantage than clear speech, it was reported to be more intelligible than conversational speech at normal speech rate (Krause & Braida, 2002). Recent research has also shown that speakers increase intensity in clear speech compared to in conversational speech, and show awareness when regulating the intensity of their speech output (Ferguson et al., 2010).

However, not every speaker was shown to attain an intelligibility benefit with loud speech at normal speech rate suggesting that apart from clear speech, neither conversational nor loud speech could yield an intelligibility benefit that is as sizeable or reliable as that of clear speech (Krause & Braidia, 2002). Nonetheless, although clear speech was found to be louder between 5 to 8 decibels compared to casual speech (Picheny et al., 1986), the observed intensity differences between clear and casual speech styles have been argued not to represent an aspect that might account for increased intelligibility of clear speech. This is because clear and casual speech materials were equated for amplitude in previous speech intelligibility studies (Uchanski, 2005).
Since the focus of this thesis relies on the question “Does expanded vowel space contribute to the improved understanding of spoken speech?”, Chapter 1 considered the role of formant frequencies in identifying vowels. It also discussed the role of pitch, pitch range and of intensity amplitude in speech communication as these will represent the dependent measures in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 that are presented in 4 and 5 respectively. The next chapter will deal with theories in the spoken language acquisition of a first and second language since Experiment 5 presented in Chapter 7 will address whether compared to native English learners, non-native learners of English with varying proficiencies in English will benefit in their understanding of spoken English from speech with modified vowels.
Chapter 2

Developmental theories of spoken language acquisition

Chapter 2 will cover theories of spoken language acquisition of first language (L1) and second language (L2) in order to offer an explanation of how non-native speakers of English with differing proficiencies in English are able to process speech with vowel hyperarticulation at word level compared to native speakers. This question will be addressed in Experiment 5 presented in Chapter 7.

2.1 Phonetic speech perception during the first year of life

Infants’ speech perception abilities have been observed to undergo a twofold modification towards the end of the first year of life (Kuhl et al., 2008). While infants early in life seem to be able to differentiate between practically all phonetic units in the languages of the world (Lasky, Sydral-Lasky & Klein, 1975; Trehub, 1976), infants have been reported to adjust to the information of their native language formation around the age of nine months (Werker & Tees, 1984a).

Specifically, to find out at what age infants’ speech perception capacities start to become comparable to adults’ abilities with the same linguistic background, Werker and others conducted cross-sectional and longitudinal studies that showed that while six to eight months old English infants could differentiate non-native consonant contrasts easily (for example contrasts in Hindi and Salishan languages), ten to twelve months old infants were found to have difficulty with this task (Werker & Tees, 1984a; Werker & Lalonde, 1988). Half of eight to ten months old infants were reported to differentiate the non-native contrasts while the other half did not (Werker
& Lalonde, 1988; Werker & Tees, 1984a). Similar results were observed when contrasts were artificially produced, when three Zulu click contrasts were included or when the task was completed with a Salish contrast but using a different procedure (Best, McRoberts, LaFleur, & Silver-Isenstadt, 1995; Best, 1989; Werker & Lalonde, 1988).

Similarly, regarding vowel perception, it was found that by the age of six months, infants are able to differentiate within vowel categories in their L1 as they have an internal formation of vocalic categories in L1, thereby demonstrating the effect of infants’ L1 by that age (Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens, & Lindblom, 1992; Polka & Werker, 1994). Nonetheless, by approximately the age of ten months, infants’ capability to discriminate between non-native vowel categories has been reported to decrease (Polka & Werker, 1994; Werker & Polka, 1993).

As a result of infants’ increasingly improving perception of their native language and their gradually decreasing perception of non-native languages towards the end of their first year of life, the discrimination between non-native phonetic units is experienced to be more problematic by adulthood (Best, McRoberts & Goodell, 2001; Werker & Lalonde, 1988). This observation has been shown by studies with both adults and infants (Werker & Tees, 1984b; Werker & Logan, 1985; Kuhl et al., 2006; Tsao, Liu & Kuhl, 2006). For example, in studies where the ability to discriminate non-native contrasts (e.g. in Hindi) between infants and adults was compared, it was shown that infants performed significantly better than adults (Trehub, 1976; Werker, Gilbert, Humphrey & Tees, 1981).
Werker and colleagues, for instance, demonstrated that even a brief training could not improve adults’ discrimination of the non-native contrasts (1981). Phonologically, adults have been reported to encounter problems when learning a secondary language since their capacity to perceive phonetic distinctions in the new language might be affected by their native-language categories (Flege, 1989). Specifically, after acquiring a secondary language after puberty, talkers have been observed to articulate it using an accent that is characteristic of their mother tongue (Flege, 1993).

Regarding evidence for infants, studies have shown that by the end of the first year, English infants were not able to differentiate non-native contrasts in the Mandarin and Hindi language (Tsao, Liu, Kuhl & Tseng, 2000; Best, McRoberts, LaFleur & Silver-Isenstadt, 1995). Similarly, Japanese infants were observed to not be able to discriminate the American English [r]-[l] contrast (Kuhl et al., 1997).

2.2 Four accounts of spoken language acquisition

This chapter looks at four developmental models of spoken language acquisition that are regarded the leading models in present language perception research. These models were selected because they propose different explanations underlying the decline in L2 speech perception and the improvement in L1 speech perception that can be observed in infants between 6-12 months (Werker & Tees, 1984a). These developmental models are Werker’s Cognitive Theory of spoken language acquisition (Diamond, Werker, & Lalonde, 1994; Lalonde & Werker, 1995), Flege’s Speech Learning Model (SLM) (Flege, 1988b; Flege, 2002; Flege, 2003a; Flege, 1992a; Flege, 1995), Best’s Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) (Best, 1994a, b, 1995; Best, McRoberts & Sithole, 1988; Best & McRoberts, 2003) and Kuhls’ Native
Language Magnet theory (NLM) (Kuhl, 1991; Kuhl, 1993; Kuhl, 2000a Kuhl et al., 2006; Kuhl et al., 2008).

These models look at phonetic speech perception in infant development from different perspectives. Both Kuhl’s NLM model and Werker’s cognitive account of spoken language acquisition adopt general-mechanism approaches. However, the NLM model ascribes infants’ phonetic speech perception skills in L1 at 7.5 months to neural commitment to L1 and their skills in L2 to uncommitted neural circuitry (Kuhl et al., 2008). By contrast, in Werker’s account changes in infants’ phonetic speech perception abilities in L1 and L2 are attributed to emerging primary cognitive capacities that are considered to cause improved object search, navigation and categorisation abilities in infants at about 10 months old (Lalonde & Werker, 1995). By comparison, Best’s PAM is a phonetic account of early perceptual development. It proposes that phonetic units are perceived with regards to the articulatory gestures that cause them. It suggests that the decline in L2 perception occurs when not different but the same articulatory organs are involved in phonetic contrasts (Best & McRoberts, 2003).

Flege’s SLM is different from the other models because it does not specify whether general or specialised mechanisms are involved in speech perception. It mainly deals with L2 and how phonological segments for L2 are acquired. SLM focuses on single phonemes and not on contrasts as PAM does. It suggests that new L2 phonetic categories are created when phonetic dissimilarities between an L2 phone and the closest L1 phone are observed (Flege, 1995). Although all four models propose different mechanisms that may account for infants’ decline in L2 speech perception
and improvement in L1 speech perception, they can be seen as complementing each other.

2.3 Werker’s Cognitive Theory of spoken language acquisition

A model of developmental change in the phonetic perception of infants aged between six months and twelve months of age was proposed by Werker (Diamond et al., 1994; Lalonde & Werker, 1995; Werker & Pegg, 1992). Similar to the NLM (Kuhl, 1993, 1994) but in contrast to Best’s PAM and Flege’s SLM, Werker’s cognitive account is a theory based on general auditory mechanisms (Werker & Pegg, 1992). According to this view, alterations in the identification of speech from a non-native category at approximately ten months of age can be attributed to the development of overall, domain-general cognitive capabilities such as object search, categorization and navigation (Diamond et al., 1994; Lalonde & Werker, 1995).

Specifically, according to Werker, non-native speech contrasts can still be differentiated in adulthood because the alterations that occur in non-native speech perception between ten to twelve months of age do not imply the complete loss of being able to discriminate non-native contrasts (Lalonde & Werker, 1995). Specifically, it has been suggested that when, for example, a more responsive procedure is used or when listeners are sufficiently trained, adults are able to differentiate non-native contrasts that they seldom heard before and which were not easy to differentiate (Logan, Lively, & Pisoni, 1991; Werker & Tees, 1984b). Nevertheless, their performance was infrequently reported to be as good as that of native talkers (Polka, 1991; Strange, 1986; Werker & Tees, 1984b; Werker & Logan, 1985).
Nonetheless, it has been shown that certain contrasts, such as a non-native Zulu click contrast, can be differentiated by English adults and older infants (Best et al., 1988). This indicates that that contrast is not influenced by the perceptual alteration caused by one’s L1 phonology because the contrast sounds deviate from the sounds usually used in English (Best et al., 1988). It has therefore been argued that general auditory mechanisms might process such non-native contrasts, indicating that even if infants and adults did never hear this sound contrast used in their L1, this absence of listening does not contribute to decreased perceptual sensitivity (Lalonde & Werker, 1995). Therefore, the developmental alterations in infants’ responsiveness to non-native consonants have been argued to actually represent a reorganization of early phonetic sensitivities and not a loss of these sensitivities (Werker, 1989).

This notion of general cognitive skills affecting speech perception is consistent with research (Morgan, 1990; Morgan & Saffran, 1995). Infants before the age of nine months have been reported to be able to discover alterations in a series of syllables or in stress pattern but not if correlations between the two are interrupted (Morgan & Saffran, 1995). Around the age of nine months, infants organise distributional and rhythmic information from multisyllabic items and it is around this time that they seem to first discover and make use of correlations between a series of syllables and stress pattern (Morgan & Saffran, 1995). It has therefore been claimed that once infants acquire more general cognitive capabilities, which usually emerge around nine months, they will likely be able to combine distributional and rhythmic properties in multisyllabic stimuli (Morgan & Saffran, 1995).
Therefore, Lalonde and Werker (1995) aimed to evaluate the associations between alterations in non-native consonant sensitivity and alterations in other fields of cognitive abilities. They assumed that a relation between age-related alterations in speech perception and developmental alterations in cognitive skills would indicate that the reorganisation of infants’ phonetic sensitivities occurs at the same time as the essential developmental changes in other general-domain cognitive abilities. After recruiting a sample of forty eight ten months old infants, half of which according to prior investigations were expected in the cross-language consonant contrast task to exhibit non-native contrast sensitivity as opposed to the other half of infants, Lalonde and Werker compared infants’ performance of discriminating non-native consonant contrasts with their performance on two non-linguistic tasks (1995). The non-linguistic comparison tasks included a visual categorisation task and an object search task. This comparison enabled Lalonde and Werker (1995) to find any signs of developmental consistency in infants’ performance across all three tasks.

It was argued that consistency in performance across tasks within infants would support the notion that developing non-linguistic mechanisms might contribute to the developmental rearrangement of infants’ discrimination of non-native consonant contrasts (Lalonde & Werker, 1995). It was found that the infants’ speech perception task performance of discriminating non-native consonant contrasts was strongly related to their skills on the object search task and to the visual categorisation task. Rather than being the result of age-related effects, it was argued that the observed alterations in the performance across tasks indicate that a general type of cognitive abilities might contribute to the developmental alterations in infants’ speech perception close to the conclusion of infants’ first year (Lalonde & Werker, 1995).
Therefore, consistent with Werker’s cognitive model of spoken language acquisition, the developmental synchrony seen in infants’ performance on both the speech and the two non-linguistic tasks seems to indicate the effect of a broad type of cognitive abilities on infants’ alteration in their speech perception. It is thus argued that these results suggest that domain-general cognitive abilities affect age-related alterations in infants’ performance of the speech perception task used in Lalonde and Werker’s study (1995).

Nonetheless, despite the observed strong synchrony among infants’ cross-language speech perception task and their competence on the two non-linguistic tasks, the relationship is not absolute (Lalonde & Werker, 1995). Moreover, it might be that reported deviations from the consistent pattern in infant’s performance across tasks might not reflect simple inaccuracies in measurement but indicate notionally profound individual differences and different developmental directions (Lalonde & Werker, 1995).

In addition, it can be argued that the finding in Lalonde and Werker’s study (1995) only applies to infants’ cross-language perception of consonant contrasts and not vowels. Therefore it cannot be claimed that widely based cognitive skills might influence infants’ discrimination of non-native vowel contrasts, especially since discrimination of vowels occurs earlier than that of consonants (Kuhl et al., 1992). Thus, to arrive at the same conclusion for infants’ performance on a cross-language vowel contrast task, the task used in Lalonde and Werker’s study (1995) would have to be conducted with non-native vowel contrasts.
Also, it can be argued that Werker’s developmental model of spoken language acquisition can benefit from more research that can investigate the degree to which more general advances in infants’ capacities affect the association between the larger process of language learning and age-related alterations in speech perception (Lalonde & Werker, 1995). Specific issues include questions such as what the elements are, which contribute to infants becoming native listeners, and that depend on changing cognitive competencies, and questions on the ways in which competencies help infants become purposeful users of language (Lalonde & Werker, 1995).

Nonetheless, more recently, it has been shown that, consistent with Werker’s developmental account of spoken language acquisition, developmental alterations in infants’ responsiveness to non-native consonants actually represent a reorganization of early phonetic sensitivities and not a loss of these sensitivities (Kuhl et al., 2006; Tsao et al., 2006). Moreover, it has been shown that poor abilities of discriminating non-native contrasts by infants of eleven months of age were related to improved performance on cognitive control abilities (Conboy, Sommerville, & Kuhl, 2008). This link has been therefore suggested to indicate that infants’ developing domain-general skills help to differentiate between essential and non-essential input and to ignore non-essential information (Conboy et al., 2008).

2.4 Flege’s Speech Learning Model (SLM)

The Speech Learning Model (SLM) by Flege (1988b, 1992a, 1995, 2002, 2003a) is another model that, in addition to explaining how speech perception is shaped by L1 acquisition, deals with the influence of L1 on L2. Previous research suggested that the process of learning L2 sounds is shaped by speech sound patterns of L1, implying
that certain L2 sounds might be perceived by non-native L2 speakers differently from native L1 speakers (Weinberger, 1990; Wode, 1978). For example, the phonetic symbol /θ/ for the consonant sound ‘th’, as in the word ‘thing,’ does not exist in the Russian and Japanese languages. However, because these languages have the consonant sounds /s/ and /t/, Russian learners of English tend to articulate /θ/ as /t/ while Japanese learners of English tend to articulate /θ/ as /s/ (Weinberger, 1990). L1 and L2 speakers have been numerous times demonstrated to differ in their perception on the segmental and word level (Flege & Eefting, 1986; Flege & Hillenbrand, 1987; Koster, 1987; Miyawaki, Strange, Verbrugge, & Liberman, 1975). Although L2 learners’ perceptual processing of L2 sounds can be trained to become more accurate, it does not lead to native like perception of L2 sounds (Flege & Mackay, 2004; Strange, 1992).

SLM aims to explain restrictions linked to age that affect L2 learners’ capacity to generate L2 sounds like native speakers. The SLM states that speech perception adjusts to contrastive phonetic aspects of L1 when listeners learn L1 (Flege, 1995) and that adult learners of L2 make use of the same capacities to acquire speech sounds in L2 that infants and children employ to learn L1 (Flege, Schirru, & MacKay, 2003). This involves both the accurate perception of characteristics of speech sounds in L2 as well as the creation of L2 phonetic categories. The model argues that for L2 sounds to be generated accurately, perceptual objectives are needed, by which the acquisition of L2 sounds on a sensorimotor level can be directed with accuracy.

The SLM assumes the existence of phonetic categories in which language-specific characteristics of phonemes are stored (Flege, 1995). These categories are considered
to develop throughout one’s lifetime when created during childhood for L1 speech sounds. Phonetic categories are regarded to indicate the aspects of all speech sounds in L1 or in L2 that are classified to implement each phonetic category. Phonetic categories for L1 and L2 are considered to share the same phonological space, which is why an effort by bilinguals is necessary to differentiate between L1 and L2 phonetic categories (Flege et al., 2003). It is argued that if L1 phonetic categories are well established, they will strongly attract L2 speech sounds and that they are more likely to block the creation of new categories for L2 speech sounds if L2 sounds are recognised as instances of an L1 category (Flege et al., 2003; Walley & Flege, 2000).

If a new category is not created for a L2 sound although it sounds audibly dissimilar from the nearest L1 speech sound, this is known as ‘category assimilation’ (Flege et al., 2003). The model proposes that in such situations the development of an amalgamated category occurs over time that incorporates the phonetic characteristics of the L1 and L2 speech sounds that are perceptually connected (Flege et al., 2003).

If L2 speech sounds are perceived by L2 learners to be phonetically dissimilar from the nearest speech sounds for L1, new categories for L2 speech sounds are more likely to be created (Flege, 1995; Flege et al., 2003). In such a case, L2 speech sounds will be articulated according to these phonetic categories in the end. The accuracy of a certain L2 sound that is articulated will depend on the correspondence between the L2 learners’ newly created phonetic category for that L2 sound and the native speakers’ phonetic category for that sound (Flege, 1995).
According to the SLM, the age of learning (AOL) a second language plays an essential role in L2 acquisition (Flege et al., 2003). It is, for instance, argued that with L2 learners’ age, it is less probable for them to phonetically distinguish between L1 and L2 sounds and to generate L2 sounds with accuracy. This is because L2 learners who begin L2 acquisition subsequent to the end of the critical period (after around 12 years of age) are, due to neurological limitations, considered to produce L2 with a more noticeable accent than L2 learners who acquired L2 early between 3-12 years (Flege et al., 2006; Lenneberg, 1967; Moyer, 1999). Moreover, it is less likely for them to differentiate between L2 sounds that do not exist as non-contrasts in L1. Consistent with SLM, it was found that the English vowel /æ/ is easier to differentiate from the nearest German vowel /ɛ/ for German children than adults (Weiher, 1975). This indicates that for German children a larger perceptual distance between these vowels enabled them to differentiate them phonetically (Flege, 1995).

Similarly, in case of immigrants’ entrance in a mainly L2-speaking country, the age of arrival (AOA) has been viewed to indicate the age of their first contact with L2 (Flege, 1992a; Flege, MacKay, & Meador, 1999a; MacKay, Meador, & Flege, 2001). Accordingly, it was shown that compared to L2 speakers who arrived in the L2-speaking country as young adults, L2 speakers who immigrated as children were better in producing L2 consonants (Flege, Munro, & MacKay, 1995b) and L2 vowels (Piske, Flege, MacKay, & Maeador, 2002), and perceiving L2 consonants (Yamada & Tohkura, 1995). A study that employed a discrimination task to look at L2 learners’ vowel perception and also took into account the frequency of L1 use of L2 learners, found that in contrast to early L2 speakers who used L1 scarcely, those L2 speakers who were early L2 learners and had a higher use of L1, differed from L1 speakers in
vowel perception (Flege & Mackay, 2004). It was concluded that early learning of L2 does not necessarily mean that it will lead to native like L2 vowel perception. At the same time, late L2 learning does not prevent the perception of L2 vowels that functionally is similar to native like perception of L2 vowels (Flege & MacKay, 2004).

If L1 and L2 sounds are perceptually related, they are known as diaphones (Weinreich, 1957). According to SLM, one phonetic category is used to process diaphones and the event of ‘equivalence classification’ occurs, which will prevent the formation of a phonetic category for the L2 sound. After a while, when being produced, the perceptually associated L1 and L2 sounds will sound comparably (Flege, 1995). This has been supported by a previous study that showed that those voice onset times (VOT) for consonantal stops in L1 by bilinguals were similar to those they produced for consonantal stops in L2 (Flege, 1987a).

According to the SLM, allophones in L2 within certain positions are perceptually associated to the allophone in L1 that is positionally nearest (Flege, 1995). When L1 and L2 sounds are related in such way, they are diaphones (Weinreich, 1957). Support for this is provided by research that showed that L2 learners are able to acquire the phonetically distinct allophones of the English speech sounds /l/ and /ɹ/ at dissimilar speeds to various levels (Strange, 1992). L1 Japanese speakers, for instance, have problems to perceive and produce the two English liquid consonant speech sounds /l/ and /ɹ/ because only one liquid consonant phoneme exists in the Japanese language, which is a consonantal variation between the allophones [ɺ] and [ɾ]. It was shown that when the English liquid consonants were positioned at the end of words than at the

If an L2 sound and the perceptually nearest L1 sound are perceived to be phonetically different to a large extent, these sounds are more probable of being perceived as being phonetically different (Flege, 1995). It has, for instance, been considered that because the sound /r/ in the Japanese language is perceptually nearer to the sound /l/ in English than /s/ in English, the majority of Japanese learners of English will phonetically differentiate /r/ in Japanese better from /s/ in English than from /l/ in English (Flege, 1995; Takagi, 1993).

The SLM proposes that because L1 and L2 categories are present in the same phonological space for an L2 learner, L1 and L2 vowels are scattered in order to sustain auditory contrast in the space (Flege et al., 2003). It is therefore argued that the phonetic category that an L2 learner creates for an L2 vowel is drawn away from the closest L1 speech category. This is known as ‘phonetic category dissimilation’ (Flege et al., 2003). This means that the L2 vowel thus is different from the phonetic category for that L2 sound in a native speaker. This was supported by a study in which native speakers of Italian who learned English before or after the age of twelve assessed their own capacity to articulate Italian and English (Flege, Munro, & MacKay, 1995a). It was found that while those who learnt English after the age of twelve stated to articulate Italian better than English, the opposite pattern was observed for those who learnt English before the age of twelve (Flege et al., 1995a).
The SLM also argues that the phonetic category for L2 created by an L2 speaker might be different from that of an L1 speaker if the phonetic category for L2 of the L2 speaker is based on dissimilar features than that of the L1 speaker (Flege, 1995). This is considered to be the case when features, not used in L1, differentiate a speech sound in L2 from other L2 speech sounds. This implies that this L2 sound for which a new phonetic category is created by an L2 speaker may not be identical in production to the one generated by the L1 speaker. Therefore the SLM proposes that in L2 speakers L1 and L2 systems are continually in use (Flege, 1995).

However, a weakness of the SLM is that certain hypotheses cannot be tested very easily due to limited availability of appropriate measurements (Flege, 1995). The SLM, for instance, proposes a larger perceived distance of an L2 speech sound from the nearest L1 sound leading to a higher probability of the creation of a distinct category for the L2 speech sound. It has also been argued that this perceived phonetic distance is slighter when L2 is learned sooner for the creation of an L2 category (Flege & MacKay, 2004). Nonetheless, no objective measuring instruments exist at the present that can help assess the extent of perceived L2 learners’ perceived phonetic distance of an L2 sound from the nearest L1 sound (Flege, 1995). Moreover, it is not clear what system of measurement L2 speakers make use of to evaluate their perceived cross-language phonetic distance between sounds in L1 and L2 (Flege, 1995).

In addition, there is contradictory evidence regarding the proposition of a higher accuracy of producing L2 speech sounds that are non-existent in L1 compared to L2 sounds that do exist in L1 (Flege, 1988b). Although such a difference in accuracy
would be evidence of an appropriate differentiation between novel L2 sounds versus similar L2 sounds in L1, it has been shown that even very proficient L2 speakers showed inaccurate articulation of some L2 sounds that do not exist in L1 (Munro, Flege, & MacKay, 1996).

2.5 Best’s Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM)

Best’s Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) (Best et al., 1988; Best, 1993; Best, 1994a, 1994b; Best & McRoberts, 2003) was proposed to address the conceptual weaknesses of Werker’s model, SLM and NLM that cannot account for those variations in the discrimination of L2 sounds that are not due to existent or non-existent phonetic features in L1 (Best et al., 2001).

In contrast to the other models, Best’s PAM includes ideas from the phonological theory of articulatory phonology, according to which gestures represent descriptions of articulatory incidents (Browman & Goldstein, 1992; Fowler, 1986). Gestures are determined by place and manner of articulation as well as by articulatory organs (Best, McRoberts, & Goodell, 2000). This agrees with PAM’s direct realist view that the information that listeners discover in speech is about the articulatory gestures by the articulators that produced the speech signal (Best, 1995; Fowler, Best, & McRoberts, 1990). According to PAM, L2 sounds are perceived depending how similar or different they are to L1 sounds they are articulatorily nearest to. Perceived articulatory characteristics including articulatory organs, place and manner of articulation are considered to assist listeners in perceiving how similar and different L2 sounds are from L1 sounds (Best, 1994a). The distance perceived between the L2 sounds and the nearest L1 sound results in differences in discriminability.
According to PAM, during the first half of their first year, infants discover general, linguistically non-specific articulatory patterns in both L1 and L2 (Best & McRoberts, 2003). It is during the second half of the first year that infants exhibit language-specific influences when discriminating L2 contrasts. Because of perceptual learning, they are considered to identify articulatory patterns that they have familiarised themselves in L1. By 10-12 months, infants’ perception of speech adjusts to L1 articulatory-phonetic patterns, especially to L1 arrangements of gestures (Best & McRoberts, 2003). While before this perceptual adjustment, infants have universal responsiveness to perceive basic dissimilarities between individual gestures (e.g. opening of tongue tip versus opening of lip), as a result of this perceptual adjustment, infants are considered to observe how gestures are integrated into L1 arrangements (e.g. opening of lip with changed position of the laryngeal organ to perceive how different consonant contrasts are created). Having just adjusted to phonetic-articulatory patterns, infants are considered to undergo truly phonological adjustment to the L1 system of minimal contrasts and phonological alternations not during this period but later in development (Best, 1994a, 1994b, 1995).

It is argued that infants’ responsiveness to those phonetic characteristics that operate contrastively to enable infants to differentiate between words in L1 eventually influence their discrimination skills in speech (Best, 1994a). When infants encounter problems in differentiating between L2 contrasts, this is considered to be caused by the articulatory resemblance between particular L2 and L1 categories (Best & McRoberts, 2003).
PAM argues that phonetic similarities that listeners discern between the L1 phonological system and L2 sounds will determine the discrimination of L2 sounds (Best, 1999). There are three ways in which listeners are considered to perceptually assimilate L2 sounds. First, L2 sounds can be allocated to the L1 phonological category as an acceptable or a deviant exemplar. Second, L2 sounds can represent uncategorised sounds and fall between L1 categories into the open phonetic space. Third, L2 sounds can be situated completely outside of the L1 phonological system (Best, 1995).

The manner in which L2 sounds are assimilated determine how L2 phonetic contrasts are discriminated (Best, 1995). The pairwise assimilations that emerge as a result are considered to include at least the following types of assimilation: First, if two L2 contrast sounds are phonetically similar to two different L1 phonemes and assimilate to them individually, this is known as ‘Two Categories’ (TC). This produces very good discrimination as two L2 sounds are separated by L1 phonological boundaries. In TC assimilation, L1 phonology therefore supports discrimination (Best, 1994a, 1995).

Second, if two L2 sounds assimilate to a single L1 phoneme strongly or weakly to an equal extent, this is known as Single Category assimilation (SC) (Best, 1995). This assimilation produces poor discrimination because when two L2 sounds assimilate to the same L1 phoneme, L1 phonology obstructs discrimination (Best, 1994a, 1995). This is illustrated by native adult Japanese learners of English who show weak discrimination of the English liquid phonemes /ʃ/-/l/ (Goto, 1971; MacKain, Best, & Strange, 1981; Miyawaki et al., 1975). Because /ʃ/-/l/ are phonemically non
contrastive in Japanese (Tsushima et al., 1994), native Japanese speakers tend to show the assimilation of the English /ɹ/-/l/ as weak instances of the individual Japanese phoneme /ɾ/, thereby producing poor discrimination (Miyawaki et al., 1975; Takagi & Mann, 1995; Vance, 1987). Support for TC assimilation was provided by a study that tested English listener’s perception of Hindi dental-retroflex stop contrasts (Polka, 1991). It showed that TC-type assimilations were related to higher discrimination scores than SC-type assimilations, which is consistent with PAM (Polka, 1991).

The third assimilation type is the assimilation of two L2 sounds to one L1 phoneme, with one L2 sound matching up better with the L1 phoneme than the other. This is known as ‘Category Goodness’ difference (CG) (Best, 1995). Although this assimilation produces good discrimination, it is not as good as for TC assimilation because both L2 sounds assimilate to the same L1 sound in CG. The ability to discriminate these L2 sounds is therefore obstructed by L1 phonology (Best, 1994a, 1995). Evidence for better discrimination for CG than SC assimilation was shown in a study that tested native English listeners’ perception of a Farsi stop contrast and a Salish contrast (Polka, 1992). It was found that English listeners assimilated the Farsi stop consonants as a CG contrast while assimilating the Salish consonant as a SC contrast. Consistent with PAM, they showed better discrimination for the CG contrast than the SC contrast (Polka, 1992).

Regarding the assimilation of vowel contrasts, it was found in line with PAM that American adult listeners assimilated a Norwegian vowel contrast as a SC category, and showed low accuracy in the discrimination of that contrast. Their assimilation of a Thai vowel contrast as CG difference assimilation produced good discrimination.
Similarly, their assimilation of another Norwegian vowel contrast and two French vowel contrasts as TC assimilations showed very good discrimination (Best, Faber, & Levitt, 1996).

Further support for a better discrimination of TC contrasts and CG contrasts than for SC contrasts was shown by a study that native English listeners’ perception of Zulu and Tigrinya consonant contrasts (Best et al., 2000). Specifically, regarding the Zulu consonants, it was observed consistent with PAM that the listeners assimilated L2 lateral fricatives and velar stops as a TC assimilation and CG assimilation respectively, with the majority of listeners showing SC assimilation for L2 bilabial stops (Best et al., 2000). Similarly, regarding discrimination between contrasts it was reported in support of PAM that listeners demonstrated better discrimination for lateral fricatives than velar stops and better discrimination for velar stops than bilabial stops (Best et al., 2000). The pattern for TC assimilation and its related high discriminability was also found with the Tigrinya consonant contrast (Best et al., 2000).

A fourth assimilation type is when two L2 sounds consist of an uncategorised sound (an L2 sound that is approximately comparable to at least two L1 phonemes) and a categorised sound (an L2 sound as an exemplar of an L1 phoneme with a goodness of correspondence that can vary from strong to weak) (Best, 1995). This represents an Uncategorised-Categorised (UC) pair. Similar to TC contrasts, UC contrasts are considered to produce good discrimination since each of the L2 sounds in the UC contrast are on opposing areas of an L1 phonology boundary. When two L2 sounds include two uncategorised sounds, they represent an Uncategorised-Uncategorised
(UU) pair, for which discrimination is not influenced by L1 phonology. Therefore, depending on how comparable the L2 sounds are perceived to be both to proximate L1 phonemes and to each other, their discriminability is considered to vary from poor to good (Best, 1994a, 1995). Evidence for both UC and UU contrasts have been provided by a study that tested native adult Japanese listeners’ perception of English consonants (Guion, Flege, Akahane-Yamada, & Pruitt, 2000).

It was shown native Japanese listeners assimilated the English /s/-/l/ contrast as an UU contrast because both /s/ and /l/ come in between two specific L1 categories in Japanese (Guion et al., 2000). Consistent with PAM, discrimination of the UU contrast was poor. The /s/-/w/ and /s/-/θ/ contrast were assimilated as UC contrasts. However, good discrimination was only shown for /s/-/w/. In contrast, /s/-/θ/ was poorly discriminated as /θ/ was perceived as positioned between to L1 sounds. As this is not consistent with PAM’s prediction for UC contrasts, this indicates that PAM needs to be revised in order to be able to better explain cases in the discrimination of uncategorised versus categorised L2 sounds in which the uncategorised sound is found nearby to the categorised sound (Guion et al., 2000).

Lastly, if two L2 sounds cannot be assimilated to any L1 phoneme, they are known as ‘Non-Assimilable’ sounds (NA). They are perceived as non-linguistic sounds and thus produce quite good discrimination, which is subject to how different they are perceived as non-linguistic sounds. Best et al. (1988), for instance, showed that English adult listeners perceive non-native Zulu click contrasts as non-linguistic sounds due to their inability to assimilate them to English consonants. Consistent with
PAM, English listeners’ discrimination of the Zulu click contrasts was very good (Best et al., 1988).

Recently, due to the emphasis of PAM on articulatory gestures, it has been combined with the articulatory organ (AO) hypothesis by Goldstein (Best & McRoberts, 2003; Studdert-Kennedy & Goldstein, 2003), which has been created to theoretically expand the theory of articulatory phonology (AP) and which states that primary articulatory organs such as the larynx and lips that contribute to the generation of a word are what infants note when they perceive the word. According to AO, the discrimination of a minimal phonetic contrast that is differentiated by two dissimilar gestures elicited by the same primary articulator is known as a within-organ contrast while the discrimination of a minimal contrast that is differentiated by one gesture made by dissimilar articulators is known as a between-organ contrast. Because gesture information such as the rate or exact location of a gesture may not be able to be identified by infants, infants are considered to find the discrimination of within-organ contrasts more problematic than that of between-organ contrasts (Best & McRoberts, 2003).

According to the PAM/AO, there will be an earlier and more notable decline in 10-12 month old infants’ discrimination of L2 within-organ contrasts than that of L2 between-organ contrasts when the L2 sounds in the L2 within-organ contrasts are perceived to belong to a L1 phonetic category (Best & McRoberts, 2003). This prediction was tested in a study with 10-12 month old infants’ discrimination of three Zulu contrasts as within-organ contrasts and of a Tigrinya contrast as a between-organ contrast, compared to that by 6-8 month old infants (Best & McRoberts, 2003). It was
shown that while the 6-8 month old infants were able to discriminate all three L2 contrasts, the 10-12 month old infants displayed a decline in the discrimination of the L2 contrasts that included one articulatory organ. Moreover, consistent with PAM/AO it was observed that both infant groups discriminated the L2 between-organ contrast (Best & McRoberts, 2003).

However, there are some observations that cannot be accounted for by PAM/AO. For example, research findings by other researchers on contrasts in which two L2 sounds are assimilated to a CG pattern seem to be inconsistent with PAM’s assumption for CG assimilations (Best, 1995; Polka & Werker, 1994; Polka & Bohn, 1996). While Polka and Bohn (1996), for instance, reported in line with PAM good discrimination of two CG vowel contrasts, another study showed a lack of discriminability of two other CG vowel contrasts (Polka & Werker, 1994). This indicates that PAM requires further development to account for infants’ phonetic speech perception by including a broader variety of non-native contrasts (Polka, Colantonio, & Sundara, 2001).

Moreover, it has been observed that for certain L2 consonant contrasts, such as Zulu bilabials, a remarkable individual variation exists in the way these contrasts are assimilated (Best et al., 2000). Since phonetic characteristics of L2 sounds can be similar to diverse L1 sounds on many levels and the focus on particular levels can vary among different listeners, the PAM/AO might need to be developed further to take this into account in future studies (Best et al., 2000).

In addition, although there is research that suggests a biological specialisation of the left hemisphere for discerning particularly linguistic information in speech (Best &
Avery, 1999), the PAM/AO does not specify the kind of biological specialisation that may assist listeners to discover articulatory information in speech and that particularly may help infants’ adjustment to L1. Therefore more evidence is needed for the PAM/AO in order to find out how biological specialisation for speech might lead to infants’ L1 adjustment before the beginning of infants’ second year of life (Best & MacRoberts, 2003).

2.6 Kuhl’s Native Language Magnet theory (NLM)

Kuhl’s native language magnet theory is another account that attempts to explain the developmental change in infants’ phonetic perception between six and twelve months of age (Kuhl, 1994; Kuhl, 1998; Kuhl, 2000a, 2000b; Kuhl et al., 2008). The model consists of three developmental phases. Infants in the first phase are considered to be able to discriminate between practically all the sounds of all languages in the world due to general auditory mechanisms (Kuhl, 1991b). Phase two is concerned with phonetic representations that are created as result of infants’ responsiveness to distributional and perceptual characteristics in linguistic information (Kuhl, 2000b). The phonetic representations are therefore particular to infants’ ambient language and indicate the distributional characteristics of sounds in their specific language (Kuhl, 1998).

Infants’ perception is considered to become distorted through experience of their ambient language (Kuhl et al., 1992). It is argued that as result of early language exposure, the perceived distances in the acoustic space that are considered to lie beneath phonetic distinctions are altered or warped through experience (Kuhl, 1994). Those phonetic representations that are most frequently stimulated through experience are regarded to operate as phonetic prototypes and exert perceptual magnet effects
(Kuhl, 1991a). The nearby perceptual space around them is considered to be reduced since the region around them has decreased discrimination sensitivity in contrast to regions surrounding nonprototype members of the category (Kuhl, 1991a). Therefore, the discrimination of phonetic variation is more problematic in the region surrounding prototypes than surrounding weak examples of the same category.

Due to the distorting consequence of the perceptual magnet effect on perception, infants’ phonetic capacities in L1 perception during the third developmental phase are considered to be supported while infants’ phonetic capacities in L2 speech perception decrease (Kuhl et al., 2008). The proposition of infants’ responsiveness to distributional frequencies in L1 phonetic patterns was supported by a cross-language study in which six months old infants displayed more responsiveness to distributional frequencies in L1 than to those in L2 (Kuhl et al., 1992). This sensitivity has been suggested to instigate the emergence of prototypes in the first half of their life (Kuhl et al., 1992). The development of these prototypes has been argued to have consequently changed infants’ phonetic perception and to have contributed to their perception of L1 vowels at the age of six months (Kuhl, 1993). Six months is the earliest age at which phonetic perception was observed to be influenced by experience of the ambient language (Kuhl et al., 1992). Evidence of phonetic learning by 6-8 months old infants after having been exposed to syllables from an eight-stimulus continuum (Maye, Werker, & Gerken, 2002), and of phonetic learning by infants of about 9 months who learnt L2 contrasts after having been exposed to L2 (Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003) further support the importance of infants’ sensitivity to distributional and perceptual characteristics in ambient speech to perceptual learning.
The organization of phonetic categories in acoustic space as proposed by NLM was upheld by research on phonetic prototypes. A prototype here is referred to as an appropriate example of a category (Kuhl & Iverson, 1995; Rosch, 1975). Accordingly, it was shown that adults were proficient at recognising the prototypes of phonetic categories in L1 (Grieser & Kuhl, 1989; Kuhl, 1991a). The results showed that phonetic prototypes operated in a unique manner as they acted as perceptual magnets for other sounds within a category (Grieser & Kuhl, 1989; Kuhl, 1991a). Specifically, the prototype (P) is considered to draw other category members to itself and therefore have a magnetising influence. As a result, the perceived distance between P and other category members shrink (Kuhl, 1993a). In contrast, nonprototypes (NP) are weak examples from the same category that do not operate in this manner.

The NLM proposes that a prototype vowel sounds more comparable to its variants than the nonprototype sounds to its variants even in case of identical acoustic distance (Kuhl, 1991a). It is therefore argued that in order to hear a difference between a prototype and its variants, one has to move farther away from the prototype (Kuhl & Iverson, 1995). The pulling effect of the prototype was reported by a study that assessed adult and six months old infants’ capacity to differentiate from NP and P and their respective variations (Kuhl, 1991a). Specifically, when adults and infants listened to a prototype of a phonetic classification and compared it with sounds that were ambient to the prototype in the same acoustic space, it was shown that P was associated to its variations more frequently than was NP, thereby indicating a strong magnet effect (Kuhl, 1991a).
The finding of decreased responsiveness to acoustic differences within the area surrounding prototypes was supported by studies that, for instance, used signal detection methods and theory to evaluate the perceptual magnet effect with a response bias-free measurement (Iverson & Kuhl, 1995; Sussman & Lauckner-Morano, 1995). Moreover, research that assessed the distortion of perceptual space of phonetic categories using multidimensional scaling and that showed shrunk perceptual distance in the area of the ideal instances, and expanded perceptual distance in the area of the least optimal instances, provided further evidence for the perceptual magnet effect (Iverson & Kuhl, 1995; Kuhl & Iverson, 1995).

In addition to infants’ discovery of distributional and perceptual patterns in their ambient language, the NLM claims that overemphasised crucial phonetic differences in infant-directed speech (IDS) contribute to improved L1 phonetic perception and reduced L2 phonetic perception (Kuhl et al., 2008). This has been supported by research that reported mothers to differentiate between acoustic cues of phonetic units in an overarticulated manner in IDS (e.g. Bernstein-Ratner, 1984; Burnham, Kitamura, & Vollmer-Conna, 2002; Uther et al., 2007). Exaggeration of differences between phonetic units was observed for both vowels (Kuhl et al., 1997), consonants (Englund, 2005) and it has been suggested to make speech more intelligible (Liu, Kuhl, & Tsao, 2003) and contribute to infants’ learning of words (Song et al., 2010).

A further critical aspect of the NLM is the notion of native language neural commitment (NLNC) according to which 6-12 month old infants’ neural tissue is modified through their acquisition of statistical regularities and acoustic patterns within L1 (Kuhl et al., 2006, 2008). The neural connections that are sensitive to the
regularities in L1 are consequently reinforced whereby intricate patterns such as words in L1 that are based on originally acquired regularities in the ambient language are learnt (Kuhl et al., 2008). In contrast, the sensitivity to alternative patterns that are not in line with regularities that have been acquired before within the ambient language, such as L2 patterns, will be reduced. Evidence was provided by research that showed raised neural responses to L1 consonant contrasts and reduced responses to L2 contrasts in 7 to 11 months old infants (Rivera-Gaxiola, Silva-Pereyra, & Kuhl, 2005) and by research that showed raised neural responses to L1 vowels and reduced responses to L2 vowels in 6 to 12 months old infants (Cheour et al., 1998).

Neural commitment is also considered to influence the acquisition of a new language as an adult (Kuhl et al., 2008). Accordingly, the effect of linguistic experience on L2 sound processing was demonstrated by magnetoencephalography (MEG) research that indicated that neurally more time and more brain supplies are involved when adults process L2 sounds (Zhang, Kuhl, Imada, Kotani, & Tohkura, 2005). Nonetheless, it was also shown that overemphasising phonetic units similar as in IDS can assist in adults’ acquisition of L2 contrasts (Iverson, Hazan, & Bannister, 2005; Vallabha & McClelland, 2007).

According to the NLM, early phonetic learning is affected by social communication (Kuhl et al., 2008). Research, for instance, that compared English infants’ discrimination scores after they have been exposed to Mandarin syllables through different types of sources such as video - or audiotape as well as through a natural language learning condition, demonstrated that infants who experienced Mandarin in a naturalistic language learning condition had higher discrimination scores than
infants who had been exposed to the same Mandarin material but in a video-and
audiotaped manner (Kuhl et al., 2003).

NLM also states that the connection between speech perception and production is
established in infants between 6-12 months old and is created as result of their
perceptual exposure and acquired mapping between perceived and produced speech
(Kuhl et al., 2008). Accordingly, linguistic experience is considered to enable infants
to learn at a sensory level, which then will advance their motor development when
infants start associating their own verbalisations to the articulatory activities that
initiated these and when the infants replicate the sounds they hear (Kuhl et al., 2008).
Evidence from MEG research, for instance, demonstrated that the perceptual
processing of syllables causes the brain region for speech production to activate
progressively in infants between 6 to 12 months of age (Imada et al., 2006).

The NML proposes that infants’ later language development is related by their early
perceptual skills in L1 and L2. In a study that applied the head-turn method to assess
infants of 7 months on an L1 and L2 consonant contrast, Kuhl and colleagues (2005b)
showed that improved L1 perception at this age can be used to forecast faster
language growth in infants aged between 14 and 30 months. By contrast, improved L2
perception at the age of 7 months was shown to be a predictor of decelerated language
growth (Kuhl, Conboy, Padden, Nelson, & Pruitt, 2005b). This finding has been
supported by a more recent study that used electrophysiological methods in which 7.5
months old infants’ discrimination of L1 and L2 consonant contrasts was found to
forecast their linguistic capacity two years afterwards (Kuhl et al., 2008).
Recently, the NLM has been expanded (NLM-e) and is considered to include four phases (Kuhl et al., 2008). In the first phase, infants are considered to be able to crudely distinguish between phonetic units of all languages of the world due to general auditory mechanisms. This phase is also characterised by directional asymmetries that are consistent across age and culture (Kuhl et al., 2006). In phase 2, infants’ perception is modified in that their speech perception skills improve in L1 and decrease in L2 (Kuhl et al., 2006). Phase 2 also involves the link between speech perception and production as infants start vocalising and replicating the sounds they hear (DePaolis, 2005). Their phonetic learning is facilitated through social communication as infants start developing an increased awareness of their social surroundings (Tomasello, 2003).

In phase 3, infants are regarded to enhance abilities as result of their increased L1 perceptual capacities that will assist them in the learning of words: these abilities include their observations of phonotactic rules, components that are comparable to words and phonetic information in initially acquired words (Ballem & Plunkett, 2005; Mattys, Jusczyk, Luce, & Morgan, 1999; Newport & Aslin, 2004). In phase 4, relatively consistent neural representations are considered to have been established through exposure to the ambient language due to neural commitment. Infants are considered to be able to acquire many languages because of not entirely developed neural networks (Maye et al., 2002). By contrast, the exposure of a new language to adults is not considered to mechanically develop new neural formations in them due to their steady neural representations. The acquisition of L2 is thus regarded to rely on the extent of neural commitment (Kuhl et al., 2008).
Nonetheless, there are some observations that cannot be explained by NLM-e. It has been, for instance, claimed that the perceptual magnet effect may show consistently for different listener groups (Lively, 1993). Moreover, although according to the NLM-e model, particular perceptual boundaries will be withdrawn when infants acquire the perceptual magnet effect, studies on adults have indicated that boundaries might not vanish (Kuhl & Iverson, 1995; Logan et al., 1991; MacKain et al., 1981). It was, for example, shown that the ability to differentiate contrasts in a foreign language can be enhanced as result of persistent training (Logan et al., 1991). The research results indicated that the sensory capacity for contrast differentiation might not be able to be changed through perceptual modification owing to experience with language. However, it was suggested that linguistic experience might probably cause an alteration on the dimension of attention and also memory (Logan et al., 1991).

In addition, although the NLM-e position that infants’ phonetic perception is influenced by speech input can be regarded to be generally supported by previous research, it has been, however, argued that experience with dissimilar phonetic characteristics might not be sufficient to enable infants to create phonological categories (MacKain, 1982). It has been, for example, argued that not the sounds in one’s surrounding language but that the linguistically meaningful distinctions might be crucial in shaping the complete perceptual system (Best et al., 2001).

Chapter 2 has covered four developmental models of spoken language acquisition for L1 and L2. These are Werker’s Cognitive Theory of spoken language acquisition, Flege’s SLM, Best’s PAM, and Kuhl’s NLM. The final chapter (Chapter 9) will return to one of these models to find out which model is most applicable to explain
how non-native speakers of English with differing proficiencies in English process speech with vowel hyperarticulation at word level compared to native speakers. The next chapter will cover the H&H theory, which can be considered to theoretically underlie different types of speech, such as foreigner-directed speech and pet-directed speech, all of which have been observed to contain vowel hyperarticulation.
Chapter 3

Communicative aspects of speech

Chapter 3 deals with speech to different types of listeners that involves vowel hyperarticulation. The chapter starts with the H&H theory that can be considered to theoretically best underpin the observation of vowel hyperarticulation in speech to certain interlocutors. Different speeches to interlocutors such as infants, foreigners, verbal pets and computers are outlined that involve vowel hyperarticulation. It is pointed out that despite much research on foreigner-and infant-directed speech, which are covered in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively, it is still not clear whether vowel hyperarticulation causally leads to increased intelligibility for these interlocutors. This issue is addressed in Experiments 3 and 4 presented in Chapter 7. Towards the end, Chapter 3 highlights an alternative view that proposes that changes in speech production can arise from affective, and not necessarily didactic motivations.

3.1 Hypospeech and Hyperspeech (H&H) theory

3.1.1 Relationship between speaker, audience and environment

Most influential theories of speech perception and production are focused on the underlying physical / perceptual mechanisms of speech without specific reference to communicative context. However, another framework (Hypospeech & Hyperspeech (Lindblom, 1990)) focuses on how speech perception and production changes as a function of the interactive and communicative context.

According to Lindblom’s (1990) Hypospeech & Hyperspeech theory (H&H theory), the speech signal is not invariant but instead is a result of listener-dependent
modifications. A talker’s task to produce speech can show both temporary and permanent variability and is considerably influenced by the listener and the speaking environment. Speakers are therefore considered to verbally adjust to the perceptual needs of their audience and to the environmental speaking conditions (Lindblom, 1990). This is, for instance, demonstrated by the observation of vowel hyperarticulation in speech directed to infants (IDS) who are considered to require atypically clearer speech input than adults (ADS) (Fernald et al., 1989; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Uther et al., 2007).

The perception of speech entails the process of discriminating between items that are in one’s lexicon, i.e. the differentiation between lexical items, such as words, that can be distinguished through phonemes, such as between ‘bat’ and ‘pat’ (Lindblom, 1990). The access to these lexical items is considered to depend on the distinct nature of an acoustic stimulus. One’s distinction of one item from contending lexical items is achieved to the extent to which speakers can articulate lexical items distinctly (Lindblom, 1990). By this means, the aim of increased intelligibility is achieved through maximised discriminability within the limitations of a communicative situation (Lindblom, 1990).

Speakers adapt their speech using information on their environmental listening circumstances and on their audience’s background knowledge to evaluate the audience’s information. This information, which does not include speech signal related information, is known as signal-complementary processes. Speakers are considered to make use of signal-complementary processes to change their speech accordingly to enhance communicative efficacy (Lindblom, 1990). As a result of
speakers’ assumption that their speech output must be sufficiently contrastive to enable lexical access, the audience’s discrimination of lexical items, and therefore lexical access, can be viewed to be facilitated by signal-complementary processes.

3.1.2 Hypo-and hyperspeech

Lindblom considered hypospeech to occur in a type of communicative situation in which light demands are put on the articulators, as for instance in a silent room as this presents minimal constraints to produce speech (1990). Hypospeech is an economical mode of behaviour and is regulated by making sure that lexical items can be sufficiently differentiated so that speakers do not overly economise and their speech becomes unintelligible (Lindblom, 1990). By comparison, speakers use hyperspeech when the demands placed on the articulators (known as system-oriented control) are substantial. This is, for example, the case when speech is produced in a noisy environment. The purposeful, communicative character of speech that is described by articulators is known as output-oriented control.

Because the articulators can be malleably rearranged to meet the restrictions of the communicative environment, the purpose-driven speech motor regulation exemplifies plasticity in form of hyperspeech (Lindblom, 1990). Depending on the requirements of the communicative situation, speakers talk along the scale from hypospeech to hyperspeech (Lindblom, 1990). As a speaker moves from hypospeech to hyperspeech, the articulatory gestures show less temporal overlap and show rise in both duration and amplitude (Lindblom, 1990). Listeners’ articulatory and acoustic patterns consequently rely less on context in hyperspeech than in hypospeech (Lindblom, 1990).
Moreover, while hypospeech contains coarticulation and vowel and consonant reduction, hyperspeech includes vowels and consonants that are aimed at being articulated as accurately as possible (Lindblom, 1990). The aspects of plasticity and economy enable signals to be generated that are sufficiently informative (Lindblom, 1990). The aspect of economy has been empirically supported in several animal studies in which animals were observed to have a variety of behavioural choices and to nonetheless move in a way that caused them a minimal effort of physical power and that corresponded with the task (Alexander, 1988; Hoyt & Taylor, 1981). In contrast, plasticity is the consequence of a regulation that is output-oriented and through which animals have been observed to achieve the same motoric aim in various contexts such as under different constraints (Granit, 1977; Lashley, 1951).

### 3.1.3 Signal-plus-knowledge hypothesis

The H&H theory proposes that speech perception deals with partial information because auditory objects are identified when the signal is modulated through what is stored in the recipient’s memory (Lindblom, 1996). According to this signal-plus-knowledge hypothesis, auditory percepts are the result of both the physical signal and the recipient’s knowledge (Lindblom, 1996). This is regarded to be applicable to both lower and higher levels of language processing.

Empirical support for the proposed signal-plus-knowledge hypothesis is provided by Kluender, Diehl, and Killeen (1987) in whose study Japanese birds were taught in the first experimental part to differentiate between syllables that included or excluded /d/ by pecking when hearing the syllables /dVVs/ but not /gVVs/ and /bVVs/, where V stands for vowel. The effective completion of the task with four different vowels was considered to have occurred due to learning, with the birds having formed a store of
the auditory parameters of the single stimuli in their memory (Lindblom, 1996). The acoustic demarcation between /d/, /g/ and /b/ was considered to have been neurally supported through the creation of neural networks in the bird brains (Lindblom, 1996). In the second experimental part, the same discrimination task with dissimilar vowels was used and the birds completed the task successfully (Kluender et al., 1987). Lindblom (1996) argued that the result can be accounted for by the birds having had associated the auditory parameters of the new stimuli with the stored input from the previous stimuli. According to Lindblom (1996), the task used in Kluender et al.’s (1987) study might be considered to include an interplay of signal-plus-knowledge. The birds are seen as having had made judgements based on not simply the physical signal but also by using phonetically organised knowledge (Lindblom, 1996).

According to the H&H theory, speech production is a changeable verbal response to a mutable communicative environment. The role of the speech signal is to provide the listener with sufficient information to make speech comprehension possible (Lindblom, 1992). Thus, speech production can be regarded as a listener-oriented modification with the goal to ensure lexical distinctiveness and therefore sufficient contrast.

The idea of speech production being an adaptive response has been empirically illustrated by the observation of clear speech, which includes the interaction between the aims of meeting the listener's linguistic needs on the one hand and simplifying speech production on the other hand (Payton et al., 1994; van Summers et al., 1988). Studies on clear speech support the claims of the H&H theory that the speaker's task varies with the listener's needs and the communicative situation and that the speaker
can segmentally adapt speech output. Studies on infant-directed speech (IDS) and 
foreigner-directed speech (FDS), for example, have illustrated consistently with 
claims of the H&H theory that adults modify their speech (Ferguson, 1977; Kuhl et 
al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007) to generate a speech signal that maximises 
discriminability and therefore intelligibility (Kuhl et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2003; Song 
et al., 2010; ).

Specifically, while speech to infants was reported to include speech modifications 
such as decelerated rate of speech, increased pitch and extended vowel space (Fernald 
& Simon, 1984; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Kuhl et al., 1997; Stern et al., 1983), speech 
directed to foreigners was found to involve the reduction of grammatical difficulty 
levels, simplified negations, simplifications of sentences and increased vowel space 
among others (Campell, Schlue, & Vander Brook, 1977; Gaskell, Cambell, & Vander 
Brook, 1977; Hatch, Shapira, & Gough, 1975; Meisel, 1977; Uther et al., 2007). 
Moreover, speech to children (CDS) was observed to include expanded vowel space, 
decreased grammatical intricacy, rise of reiterations, elucidations and further 
explations (Biersack, Kempe & Knapton, 2005; de Paulo & Coleman, 1986; Liu et 
al., 2009). Thus, it can be said that both IDS, FDS and CDS display common verbal 
adaptations such as expanded vowel space, which as a part of clear speech can be seen 
in consistency with the H&H theory, as a verbal adaptation to meet listeners’ 
linguistic needs.

Additional support for the H&H theory is provided by other examples of verbal 
adaptations such as the observed changes in speech to elderly people that is louder 
and slower in nature (Kemper, Ferrell, Harden, Finter-Uracyk, & Billington, 1998)
while speech to hearing-impaired individuals includes a rise in duration, volume and the change from casual to clear speech articulatory patterns (Picheny et al., 1986). Another example is that in the presence of environmental noise, speakers will aim to preserve a consistent degree of speech clarity by putting in more verbal effort (Draegert, 1951; Hanley & Steer, 1949; Lane & Tranel, 1971).

Moreover, a rise in pitch and overall amplitude under environmental noisy situations and the longer duration of sentences in noise conditions than of sentences in quiet conditions are, for example, some of the reliable alterations of a speech register called the Lombard reflex (Dreher & O’Neill, 1957; Pisoni, Bernacki, Nusbaum, & Yuchtman, 1985; Van Summers, et al., 1988). Thus, it can be said that these studies provide supporting evidence of the notion of the H&H theory that a talker’s speech is substantially determined by the listener and the speaking environment and that a talker’s verbal adaptations to the communicative situation involves the generation of a speech signal that can vary on a continuum from hypospeech to hyperspeech (Lindbom, 1990, 1996).

The H&H theory was also tested by Lively, Pisoni, Summers and Bernacki (1993) who investigated the effect of high cognitive workload on verbal adaptations in speech production. They theorized that when speakers are required to complete an attention-demanding task whilst speaking, they are likely to heighten system-oriented control to preserve speech clarity (Lively et al., 1993). It was therefore hypothesised that, compared to the speech produced in the control condition; speech generated under workload would adjust to the workload environment and will be of shorter duration so that the workload task could be focused on. Specifically, speech
articulated during the workload condition was considered to exemplify hyperspeech while the speech generated in the control condition was considered to include hypospeech (Lively et al., 1993). In a perceptual identification task, it was further tested whether the sentences articulated during the workload condition were perceived by listeners to be more intelligible than those generated in the control condition (Lively et al., 1993).

In the first part of their experiment, five male native speaking participants were asked in the workload condition to articulate test sentences whilst completing a visual tracking task. In the control condition, they were instructed to speak the sentences (Lively et al., 1993). It was found that in contrast to the control condition, speakers showed the propensity to generate sentences of shorter duration, with larger amplitude and more variability in amplitude in the workload condition (Lively et al., 1993). Nonetheless, workload was not found to lead to a significant modification in the first three formant frequencies of the vowels by the five speakers (Lively et al., 1993).

In the second part of their experiment, vowel tokens were taken out from a section of each sentence in the workload and control conditions and presented in a perceptual identification task to listeners (Lively et al., 1993). It was found that listeners perceived the vowel tokens in the workload condition as more intelligible than those in the control condition. Specifically, intelligibility was observed to improve two to five per cent from the control to the workload condition for three of five speakers (Lively et al., 1993). The three speakers who produced sentences of more intelligibility in the workload condition were also reported to produce the sentences
under workload that demonstrated reliable elevations in amplitude and amplitude variability (Lively et al., 1993).

Thus, the main aspect controlling intelligibility was suggested to be generated by changes in amplitude and amplitude variability. Despite absent changes in formant frequencies, it was argued that the verbal adjustments under the workload reflect laryngeal and sublaryngeal adaptations in speech and changes in the absolute timing of articulatory movements (Lively et al., 1993). The occurrence of a small but significant increase in intelligibility across conditions was accounted for by the use of isolated vowels for the perceptual task and the observation that the task demand was not substantial. Lively et al. (1993) therefore argued that their study supports the idea by Lindblom (1990) that speakers modify their speech to meet the perceptual needs of their environment with the aim to increase discriminability and therefore intelligibility.

However, one of the limitations of the H&H theory is the fact that the term of ‘sufficient contrast’ has not been defined. It is argued that the purpose of listener-oriented modifications of speech patterns is to sustain sufficient contrast to simplify lexical access (Lindblom, 1990). Nonetheless, no information is given about the manner in which sufficient contrast can be specified. Moreover, the H&H theory assumes the absence of acoustic invariance (Lindblom, 1990). Nevertheless, the theory does not propose testable hypotheses through which the lack of signal invariance can be quantitatively assessed (Diehl & Lindblom, 2004).
Thus, it can be said that the H&H theory can be considered to be able to account for inter-and intra-talker variability and to integrate variability instead of searching for invariance. Nonetheless, the H&H theory still has to account for the observation why studies that focus on invariant physical correlates of linguistic units have not been effectual in specifying the invariant correlates of these units. Moreover, it does not provide hypotheses on which the lack of signal invariance can be empirically established (Diehl & Lindblom, 2004). The following sections will look in more detail at verbal modifications that are made in speech to different audiences and that can be accounted for by the H&H theory (Lindblom, 1990, 1992, 1996).

3.2 Infant-directed speech (IDS)

Speech directed at infants (IDS), also known as motherese, differs from adult-directed speech (ADS) since IDS involves acoustic changes such as raised mean pitch, exaggeration in pitch contours, decelerated speech rate, and increased emotional affect (Andruski & Kuhl, 1996; Kitamura & Burnham, 2003; Kuhl, 2004; Stern et al., 1983; Trainor & Desjardins, 2002). Moreover, IDS includes modifications such as long pauses, brief sentences, additional reiterations, and exaggerated vowel space (Fernald & Simon, 1984; Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Fernald et al., 1989; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988). The following sections will look more closely at those speech modifications that have been proposed to contribute to infants’ learning of words. These speech modifications are vowel space exaggeration, decreased speech rate, and increased pitch.

3.2.1 Vowel space exaggeration in IDS

Infant-directed speech contains phonetically exaggerated properties that have been correlated with speech intelligibility in IDS (Burnham et al., 2002; Kuhl et al., 1997;
Liu et al., 2003; Uther et al., 2007). In particular, expanded vowel space (as measured by $F1/F2$ space) has been shown to represent very reliable measurements of overall clarity in speech, which has been regarded to help infants to focus on acoustically crucial information (Bradlow et al., 1996; Turner, Tjaden, & Weismer, 1995).

Research on infants’ acquisition of phonetic features of their native language has shown that IDS show hyperarticulated vowels (Kuhl et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2003). Kuhl et al. (1997), for example, have analyzed the acoustic qualities of IDS directed at infants from Sweden, Russia and the United States. They have observed that the vowels /i/, /a/ and /u/ in IDS were acoustically more exaggerated than in ADS with the consequence of the vowel space acoustically being “stretched” (Kuhl et al., 1997, p. 684). This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, with the vowel triangles for /a/, /i/, and /u/ produced in IDS marked by solid circles, and those produced in ADS marked by open circles.

![Figure 3.1: Vowel triangles formed by the “point” vowels, /i/ (green), /a/ (red), and /u/ (blue), in infant-directed (solid circles) and adult-directed (open circles) speech in three languages—English, Russian, and Swedish. Each data point represents the coordinate of the first two formant frequencies of a vowel. A universal stretching of the vowel triangle is observed in infant-directed (solid line) relative to adult-directed (dashed line) speech. Adapted from Kuhl et al. (1997).](image-url)
This occurrence of vowel hyperarticulation in IDS, which was observed across diverse languages, might help infants to learn phonetic units (Kuhl et al., 1997). Similarly, adults have experienced hyperarticulated vowels as improved examples of vowel categories (Iverson & Kuhl, 1995; Johnson, Flemming, & Wright, 1993).

Regarding the effect of exaggerated vowel space on infants’ speech processing capacities, Liu et al. (2003) reported an association between the qualitative speech effort by mothers and infants’ performance on phonetic speech perception. In this study, the extent of vowel space area, which was produced in speech by mothers, was correlated with infants’ phonetic discrimination abilities (Liu et al., 2003). It was observed that the use of more sizeable vowel space by mothers was significantly linked to a better linguistic discrimination performance by infants (Liu et al., 2003).

Another study analysed how IDS acoustic characteristics such as expanded vowel space influenced 19-month-old infants’ word recognition by applying the preferential looking method (Song et al., 2010). It was found that infants’ recognition of words improved when vowels were hyperarticulated. However, as this finding was only based on the time course measures of infants’ looking to test and distractor stimuli when listening to typical IDS and altered IDS (Song et al., 2010), no findings of any difference in total looking time or latency of the first look to the test stimuli as a purpose of vowel space were made. There is therefore no clear evidence of exaggerated vowel space being definitely beneficial for infants’ learning of words.

3.2.2 Changes in speech rate

In previous studies, decelerated speech rate has regularly been observed to be an IDS feature (Cooper & Aslin, 1990; Fernald & Simon, 1984; Fernald et al., 1989; Stern et
al., 1983). It was shown not only to be an aspect of IDS produced by mothers who
talked to their actual infants (Fernald & Simon, 1984) but also to be a characteristic of
speech produced by female adults in imaginary IDS (Cooper & Aslin, 1990). In both
actual and imaginary conditions of IDS production, speech rate was slowed down in
speech to infants more than to adults (Cooper & Aslin, 1990; Fernald & Simon,
1984).

One study (Cooper & Aslin, 1990), tested whether newborns and 1-month old infants
displayed longer looking time at a visual item when their looking elicited IDS or
speech to adults. Making use of a modified version of the visual-fixation-based
auditory-preference procedure, the experimenters found both newborns and 1-month
old infants to have a more prolonged looking period when IDS was generated by their
looking than when ADS was produced (Cooper & Aslin, 1990). It was therefore
suggested that this result could be attributed to the significantly longer duration of
sentences in IDS than in ADS. This indicates that the overemphasised aspect of longer
mean duration of sentences in IDS is an aspect of IDS that plays a role in newborns’
preference of IDS over ADS (Cooper & Aslin, 1990).

Research on the effect of decelerated speech rate on infants’ capacities of processing
speech has also shown that decelerated stimuli are more beneficial for infants’ word
recognition (Zangl, Klarman, Thal, Fernald, & Bates, 2005), listening comprehension
of sentences (Nelson, 1976) and learning of words (Song et al., 2010). In one study, it
was revealed, for example, that infants between one to about three years of age
showed higher accuracy for words in a listening word identification task when the
words were not modified compared to when the words were modified to be twice as
quick as the non-modified words (Zangl et al., 2005). More recently, it was shown in
Song et al.’s study that 19-months old infants’ enhanced capacity to recognise words was contributed to by decelerated speech rate, in addition to exaggerated vowel space (2010). Song et al. (2010) therefore suggested that a decelerated speech rate is crucial for infants’ improved learning of words because it assists in partitioning between speech sounds and therefore give infants instructive linguistic information.

3.2.3 Changes in mean pitch and pitch range (F0)

The observation of broader range in $F_0$, more increased $F_0$ and also positive emotion in IDS is well documented and their use has been suggested to attract and maintain infants’ attention, and to express emotion (Burnham et al., 2002; Fernald, 1989; Kitamura & Burnham, 1998, 2003; Kuhl et al., 1997; Stern et al., 1982). Studies have also shown that broader range in $F_0$ and more increased $F_0$ in IDS are observable in tonal and nontonal languages (Fernald et al., 1989; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Xu, Burnham, & Kitamura, 2007).

Alterations in pitch range have also been observed to be specific to infants’ age (Kitamura & Burnham, 2003; Stern et al., 1983). One longitudinal experiment, for instance, found mothers to overemphasise pitch range more when directing speech to infants of four months than to older infants or to new-borns (Stern et al., 1983). This finding was argued to be due to the necessity of a more varied pitch to motivate infants at four months to vocally express themselves while for older infants, a larger pitch range, as typical of IDS, is not principally used to sustain their attention or stimulate their verbal articulation (Stern et al., 1983). In contrast to four months old infants, a further decreased extent of pitch range was adequate to maintain new-borns’ attention (Stern et al., 1983).
In another study, it was reported that in speech to nine months old infants, mothers communicated instructively with further reduced mean pitch and more varied pitch range, while in speech to infants at six and twelve months, more increased mean pitch was utilised to express positive emotions (Kitamura & Burnham, 2003). Although these experiments seem to suggest that infants’ developing language capacities are matched by prosodic aspect of IDS, modifications in IDS regarding sentence structure were reported not to be associated with infants’ age (Kavanaugh & Jirkovsky, 1982), indicating that it is not clear whether IDS is overall adjusted to infants’ language abilities at a certain age.

Recent research by Song et al. (2010) looked at the effect of broad pitch range on infants’ capacities of speech processing and found that compared to slow speech rate and exaggerated vowel space, broad pitch range did not contribute to infants’ enhanced recognition of words. According to this study, exaggerations in pitch range do not provide infants with linguistic details that are crucial for the learning of words. Although alterations in pitch range has been suggested to possibly affect infants of tonal languages such as Mandarin Chinese, it was concluded consistent with prior research (Scherer, 1986) that in non-tonal languages such as English broad pitch range is used to attract infants’ attention (Song et al., 2010).

3.3 Pet-directed speech (PDS)

Speech directed to pets has been observed to share common aspects with CDS and IDS (Hirsh-Pasek & Treiman, 1982). For example, it was shown that in contrast to ADS but similar to CDS, speech to dogs had a mean length of words of about four words (Hirsh-Pasek & Treiman, 1982; Snow, 1977) and included more instructive
commands than declarative statements (Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1977). Moreover, speech to dogs contained frequent repetitions (Cross, 1977; Snow, 1972), higher portion of grammatically correct statements, simple sentences (Newport et al., 1977), and the use of diminutives (Hirsh-Pasek & Treiman, 1982).

Recently, it was observed in similarity to CDS (Liu et al., 2009), speech to verbal pets such as parrots contains hyperarticulated vowels (Xu et al., 2004). Given the fact that parrots, as for example the African Grey Parrot, have a propensity and capacity to imitate speech (Pepperberg, 2002), this finding suggests that one circumstance under which hyperarticulated speech seems to occur is when the interlocutor is regarded to be capable of speech (Xu et al., 2004).

Regarding changes in pitch and affect in speech to pets such as dogs it was found that, mean pitch and affect was higher in PDS and IDS than ADS (Burnham et al., 2002). It was, however, observed that only IDS was accompanied by vowel hyperarticulation and not PDS, implying that exaggerated vowel space is an instructive instrument (Burnham et al., 2002). This finding seems to agree with the above finding that vowel hyperarticulation might occur in PDS if pets are able to verbalise with adult speakers to a certain extent (Xu et al., 2004).

However, Kim, Diehl, Panneton and Moon (2006), who compared mothers’ speech to puppies (PupDS) with the same mothers’ speech to their infants, reported that hyperarticulation was expressed to puppies and that this hyperarticulation was not significantly different to that in IDS. This indicates that not educational desires but emotional articulacy might be expressed through vowel hyperarticulation (Kim et al.,
2006). Nonetheless, this research had a sample size of six mothers and has not compared PupDS with speech directed at adult dogs. Therefore, the purpose of vowel hyperarticulation may not be exclusively attributed to emotional articulacy. It can thus be said that changes observed in PDS seem to have the purpose to draw and sustain attention and to express positive affect.

More recently, a study that compared ADS, IDS and speech to dogs and parrots (Xu, Burnham, Kitamura, & Vollmer-Conna, 2013) has supported the important role of speakers’ assumption about the interlocutors’ linguistic competence in order for vowel hyperarticulation to occur. It was found that the extent of vowel hyperarticulation linearly rose from ADS and speech to dogs to speech to parrots and then IDS (Xu et al., 2013). This finding implies that the extent to which vowel hyperarticulation occurs can be associated to the listeners’ real or assumed linguistic capability (Xu et al., 2013). Thus, the observed changes in PDS can be said to serve to convey positive emotion and engage the attention of the pet.

3.4 Foreigner-directed speech (FDS)

In contrast to PDS and IDS, interactions in FDS are considerably influenced by the speakers’ dissimilar cultural backgrounds, their experiences and assumptions they have about particular people and cultures (Storti, 1999). Knowledge about how understanding between different cultures can be improved can overall be regarded as being particularly useful with regard to multicultural societies since they involve daily interactions between individuals of different ethnicities. Verbal communication in FDS can therefore be considered to occur in multicultural societies anytime and anywhere including schools and workplaces (Snow et al., 1981).
Past research on speech adaptations in FDS focused on foreigners with both a foreign appearance and a foreign accent (Ferguson, 1975; Snow et al., 1981; Littleford, Wright & Sayoc-Parial, 2005; Uther et al., 2007). Nonetheless, these previous investigations do not consider the possibility that multicultural societies can include individuals who physically appear foreign but linguistically are as competent as native speakers. Consequently, similar to the possibility that native speakers might create linguistic and cultural misconceptions when speaking to individuals with native accents and foreign appearances, native speakers might possibly also produce misconceptions when talking to foreigners, who came to a country as adults and therefore have foreign accents but native physical appearances.

Thus, it can be said that previous FDS studies did not differentiate between foreigners’ appearance and accent and their separate and joint effects on native English speakers’ speech addressed to them. It is possible that foreign-looking and native-sounding foreigners might cause native speakers to modify their speech in a way that is different to native speakers’ speech to foreigners who sound foreign but look native. At present, it is not known whether appearance and accent separately cause acoustic alterations in native speakers’ speech or if they contribute to the same acoustic effects. Moreover, little research has been conducted to find out if interactions with native looking and foreign sounding foreigners (NLFS), and with foreign looking and native sounding foreigners (FLNS) might give rise to possible communicative problems.

Past research on foreign looking and foreign sounding foreigners (FLFS) has suggested that difficulties in verbal interaction that involve foreign looking and
foreign sounding foreigners may possibly cause harm at the workplace. Recent research has revealed that, for example, more attention from listeners is needed when speakers speak in Asian-accented English speech than in English with standard American accents (Hosoda, Stone-Romeko, & Walter, 2007). This might be due to the difficulty to comprehend foreign accented speech. According to Hosoda et al. (2007), this result indicates the very crucial implication that if individuals have restricted attention because they are, for example, completing an intricate task or operating on several tasks, information from individuals with foreign accents might not be correctly dealt with. This may result in misinterpretation between the native listener and the foreign-accented speaker, which may lead to some damage of workplace relationships and to reduced productivity.

This might also affect the manner in which Asian-accented speakers are perceived and assessed (Hosoda et al., 2007). According to Ryan, Hewstone, and Giles (1984), foreign-accented English speakers may come into contact with decreased chances for social progress since they are considered not to be as potent and good communicators as English speakers with native accents. Particularly, it has been shown that a bias towards foreign-accented speakers exists among employers (Sato, 1991). Moreover, speakers with foreign accents have been reported to be relegated by native speakers because of their foreign accent (Anisfield, Bogo, & Lambert, 1962).

Nonetheless, it is important to note that foreign interlocutors’ linguistic needs might not be the only aspect that might motivate native English speakers to modify their speech. Recent research, for instance, demonstrated that although native English speakers talked more clearly by using overemphasised vowels to foreigners with
foreign appearance and foreign accent than they did to native English interlocutors, native English speakers indicated more negative affect in speech to foreign interlocutors than to native English interlocutors (Uther et al., 2007). The observed clear speech to the foreign interlocutors might have been caused by native English speakers’ realisation of foreign interlocutors’ linguistic needs while alternatively the result of negative emotion expressed at foreigners may imply native speakers’ exasperation at the necessity to alter their speech (Uther et al., 2007). On the other hand, it was argued that the result of negative affect might reflect the holding of unfavourable positions such as prejudice (Uther et al., 2007). Prejudice has been described to among others include the expression of negative affect towards an individual of a group due to its belonging to that group (Brown, 1995).

3.4.1 Linguistic Adaptations in FDS

Speakers’ linguistic ability can be regarded as crucial in an intercultural interaction. This is because difficulties in understanding the language the communication is based on can represent obstacles that may affect the way native English speakers talk to foreigners (Snow et al., 1981). Past research on linguistic adaptations in interethnic speech has focused on speech directed to foreigners with both foreign appearances and foreign accents (Ferguson, 1975; Snow et al., 1981; Warren-Leubecker & Bohannon III, 1982).

The characteristics of FDS related to the patterns of syntax and associated with single words have been investigated with the aim of discovering specific modifications that describe FDS (Ferguson, 1975; Warren-Leubecker & Bohannon III, 1982). It was shown that FDS in hypothetical situations includes the reduction of grammatical difficulty levels, and single words, which the vocabulary of the spoken language is
composed of (Ferguson, 1975). Specifically, to describe FDS, Ferguson instructed students to state how they would phrase particular sentences or clarify notions to foreigners whose first language is not English (1975). It was found that easier grammatical constructions were applied that were similar to those used in speech directed to children (Ferguson, 1975).

While Ferguson’s study (1975) explored some potential consequences of speakers’ previous expectations of listener competence in FDS, research by Warren-Leubecker and Bohannon III (1982) employed a paradigm using natural conversation in which speakers’ expectations of listener ability and the responses showing the listeners’ understanding were evaluated in terms of their capability to lead to simplified FDS. It was discovered that verbal reactions by foreign participants indicating their speech comprehension during FDS will normally cause simplified FDS irrespective of speakers’ early anticipation of the listener’s ability (Warren-Leubecker & Bohannon III, 1982). Additional research on natural FDS has shown that native speakers modify their speech by making use of simplified negations and by reproducing foreigners’ errors (Hatch et al., 1975; Meisel, 1977) while other studies reported an absence of errors in simplified FDS sentences or did not observe linguistically typical alterations in FDS at all (Campell et al., 1977; Gaskell et al., 1977).

With respect to these contradictory results, Snow et al. (1981) have argued that one has to regard the aspect of native speakers’ familiarity with regular contact with foreigners that can shape the speakers’ personality and consequently affect the way they approach non-natives. Snow et al. (1981) also suggested that the foreigners’ apparent social status as well as their competence in their non-native language, on
which FDS is based, might influence aspects of FDS. These views can be supported by these researchers who found that when native speakers had frequent contact with foreigners, a significantly positive correlation existed between the native speakers’ inclination to make grammatical, lexical and syntactic alterations and the foreigners’ linguistic errors (Snow et al., 1981). Consequently, it can be said that previous research has identified the aspects determining the flow of FDS: the foreigners’ linguistic abilities in their non-native language and the frequency of contact of native speakers with foreigners. The subsequent section will look at studies on the acoustic characteristics of FDS.

3.4.2 Acoustic characteristics of FDS

Investigations on the acoustic characteristics of FDS have shown that speakers apply acoustic-phonetic changes in FDS (Scarborough et al., 2007). These adjustments are acoustically different from speech to native speakers and consistent with alterations observed in listener-directed comprehensible speech such as speech to people with a damaged auditory function (Picheny et al., 1986; Scarborough et al., 2007; Uther et al., 2007). Regarding linguistic necessities, FDS has qualitative similarities with IDS or CDS beyond the age of three including increased number of repetitions. Similarities between CDS and FDS also include decreased grammatical intricacy, rise of reiterations, elucidations and further explanations (Biersack et al., 2005; De Paulo & Coleman, 1986).

Nonetheless, referring to pitch maxima and minima, FDS and CDS are regarded to be dissimilar (Biersack et al., 2005). This can be illustrated by Biersack et al.’s experiment (2005) that aimed to discover if FDS arises from speech to children. The experimenters asked twelve female participants to do a referential communication
task directed to a hypothetical child, a hypothetical foreigner and a hypothetical
grown-up. Pitch range and pitch maxima were found to be higher in CDS than in
FDS. The notion that in terms of pitch contours, FDS is dissimilar to CDS and IDS
has been well supported and it has also been found regarding ascending and
descending patterns of pitch alterations that FDS is similar to ADS (Knoll, Uther,
MacLeod, O’Neill, & Walsh, 2006).

One aspect that FDS, CDS and IDS have in common, however, is expanded vowel
space (Burnham et al., 2002; Kuhl et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2009; Uther et al., 2007).
The idea that native speakers might make use of hyperarticulated vowels in speech to
foreigners (Burnham et al., 2002) was tested by Uther et al. (2007) who showed that
in natural interactions with foreigners and infants, native British English speakers
produced larger vowel formant space than in communication with native English
speakers. Vowel length in FDS did not differ significantly from that in IDS and ADS.
Similar to prior research (Biersack et al., 2005), pitch was low in both FDS and ADS
compared to high pitch in IDS (Uther et al., 2007).

Moreover, while more negative emotion was expressed in FDS than ADS, more
positive emotion was conveyed in IDS than ADS (Uther et al., 2007). The finding of
negative affect in FDS compared to ADS is similar to the outcomes of investigations
that compared vocal affect toward standard American English speakers with the affect
to speakers with foreign accents (Cargile & Giles, 1997; Hosoda et al., 2007; Ryan &
(2007) for example reported more negative affect toward English speakers with Asian
accents than to English speakers with standard American accents.
These results therefore illustrate that articulatory stretched vowel space does not rely on affective alterations in speech as it can transpire in the presence of both increased negative affect and increased positive affect (Uther et al., 2007). At the same time, this study supports the idea that increased vowel space might be of didactic use for both native learners (infants) and non-native learners (foreigners) of English (Uther et al., 2007).

Thus, it can be said that the observed changes in FDS seem to serve to simplify speech to foreigners by making phonemes more distinct from each other through vowel hyperarticulation. However, little is known about whether comparable changes in speech can be observed if foreigners have foreign appearance and native accents and if they have native appearance and foreign accents.

3.5 Speech to computers: Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)

Vowel hyperarticulation has not only been reported in IDS, FDS and or speech aimed at parrots but also in human-computer interaction (HCI) (Burnham, Joeffry, & Rice, 2010; Oviatt, 1998; Oviatt, Levow, Moreton, & MacEachern, 1998; Oviatt & Coulson, 2003; Stent, Huffman, & Brennan, 2008). In case of errors occurring in HCI, the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system cannot recognise information or substitutes it with an incorrect word, humans are understood to make corrections in order to ensure that computers comprehend them (Burnham et al., 2010).

In order to make HCI as comparable to human-human interaction (HHI) as feasible, different types of mending that occur in HCI have been explored. Accordingly, an
increase in the length of utterances, a reduction in speech rate, and a rise in the occurrence and periods of pauses have been reported in HCI (Oviatt et al., 1998; Stent et al., 2008). Children have also been observed to use these speech modifications as well as heightened amplitude in HCI (Oviatt et al., 1998). According to Oviatt (1998), the Computer-elicited Hyperarticulate Adaptation Model (CHAM) can in two phases explain methodical alterations in human speech when errors are dealt with in an interactive setting.

In the first stage, speech modifications include long periods of speech and pauses and are moderately related to hyperarticulation (Oviatt, 1998). Hyperarticulation is considered to arise in the first stage when the rate of errors is small. On the contrary, speech modifications in the second stage are related to more intense hyperarticulation when there is a large rate of system error (Oviatt, 1998). Alterations in speech can affect articulation, pattern of intonation, amplitude and fundamental frequency (F0) (Oviatt, 1998). The CHAM model predicts, among other predictions, that there will be comparable adaptations to dissimilar kinds of system recognition error in speech (Oviatt, 1998).

Moreover, it is predicted that during global amendments, hyperarticulated modifications will be used for a whole statement while in the course of focal improvements, hyperarticulated adaptations will relate to a single syllable or term in a larger statement (Oviatt, 1998). These predictions have been supported by empirical results. Alterations in articulation such as reduced verbal dysfluencies and the amplified number of hyper-clear phonological qualities, for example, represented a reasonably important quality of hyperarticulated modification that have been reported
(Oviatt et al., 1998). Particularly, speech directed to computers was not only characterized by reduced speed of speech and by increased distinction of words but also by more intentional and improved specifications of cues indicating phonetic distinctiveness (Oviatt et al., 1998). These speech modifications were clearly observable during a high error rate.

### 3.5.1 Linguistic theory of CHAM model

The linguistic theory, from which the CHAM model theoretically originates, is Lindblom’s H&H theory (Lindblom, 1990; Lindblom et al., 1992). In agreement with this linguistic theory on hyperarticulation (Lindblom, 1990) and the second stage of the CHAM model (Oviatt, 1998), Burnham et al. (2010) have shown by comparing HCI and ADS that an increased computer error rate in HCI brings about higher vowel duration and $F_0$ range and also expanded vowel triangle areas. Accordingly, compared to ADS, HCI showed an expansion of vowel space whereby vowels were hyperarticulated towards the computer. However, although the vowel duration was more extended in HCI than in ADS, particularly after correcting the computer, a larger $F_0$ was not observed in HCI. This led Burnham et al. (2010) to suggest that HCI is comparable to FDS in this regard since mean $F_0$ has been reported not to increase in FDS either. Thus, HCI research seems to suggest that the changes seen in HCI seem to serve to improve humans’ interaction with computers.

### 3.6. Summary

The table below represents a summary of discussed changes in the acoustic-phonetic components for different speech registers.

Table 3.1: Summary of the acoustic-phonetic components for different speech registers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech registers</th>
<th>Acoustic-phonetic components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vowel space expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant-Directed Speech (Fernald et al., 1989; Kuhl et al., 1997)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant-Directed Speech with hearing loss (Lam &amp; Kitamura, 2010)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infant-Directed Speech with simulated hearing loss (Lam &amp; Kitamura, 2012)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child-Directed Speech (Garnica, 1977; Liu et al., 2009)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child-Directed Speech (with speech perception deficits) (Bradlow et al., 2003)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreigner-Directed Speech (real) (Scarborough et al., 2007; Uther et al., 2007)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreigner-Directed Speech (imaginary) (Biersack et al., 2005; Scarborough et al., 2007)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet-Directed Speech (verbal pets) (Xu et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2013)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet-Directed Speech (non-verbal pets) (Burnham et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2013)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-Directed Speech (Burnham et al., 2010; Oviatt, MacEachern, &amp; Levow, 1998)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech to elderly (normal hearing) adults (Helfer, 1998; Picheny et al., 1986; Schum, 1996)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech to hearing-impaired adults (Ferguson &amp; Kewley-Port, 2002; Payton, Uchanski, &amp; Braida, 1994; Picheny, Durlach, &amp; Braida, 1985; Picheny et al., 1986; Uchanski, Choi, Braida, &amp; Durlach, 1996)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech to hearing-impaired, elderly adults (Ferguson, 2012; Picheny et al., 1986; Schum, 1996)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult-directed speech (Uther et al., 2007)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3.7 Sociolinguistic approaches to variation in speech style

While the H&H theory and related theories such as the CHAM model focus on phonetic variation, and speaker adjustments in terms of the potential need for clear signal information, (Lindblom, 1990), other approaches such as sociolinguistic perspectives focus on stylistic variation, and emphasise the social context as triggers for variation in speech (e.g. Bell, 1984; Bell & Johnson, 1997; Giles, 1973; Giles & Coupland, 1991; Labov, 1966). ‘Style’ is defined as a collection of linguistic variations, made at phonological, lexical and syntactic levels by a speaker, that are considered to hold dissimilar social meanings (Bell, 1997). Social meanings can refer to individual characteristics or membership within groups, and are considered in speech to be conveyed through linguistic variation. Stylistic variation in speech thus indicates intergroup and interpersonal connections (Bell & Johnson, 1997). This section will outline and evaluate two influential sociolinguistic approaches: first the accommodation theory (Giles, 1973; Giles & Coupland, 1991), which looks at variation in speech from a social psychological perspective, and is considered to be one of the leading social theories of social interaction (Littlejohn & Foss, 2005). The second approach is audience design (Bell, 1997, 2001), which is regarded in sociolinguistics the most common view with regards to style (Eckert & Rickford, 2001).
3.7.1 Accommodation theory

The accommodation theory emphasizes communicators’ emotions and aims that pervade the speakers’ speech output and its construal through listeners (Giles, 1973; Giles & Coupland, 1991). Formerly known as the Speech Accommodation Theory (SAT), it derives from theories of social psychology including similarity-attraction theory, causal attribution theory, social-exchange theory, and the theory of intergroup distinctiveness (Giles & Coupland, 1991). The similarity-attraction theory, which states that attraction between two individuals will be stronger if the resemblance in their viewpoints is higher (Byrne, London, & Rees, 1968), contributed to the notion within accommodation theory that interlocutors will converge through verbal and non-verbal behavior to indicate and sustain mutual support if they have similar attitudes and convictions (Giles & Coupland, 1991). The social-exchange theory regards individuals to evaluate rewards and costs of their prospective behavior before taking action (Homans, 1958; Thibault & Kelley, 1959), and led to the idea that interlocutors use speech convergence because it might cause them more rewards, including higher social appreciation, than costs (Giles & Coupland, 1991). The causal attribution theory states that interlocutors assess a speaker’s motives that are attributed to cause the speaker’s action (Heider, 1958). This contributed to the notion that speakers will be perceived as negative, when the speaker’s act of convergence was regarded to be caused by outside pressures (Giles & Coupland, 1991).

The theory of intergroup distinctiveness considers contact with dissimilar groups to cause individuals within a group to compare their group with other groups based on skills and achievements (Turner & Tajfel, 1986). Because language represents an essential aspect of group identity (Sachdev & Bourhis, 1992), accommodation theory
assumes that a group will show divergence in speech to another group in an attempt to verbally distinguish itself and to preserve group identity (Harwood, Giles & Palomares, 2005). SAT was later renamed Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT) in later revisions of SAT so that it encompassed sociolinguistic and nonverbal aspects of a communicative situation in addition to the verbal aspects of an interaction. In terms of the present thesis, focus will primarily be given to the most recent version of the accommodation theory, i.e. CAT.

3.7.1.1 Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT)

CAT addresses interlocutors’ initial orientation when approaching an interaction that includes their previous experiences with others in an interpersonal and intergroup context (Dragojevic & Giles, 2014) and in the existing socio-historical context (Giles & Ogay, 2006), and also addresses sociolinguistic and affective aspects, identity processes, such as being a member of a group, and also nonverbal characteristics, such as smiling, within a communicative situation (Coupland, Mulac, Bradac & Johnson, 1988). The two main accommodation strategies within CAT are termed convergence and divergence (Giles & Clair, 1979; Giles & Coupland, 1991).

Within CAT, convergence is the adoption of the interlocutor’s manner of communicating, which is caused by the speaker’s wish to increase reciprocal understanding and communicative effectiveness, and to decrease social distance (Coupland et al. 1988). Speech modifications can include changes in pronunciation or intonation (Giles & Clair, 1979; Giles & Coupland, 1991). In divergence, an interlocutor is considered to emphasize and sustain their individual or group identity by differentiating themselves verbally and nonverbally from other interlocutors.
(Coupland et al., 1991). Speakers who converge are seen as positive, and competent and supportive communicators, compared to diverging communicators (Soliz & Harwood, 2006), who are considered to obstruct mutual agreement, and reduce interlocutors’ interactional appreciation, and the positive ascriptions about the speakers (Giles & Ogay, 2006). It is regarded to be possible that a speaker can diverge linguistically with an interlocutor and converge psychologically at the same time, and vice versa (Thakerar, Giles & Cheshire, 1982). Thus, interpersonal and intergroup aspects as well as aspects related to identity and attitude can affect, and be influenced by accommodation and nonaccommodation in communication (Soliz & Giles, 2014).

3.7.1.2 CAT as an explanation of communicative variation in native speakers’ interaction with non-native speakers

Native speakers’ communicative aims can include communicative efficacy and reciprocal comprehension (Coupland et al., 1988; Ferguson, 1971, 1975; Zuengler, 1991), which can be shown in form of variations in speech, described as ‘foreigner talk’ (FT) (Ferguson, 1975), such as decelerated speech rate, use of high-frequency words and reduced use of contractions when the communication is instantaneous and deals with intricate topics (Long, 1983; Snow et al., 1981, Zuengler, 1991). Another communicative aim includes obtaining non-native speaker’s social approval (Coupland et al., 1988), which occurs when native speakers use FT to encourage non-native speakers’ linguistic exertions (Clyne, 1981; Evans, 1987). Native speakers’ maintenance of their distinctiveness can be another aim (Zuengler, 1991), and can be shown by native speakers’ disinterest in supporting communicative effectiveness while upholding ethnocentric views (Clyne, 1981; Perdue, 1984; Zuengler, 1991).
CAT argues that native speakers’ communicative aims can be modified by their perception of non-native interlocutors’ linguistic ability (Coupland et al., 1988) because in case of low ability, native speakers use FT more to increase reciprocal understanding (Coupland et al., 1988; Kleifgen, 1985; Zuengler, 1991). Communicative aims can also be modified by their perception of non-native interlocutors, which can alter over the course of the interaction (Coupland et al., 1988). For example, if ethnical or cultural dissimilarities are regarded as a threat, native speakers might choose not to utilize FT to maintain distinctiveness, while those, who aim to gain social approval, may use FT to disregard ethnical or cultural dissimilarities (Zuengler, 1991).

If native speakers adapt their speech to make it more similar to what they perceive non-native speakers’ speech to be, and consequently make changes in their choice of words, articulation and speaking rate, they display convergence in speech. However, when native speakers hold ethnocentric views towards non-native speakers (Coupland et al., 1988), they use maintenance that is characterized by an absence of FT (Perdue, 1984). The strategy of divergence is used if native speakers notice that their speech maintenance is not making them sufficiently distinctive from the non-native speaker. Similar to maintenance, divergence does not include FT but it makes sure that a larger speech difference exists (Zuengler, 1991). If native speakers wish to stress that they assume roles different from those taken up by non-native speakers, they are considered to use the speech style of complementarity (Coupland et al., 1988). Complementarity can include or exclude FT. If native speakers view their interactions with non-native communicators as simple non-foreigner-foreigner interactions, they
may make use of standard speech if that is the style that they anticipate non-native interlocutors to use (Janicki, 1986).

3.7.1.3 Strengths and limitations of CAT

Since its early beginning as SAT, the CAT has conceptually grown into a framework that focuses on social communication between individuals from dissimilar cultures or groups at interpersonal and intergroup level (Giles & Soliz, 2014). By including a broader variety of communicative behaviors, CAT has demonstrated its interdisciplinary usefulness in contextually diverse situations and studies with many methodological paradigms (Coupland & Jaworski, 1997). For instance, the CAT has been recently used to investigate the communication between non-human primates (Candiotti et al., 2012), and to explore human-to-computer interfaces (Tomko & Rosenfeld, 2006). However, although the main advantage of CAT is that it can be adjusted to diverse communicative contexts, it is evident that investigators’ description of accommodative behaviours and the variety of behavior studied depend on the context of their investigation (e.g. overall evaluation of accommodation or study of different types of accommodative behavior) (Soliz & Giles, 2014). This indicates that this variation in how investigators conceptualise accommodative behavior, and the intricacy of communicative behavior studied can obscure the principles of CAT unless investigators provide clear information on how their description of accommodative behaviours connects to the principles of CAT (Soliz & Giles, 2014). Another weakness of CAT is that it mainly is useful when applied to the subject matter and consequences of an individual communicative interaction because CAT does not attend to how accommodative behavior in a collection of
communicative interactions at interpersonal or intergroup level might alter over time (Gasiorek, Giles, Soliz, 2014).

3.7.2 Audience Design

Similar to CAT, the framework of audience design is another approach according to which variations in an individual’s style of speaking can be understood as speech production that is designed by speakers in relation to their audiences (Bell, 2001). However, in contrast to CAT but similar to the H&H theory, the notion of audience design addresses modifications in speech style at a linguistic level. According to audience design, which can occur in both multilingual and monolingual settings, a speaker is considered to show the refined capacity to design different styles for a dissimilar variety of dissimilar audiences (Bell, 1997, 2001). The speaker chooses a style mainly as a response to the audience to verbalize either affinity with or distance to them. The framework proposes that style is interactive in character, and originates its significance from the relation of linguistic aspects to specific social groups. Similar to the idea of convergence in CAT, the change in a speaker’s style to become more similar to the interlocutor is considered to overall establish audience design.

Thus, a speaker’s stylistic variation in speech is viewed to originate from and to reflect variation between a speaker and interlocutor at the social level (Bell, 1997, 2001). Audience design also argues, in contrast to CAT, that in a social interaction, speakers can show affinity with or distance to absent reference groups whilst speaking to present interlocutors (Bell, 1997, 2001). Empirical evidence for audience design was provided by research that demonstrated style shifting in African American
speakers (Baugh, 1979; Fasold, 1972), such as by an African American teenager who showed stylistic variations in her vernacular English that were affected by topic and listener type (Rickford & McNairKnow, 1994). Although audience design has been recently expanded in terms of the variety of linguistic analysis, it has been criticized for the lack of regard it has for the possible part that attention might have in speech (Labov, 2001), and is considered to have difficulties explaining which exact aspects of an audience speakers are reacting to in an interaction (Bell, 2006).

3.8 Speech – listener-oriented or speaker-oriented?

Thus, it can be said that in contrast to the H&H theory, sociolinguistic theories consider speech not to be determined by the needs of the listener but they view speech to be more of an interaction between what is practical for the speaker and what social aspects may ascertain whether they behave in accommodative behavior or nonaccommodative behavior. However, such an assumption makes it look as if speech can only be either listener- or speaker oriented, and it therefore ignores the dynamic character of how and why speech is used (Raphael et al., 2007).

Whether an individual speaks to another person by changing their speech to meet the listeners’ linguistic needs because they are language learners, hearing-impaired, or because the communication takes place in a noisy environment, or whether changes in speech occur to increase integrity or distance or maintain one’s identity depends on multiple variables that can interact with each other, and on substantial alterations in speech that can vary from context to context by speakers (Giles & Coupland, 1991). These variables can include the relationship between the speaker and interlocutor that
can qualitatively change over the course of time. Accordingly, if a speaker is a native speaker and is meeting a high-proficient interlocutor for the first time, the native speaker may first assess how well the produced speech in the language they are conversing in (L2) is perceived by the non-native interlocutor. Thus, it may be that at the beginning the native speaker might need to adjust their speech to the linguistic needs of the non-native interlocutor as suggested by the H&H theory (Lindblom, 1990).

After having become accustomed to each other’s articulatory speech patterns over the course of several conversations, the native speaker may now know how to shift their speech appropriately to signal convergence, divergence, or maintenance while keeping speech at an intelligible level. Consequently, while the native speaker might have initially used vowel space expansion, slow speech rate, and high intensity range to ensure intelligible speech and sustain the non-native interlocutor’s attention, after having talked to the non-native interlocutor several times over a period of time, the native speaker might change their speech towards the interlocutor by using a larger variation in speech rate, low intensity and occasionally vowel space expansion to refer to or introduce new words into the conversation.

Thus, it can be suggested that over time, native speakers may change their attitude toward the ethnic group that the interlocutor belongs to, and as CAT suggests, might show social and psychological convergence, or divergence depending on how the relationship progresses from the level of acquaintance to friendship, and how well the speaker dis/likes the interlocutors’ personality, and whether the context in which the interaction occurs again will be at the interpersonal, intragroup or intergroup level.
and finally whether the level of contents depth increases over the course of several conversations.

Therefore it seems that speech appears to alter its role and undergo a change in its importance from the first time it is used between a native speaker and non-native interlocutor compared to when it is used at a later point by which the initial linguistic convergence in speech may be accompanied later by social and psychological convergence or divergence as the quality of a relationship between the native speaker and non-native interlocutor progresses or changes. It can therefore be said that whether the H&H theory or CAT/ or audience design seem appropriate to explain variations in speech, depends on the quality of the relationship between two communicators and how its changing nature interacts with situational factors (i.e. whether the setting is at interpersonal or intergroup level), and the context in which speech is produced (i.e. contents), and the aspects related to communicators’ personal background and their experiences (e.g. personality, intentions, beliefs) (Giles & Coupland, 1991).

Chapter 3 covered the H&H theory by Lindblom, according to which the speaker's task varies with the listener's needs and the communicative situation. This theory can be considered supported by the observation of speech modifications such as vowel hyperarticulation in speech to infants and foreigners. This theory therefore can be regarded the most suitable that can account for these observations as it suggests that speakers segmentally adapt speech output depending on the communicative context. Speech modifications in interaction with infants and foreigners will be experimentally addressed in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. The claim of the H&H theory that adults
modify their speech to generate a speech signal that maximises discriminability and therefore intelligibility, will be tested in Experiments 3 and 4 presented in chapter 7, in which the intelligibility of IDS and of speech to foreign-accented listeners will be evaluated. Chapter 3 therefore covered the acoustic characteristics of IDS and speech to foreigners in detail while outlining speech modifications in speech to other interlocutors that also involve vowel hyperarticulation.
Chapter 4

An examination of the effects of physical appearance and accent on vowel hyperarticulation

4.1 Vowel Hyperarticulated Speech

Speakers know to adapt their speech to meet the needs of certain situations: for example, one might attempt to increase loudness in a noisy environment (Cooke & Lu, 2010) or, one might exaggerate the aspect of pitch in speech to infants (Kuhl et al., 1997). One type of adjustment in speech is vowel hyperarticulation, which has been reported to occur in infant-directed speech (IDS) (Kuhl et al., 1997; Burnham et al., 2003; Uther et al., 2007) and also foreigner-directed speech (FDS) (Uther et al., 2007). Uther et al. (2007) compared the way British English individuals communicate to infants (IDS) that learn English as their first language, to adult second language speakers of English and to White British adults as native English speakers. The analysis of the target vowels /a:/, /i:/ and /u:/, which were elicited by using the target words ‘shark’, ‘sheep’ and ‘shoe’, showed that in vowel triangle area (VTA), FDS did not differ from IDS (Uther et al., 2007). FDS and IDS had larger formant space than ADS. This result therefore suggests that phonetic alterations in IDS are comparable to those in FDS because both foreigners and infants are considered to represent audiences that are understood to need linguistic support.

With regard to pitch, which is measured in Experiment 1, it was shown that in contrast to FDS and ADS, IDS showed the highest pitch while FDS and ADS were significantly comparable (Uther et al., 2007). This result is consistent with previous research (Biersack et al., 2005) in which speech to children showed the highest pitch whereas FDS and ADS were similar in pitch. With respect to vocal affect, Uther et al.
observed similar to previous findings that IDS had significantly more positive affect than ADS and that ADS had significantly more positive affect than FDS. Increased pitch and high positive vocal affect therefore cannot represent distinct alterations in language. High positive vocal affect is not a change that can be regularly associated with vowel hyperarticulation due to negative vocal affect in FDS and positive vocal affect in IDS (Uther et al., 2007). Regarding other acoustic features in FDS such as intensity and speech rate, which are measured in Experiment 1 as well, it was found that speech was slower in FDS than in speech to native-accented speakers (Scarborough et al., 2007; Sikveland et al., 2006). This was observed regardless of whether the interactions were imaginary or real (Scarborough et al., 2007). Intensity is also considered to be higher in FDS than to native speakers (Lipski, 2005).

4.2 The purpose of vowel hyperarticulation

The presence of vowel hyperarticulation in FDS appears to be driven by the listeners’ perception of the linguistic need of the interlocutor (Uther et al., 2007). It has therefore been proposed that acoustic hyperarticulation might serve a didactic purpose for foreigners (Uther et al., 2007).

However, little is known about whether native speakers’ speech at native looking and foreign sounding individuals on the one hand is different from their speech at foreign looking and native sounding individuals, on the other hand. Past research on different speech registers used with foreigners has focused on those with both a foreign appearance and foreign accent (Littleford, et al., 2005; Sankowska, Garcia-Lecumberri, Cooke, 2011; Snow et al., 1981; Uther et al., 2007) (foreign looking and foreign sounding: FLFS). To this end, the first experiment sought to separate the
variables of looking and sounding foreign in order to answer the research question on what effect drives hyperarticulation in FDS: appearance or accent or both.

In this experiment, there are four kinds of interlocutors: those who both look and sound native (native looking and native sounding: NLNS), those who appear foreign but linguistically sound like native speakers (foreign looking and native sounding: FLNS), those who appear native but sound foreign (native looking and foreign sounding: NLFS) and those who both look and sound foreign (foreign looking and foreign sounding: FLFS). There is a strong theoretical and practical importance in investigating these variables separately so that it can be ascertained whether speech registers are most affected by either interlocutor’ appearance or accent. This experiment investigated whether the physical appearance or accent of the interlocutor results in independent effects on eliciting hyperarticulation of a native speaker. This experiment specifically looked at the tense vowels /a:/ (as in ‘car’), /u:/ (as in ‘blue’) and /iː/ (as in ‘beach’) because these corner vowels represent the furthest points in a speaker’s articulatory vowel working space and therefore have the furthest formant frequencies in acoustic space (Cooke et al., 2013; Lindblom, 1990).

Based on theory (H&H theory by Lindblom (1990)) and previous evidence (Bond & Moore, 1989; Burnham et al., 2003; Lipski, 2005; Sankowska et al., 2011; Uther et al., 2007), it is hypothesized that exaggerations will occur in phonemically relevant features such as vowel hyperarticulation, speech rate, intensity, vowel length, and word length in speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors regardless of appearance compared to speech to native sounding interlocutors irrespective of their appearance. This is because native speakers will enhance speech to interlocutors who require
linguistic clarifications, such as foreign sounding interlocutors, which therefore will
include more acoustic exaggerations than speech to native sounding interlocutors
(Lindblom, 1990; Scarborough et al., 2007). However, no significant differences will
occur in overall pitch across speakers irrespective of interlocutors’ accent and
appearance because of absent theoretical underpinnings of a pitch change in native
speakers’ speech with interlocutors with varying accent and appearance (Uther et al.,
2007).

It was not clear from previous studies whether changes in acoustic aspects such as
vowel space in speech to foreign interlocutors were due to speakers’ didactic purposes
or due to unconscious prejudice. To this end, speech samples collected in interaction
with native and foreign interlocutors will be rated for positive emotion, negative
emotion, and encouragement of attention by a separate group of White British English
speakers. Based on prior research (Uther et al., 2007), vocal affect in speech to
foreign sounding interlocutors might probably express more negative emotion than
speech to native sounding interlocutors. Similarly, vocal affect in speech to
interlocutors with native accent and native appearance might probably express more
positive emotion than speech to foreign sounding interlocutors with foreign
appearance (Uther et al., 2007). Thus, it is hypothesized that the acoustic change of
vowel space expansion in native speakers’ speech to foreigners might be motivated by
native speakers’ implicit and explicit attitudes towards foreigners. Regarding
appearance, one might expect foreigners’ foreign appearance to evoke negative
emotion in native speakers (Uther et al., 2007).
4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Participants

Fifty-two White British speakers between 18 and 35 years were asked to communicate with one individual from four different speaker groups (White British individuals, speakers of White European ethnicity with native White British appearance and foreign accent, speakers of Asian (Indian/Pakistani or Bengali) ethnicity with foreign appearance and native accent, and speakers of Asian ethnicity with foreign appearance and foreign accent). Participants were recruited from the student population of Brunel University.

4.3.2 Design

This study used a 2 (interlocutor’s accent: native, foreign) x 2 (interlocutor’s physical appearance: native, foreign) x 3 (three target vowels: /a:/, /uː/ and /iː/) mixed design. Therefore there were four different types of interlocutors: NLNS (native looking and native sounding), NLFS (native looking and foreign sounding), FLNS (foreign looking and native sounding), and FLFS (foreign looking and foreign sounding). The dependent variable was the degree of hyperarticulation in the target words in which one of the three target vowels was present. Other dependent variables were mean F0, mean intensity, mean vowel and word length.

4.3.3 Materials

For the purpose of eliciting the tense target vowels /a:/, /uː/ and /iː/, the words ‘car’, ‘blue’ and ‘beach’ were chosen as specific target words. To facilitate the elicitation of these target vowels from the native speakers, three “Spot-the-difference” (Diapix) tasks were used. These tasks were modified versions of the tasks developed by Baker
and Hazan (2009). The first picture depicted a beach scene, the second a farm scene and the third picture a street scene (See Appendix I). A digital voice recorder Edirol R-09HR by Roland (sampling rate: 44.1 kHz) was used to record all verbal interactions. Each interaction was recorded as a mono 16-bit file in wav format. Two measures of explicit prejudice were completed by native speakers that included the Modern Racism Scale (MRS) (McConahay, 1986), and the Resource Allocation Task (RA) (Tajfel et al., 1971).

The MRS consists of six items and gauges racism through six questions that evaluates individuals’ racialist attitudes directed at Blacks (Walker & Jussim, 2002). It is considered to be a reliable measurement of explicit prejudice. The RA consists of participants allocating resources such as money to their own group members and to members of another group (Tajfel et al., 1971). Participants have been reported to show ingroup bias since they were observed to allocate more resources to members of their group than to members of the outgroup (Mullen, Brown & Smith, 1992; Tajfel et al., 1971). Thus, the RA task has been considered to demonstrate that participants’ allocation indicates ingroup-favouritism and discrimination against the outgroup (Mullen et al., 1992; Tajfel et al., 1971). One question from the Resource Allocation was, for example, “When you had the decision to distribute £400 to your group and a White European group, how much money would you give to each group?” (see Appendix K).

Communication studies showed that explicit prejudice normally represents a prediction of more intentional behaviours such as oral sociability while more spontaneous conduct, such as nonverbal sociability has been forecasted by implicit
prejudice (Dovidio, et al., 2002). The most established implicit measurement tool is the Implicit Association Test (IAT) constructed by Greenwald et al. (1998), which was administered to native speakers.

In a vocal affect rating short samples from native speakers’ speech to the 4 different types of interlocutors from the Diapix task interactions were rated for positive and negative affect, and encouragement of attention by a separate group of 20 native English speakers on a scale from 1 to 4 (1 = very positive; very negative; high encouragement of attention and 4 = not positive at all; not negative at all; low encouragement of attention) (see Appendix J).

4.3.4 Procedure

In each half an hour audio-recorded interaction, a White British English speaker and an interlocutor were seated opposite each other and each participant received a folder with three pictures, each illustrating a different scene. For each scene, there were 13 differences between the picture that one participant received and the picture of their partner interlocutor. The differences included an absent object or an alteration to one of the objects on the picture. Participants were instructed to work together to verbally find out the differences between their pictures. The task lasted about ten minutes and was used for all three pictures. Demographic and linguistic background information was collected from each participant (see Appendix L). At the end, native speakers completed the MRS, RA questionnaires and the IAT task in a random order.

A vocal affect rating was conducted separately from the Diapix task in which short samples from native speakers’ speech to the 4 different types of interlocutors were rated for positive emotion, negative emotion, and encouragement of attention by a
separate group of 20 native English listeners. The rating was presented using E-Prime software. The listeners rated on a scale from 1 to 4 the extent to which each speech sample expressed positive emotion, negative emotion, and encouragement of attention (1 = very positive; very negative; high encouragement of attention and 4 = not positive at all; not negative at all; low encouragement of attention).

4.3.5 Data analysis

This experiment employed a mixed ANOVA for the analysis of the acoustic measures (mean vowel triangle area, mean F0, mean intensity, mean vowel and word length), with accent (native/ foreign) and appearance (native/ foreign) representing the between-subjects factors, and with vowel (three corner vowels /aː/, /uː/ and /iː/) representing the within-subjects factor (2x2x3 mixed design). A Pearson correlation was used to test the presence of a correlation between vowel space and explicit/ implicit attitude measurements (MRS, RA tasks/ IAT). A MANOVA was used to analyse whether speech rate (number of syllables, words, pauses, length of pauses) and vocal affect ratings (positive and negative emotion, encouragement of attention) differed across the different appearance and accent conditions. Initially 150 target words belonging to one of thirteen target vowels were recorded from native speakers during the completion of the Diapix task (see Appendix I). The vowels /aː/, /iː/, /uː/, /i/ , /e/ and /ɒ/ were chosen from the target words “car”, “beach” , “blue”, “pink”, “red” and “shop” respectively due to sufficient tokens of each of them in each interlocutor condition.

4.4. Results

Table 4.1 below provides an overview of the results for different dependent variables from the mixed ANOVA. These dependent variables that are presented in the first
column include mean vowel space, mean pitch, mean pitch range, mean intensity, mean vowel and mean word length. Central to answering the research question of whether accent or appearance contributes to vowel hyperarticulation are the next two columns. These columns present the main effects of accent and appearance while the last column presents the interaction between accent and appearance.

Table 4.1 Summary table of results from mixed ANOVA for acoustic dependent variables. Results are indicated as significant (p< .05) or as not significant (ns).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>Main effects</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>accent</td>
<td>appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean vowel space</td>
<td>p&lt; .05</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pitch of vowels</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean pitch range of words</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean intensity of vowels</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean intensity of words</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean vowel length</td>
<td>p&lt; .05</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean word length</td>
<td>p&lt; .05</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.1 Acoustic measures

4.4.1.1 Vowel triangle area of target vowels

A mixed ANOVA (2x2x3 mixed design) was used to analyse the effects of appearance and accent on vowel triangle area and it showed that accent significantly
differed across conditions \(F (2, 40) = 61.698; p < .05; \eta^2_p = .755\). There was no main effect of appearance. There was no significant accent by appearance interaction.

The vowel triangles with the formant frequencies from the vowels of the target words ‘car’, ‘blue’ and ‘beach’ are shown in Figure 4.1. The mean areas from the vowel triangles are shown in Figure 4.2.

![Figure 4.1: Hyperarticulation of target vowels in foreign looking foreign sounding condition and native looking foreign sounding condition and absence of hyperarticulated target vowels in native looking native sounding condition and foreign looking native sounding condition.](image)

A comparison between the foreign sounding conditions and the native sounding conditions revealed that vowel space was significantly larger for the foreign sounding conditions than the native sounding conditions. This clearly shows that the acoustic modification of vowel hyperarticulation is observed in speech to foreign-accented foreigners irrespective of whether their appearance is native or foreign. This finding therefore supports the hypothesis that native speakers will hyperarticulate vowels in speech to interlocutors who require linguistic clarifications, such as foreign sounding
interlocutors compared to native sounding interlocutors irrespective of their appearance.

Figure 4.2: Mean area calculated from the vowel triangle in F2/F1 space in the foreign looking foreign sounding condition, foreign looking native sounding condition, native looking foreign sounding condition and native looking native sounding condition.
4.4.1.2 Fundamental frequency (F0) – mean of vowels and range of words

Unsurprisingly, for the mean pitch of vowels, there was neither a significant main effect of accent or appearance nor an interaction between accent and appearance. As expected, for the mean pitch range of words, there was neither a significant main effect of accent or appearance nor a significant interaction between accent and appearance. These nonsignificant results for mean F0 and range are as theoretically expected because changes in mean F0 were previously not observed to depend on changes in interlocutors’ accent or appearance. This finding therefore supports the hypothesis that there will be no significant differences in overall pitch in native speakers’ speech to native-and foreign sounding interlocutors regardless of appearance.

4.4.1.3 Mean intensity of vowels and words

This section is going to assess only the mean intensity of vowels and words because mean intensity range was not reported in prior literature to be modulated when speaking to interlocutors who differ in accent and appearance. Unsurprisingly, for both the intensity of vowels and words, there were no significant main effects of accent or appearance. However, as Figure 4.3 for the intensity of vowels and as Figure 4.4 for the intensity of words illustrate, there was a significant interaction between accent and appearance for both intensity of vowels ($F (1, 41) = 10.927; p < .05; \eta^2_p = .210$) and the intensity of words ($F (1, 41) = 10.549; p < .05; \eta^2_p = .205$): specifically, intensity in speech to foreign-accented interlocutors was not affected by appearance (if anything, in speech to foreign-accented interlocutors, intensity was marginally higher for those with native than foreign appearance); while intensity in
speech to native-accented interlocutors was significantly decreased for native appearance and largely increased for foreign appearance.

Figure 4.3: Mean intensity (in dB) as a function of accent (native sounding; foreign sounding) in interaction with appearance (native looking; foreign looking) for. Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.

Figure 4.4: Mean intensity (in dB) for target words as a function of accent (native sounding; foreign sounding) in interaction with Appearance (native looking; foreign looking). Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.

These findings have not been observed in previous literature and seem to suggest that interlocutors’ foreign appearance might contribute to increased intensity in speech.
when their accent is native than foreign. This can be considered to not support the hypothesis according to which sound intensity was predicted to be exaggerated in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors irrespective of appearance.

4.4.1.4 Length of target vowels and target words

There was no significant main effect of appearance for target vowel length. However, there was a significant main effect of accent (Figure 4.5). Specifically, vowel length was significantly larger for the foreign sounding condition than the native sounding condition \( (F(1, 41) = 17.331; p < .05; \eta^2_p = .297) \). Considering foreigners as language learners, this result can be viewed similar to the finding of longer vowel length in speech to other language learners such as children (Garnica, 1977; Liu et al., 2009) and infants (Fernald et al., 1989; Kuhl et al., 1997) and computers (Burnham et al., 2010). This finding therefore supports the hypothesis that vowel length will be longer in speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors than native-sounding interlocutors.

![Figure 4.5: Mean vowel length (in ms) of target vowels as a function of accent (native sounding; foreign sounding). Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.](image)

There was no significant main effect of appearance for target word length. However, there was a significant main effect of accent (Figure 4.6 below). Specifically, word
length was significantly larger for the foreign sounding condition than the native sounding condition \( F(1, 41) = 21.204; p < .05; \eta^2 p = .341 \).

Figure 4.6: Mean word length (in s) of the target words as a function of accent (native sounding; foreign sounding). Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.

This finding is similar to previous studies (Bond & Moore, 1994), which showed words were elongated in clear speech. This finding supports the hypothesis that word length would be longer in speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors than native-sounding interlocutors.

4.4.2 Affective measures of speech and speech rate

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 provide an overview of the results of speech rate and affect from the MANOVA. While speech rate and affect are presented in the first column, the next two columns include the main effects of accent and appearance. The final column presents the interaction between accent and appearance.
Table 4.2 Summary table of results from MANOVA for speech rate. Results are indicated as significant (p< .05) or as not significant (ns).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech rate</th>
<th>accent</th>
<th>appearance</th>
<th>accent x appearance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of words</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of syllables</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pauses</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of pauses</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 Summary table of results from MANOVA for vocal affect. Results are indicated as significant (p< .05) or as not significant (ns).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vocal affect</th>
<th>accent</th>
<th>appearance</th>
<th>accent x appearance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive affect</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative affect</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement of attention</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.2.1 Speech rate

A MANOVA showed that speech rate including number of words, number of syllables, number and length of pauses surprisingly did not significantly differ across appearance and accent. This non-significant finding is different from previous research in which clear speech produced upon instruction to speak as if speaking to non-native or hearing-impaired listeners was accompanied by reduced speech rate.
(Bradlow et al., 2003). This finding therefore does not support the hypothesis that speech rate to foreign sounding interlocutors would be slow compared to that to native sounding interlocutors.

### 4.4.2.2 Speech ratings

Mean ratings of positive affect and negative affect across appearance for foreign and native sounding conditions are shown in Figure 4.7, with encouragement of attention in Figure 4.8. A MANOVA showed that there was no significant main effect of accent or appearance for positive affect, negative affect and encouragement of attention. Although there was a significant interaction between accent and appearance for positive affect \((F(1, 41) = 6.972; p < .05; \eta^2_p = .145)\) and encouragement of attention \((F(1, 41) = 11.675; p < .05; \eta^2_p = .222)\), pairwise comparisons did not reveal any differences in positive affect or encouragement of attention across recipient conditions. This finding is different from prior research that showed more negative affect in FDS than ADS (Uther et al., 2007) and therefore does not support the hypothesis that speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors will express more negative emotion than to speech to native sounding interlocutors.
Figure 4.7: Mean ratings of positive affect and negative affect across appearance for speech type (native sounding; foreign sounding) on a scale from 1 (= very positive; very negative) to 4 (= not positive at all; not negative at all). Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.

Figure 4.8: Mean ratings of encouragement of attention across appearance for speech type (native sounding; foreign sounding) on a scale from 1 (= high encouragement of attention; very clear; very natural) to 4 (= low encouragement of attention; not clear at all; not natural) at all). Error bars show standard error. Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.

4.4.3 Measures of (sub) conscious prejudice

To find out if changes observed in the acoustic aspects of speech were due to subconscious or conscious prejudice, both measures of explicit attitudes (RA, MRS) and implicit attitudes (IAT) were recorded. Table 4.4 provides an overview of the results from Pearson’s correlation for the implicit and explicit attitude measures. These measures are presented in the first column, and in the first row alongside vowel space.
Table 4.4 Summary table of results from Pearson’s correlation for implicit and explicit attitude measures. Results are indicated as significant (p < .05) or not significant (ns). The direction of the significant correlation is indicated by ‘positive’ or ‘negative’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implicit &amp; Explicit attitude measures</th>
<th>vowel space</th>
<th>IAT</th>
<th>RA(own group1)</th>
<th>RA(White European)</th>
<th>RA(own group2)</th>
<th>RA(South east Asian)</th>
<th>MRS (White European)</th>
<th>MRS (Southeast Asian)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IAT</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA(own group1)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Negative (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>Positive (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>Negative (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA(White European)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Negative (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Negative (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>Positive (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA(own group2)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Positive (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>Negative (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Negative (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA(Southeast Asian)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Negative (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>Positive (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>Negative (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRS (White European)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Positive (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRS (Southeast Asian)</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>ns</td>
<td>Positive (p &lt; .05)</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.3.1 Correlation of vowel space with the measurement of implicit attitude ‘Implicit Association Test’ (IAT)

A Pearson’s correlation showed that vowel space did not correlate with IAT.
4.4.3.2 Correlation of vowel space with the measurements of explicit attitude ‘Resource Allocation’ (RA) task and ‘Modern Racism Scale’ (MRS)

A Pearson’s correlation showed that vowel space correlated with neither RA nor MRS. When speakers in the RA task were required to allocate money to their own group or to an outgroup (White European group) and make the same decision with a second outgroup (Southeast Asian group), the speakers’ hypothetical contributions was found to correlate positively with their own contributions ($r = .856, p$ (two-tailed) $< .05$) and to negatively correlate with their contribution to the first outgroup (White European group) ($r = -1, p$ (two-tailed) $< .05$) and to the second outgroup (Southeast Asian group) ($r = -.856, p$ (two-tailed) $< .05$). Speakers’ performances on the MRS scales on both White European and Southeast Asian groups were found to correlate positively ($r = .748, p$ (two-tailed) $< .05$), indicating that native speakers’ explicit attitudes towards Southeast Asian groups is comparable to that towards White European groups. The findings of implicit and explicit measures therefore do no supports the hypothesis that the acoustic change of vowel space expansion in native speakers’ speech to foreigners might be motivated by native speakers’ implicit and explicit attitudes towards foreigners.

4.5 Discussion

This experiment aimed to determine whether foreign appearance or foreign accent drives hyperarticulation in FDS. The goal of this experiment was to find out under what circumstances modifications in vowel space, pitch, intensity, vocal affect, speech rate, and word-and vowel length occur, if at all.
It was found that vowel space was expanded in the presence of a foreign-accented interlocutor. The finding of larger vowel space in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors extends prior studies that observed larger vowel formant space in speech to foreigners who both looked and sounded foreign (Scarborough et al., 2007; Uther et al., 2007).

The evidence of speech to foreign sounding listeners that includes expanded vowel space as a feature of clear speech supports previous research that showed vowel space expansion in clear speech (Johnson et al., 1993). This finding can be considered to uphold the H&H theory (Lindblom, 1990), according to which speech production is a listener-oriented modification because speakers adapt their speech using information of their environmental listening circumstances and of their listener’s background knowledge to provide the listener with sufficient information to understand speech. Therefore considering speech as a result of listener-dependent modification, it can be proposed that native speakers in speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors are more intelligible than those in speech to native-accented interlocutors (Bond & Moore, 1994; Bradlow et al., 1996; Byrd, 1994; Hazan & Markham, 2004).

This result may, to an extent, also be explained using communication accommodation theory (CAT) since the vowel space expansion in native speakers’ speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors can be viewed as native speakers’ attempt to linguistically converge with the foreign-accented interlocutor (Giles, 2001). The result also seems to be theoretically consistent with the notion of audience design according to which speakers are able to design their speech style for a diverse range of listeners (Bell, 2001). However, because the accommodation theory mainly focused on paralinguistic
aspects of speech such as utterance length, pitch or speech rate, and not specifically on segmental features such as formant frequencies (Bell, 2006), the H&H theory can be considered to better account for this specific variation in speech than accommodation theory.

Similarly, because audience design only emphasised the practical character of language style in presentation and identity creation (Bell, 2006), the H&H theory can better explain the observation of increased vowel space expansion in speech to foreign-accented interlocutors than audience design. Specifically, because the interaction task was a problem-solving task that encouraged native speakers to be especially instructive to ensure the efficient solution of the task, which was the shared goal between native speakers and interlocutors, the task did not create a situation in which speakers and interlocutors were required to emphasise or attenuate their social identity. Similarly, the task did not create a situation that invoked in interlocutors the need for social inclusiveness. Thus, the resulting outcome on vowel space is at the linguistic level theoretically best explained by the notion of H&H.

Nevertheless, it can be argued that because of the shared goal, and because of the fact that except from the ethnical dimension, both speakers and non-native interlocutors shared social identities at other levels such as being students at the same university and being in the same age group, it can be considered that social convergence might have occurred in interaction between native and non-native communicators (Zuengler, 1991). The CAT claims that if native and non-native speakers have social characteristics in common, non-native speakers can be considered to become similar to native speakers in their use of language (Giles & Johnson, 1987; Young, 1988).
According to Young, the general extent of social convergence determines variation in speech in interaction between native speakers and non-native interlocutors (1988). Consequently, it was argued that in casual situations, non-native interlocutors would converge linguistically with native speakers when they have social aspects in common such as age, academic background, profession, gender, ethnicity and region of origin (Young, 1988).

Research, for instance, in which Chinese interlocutors were interviewed by a Chinese speaker in one situation, and by a native English speaker in another, showed that high-proficient non-native interlocutors’ extent of social convergence with native speakers corresponded positively to their extent of linguistic convergence (Young, 1988). This indicates that a set of characteristics and not solely ethnicity can cause speech variation in interaction between native speakers and non-native interlocutors, and that communicators use this set to evaluate how comparable they are (Young, 1988). This evidence therefore clearly endorses the element of CAT that deals with similarity and attraction (Zuengler, 1991).

However, these observed variations in speech were produced by non-native interlocutors. By contrast, Experiment 1 did not measure variations in non-native interlocutors’ speech. It can be speculated that if, for example, non-native interlocutors showed the inclination to use a more deliberate and considered speech style themselves in interaction with native speakers, native speakers’ hyperarticulated speech style may reflect non-native interlocutors’ style of speech to indicate native speakers’ psychological convergence towards them. Thus, although sociolinguistic factors of convergence and divergence might maybe play a role in communication
between native speakers and non-native interlocutors, and since the present experiment did not directly test those sociolinguistic factors, the consequent psychological convergence between native speakers and non-native interlocutors as result of non-native interlocutors’ presumed linguistic convergence can only be assumed at this stage.

Therefore further experiments need to be carried out to find out how non-native interlocutors’ speech actually varies in interaction with native speakers, and how it varies in response to native speakers’ choice of speech strategies. Previous research showed how high-proficient Japanese learners of English did vary their speech to low-proficient Japanese learners of English but in a different manner than did native English speakers in speech to low-proficient Japanese learners of English (Tani, 2011). For example, while native speakers’ speech to low-proficient interlocutors was characterized by lower speech rate and lower number of statements compared to their speech to high-proficient interlocutors, high-proficient speakers’ speech to low-proficient interlocutors consisted of higher speaking rate while including a less complex and shorter sentence structure (Tani, 2011). This indicated that both native speakers and also high-proficient learners of English adapt their speech to the level of English proficiency of non-native interlocutors, with accommodation taking place only in case understanding was hindered, and when non-native speakers are themselves able to accommodate (Tani, 2011). Additional research can also explore to what extent non-native interlocutors’ linguistic convergence occurs as result of social convergence, and to what extent psychological convergence occurs as result of linguistic convergence. Thus, it can be said that compared to sociolinguistic and
psycholinguistic theories, the H&H theory provides the simplest explanation of the data regarding formant frequencies.

The findings also revealed that mean word length and vowel length were significantly larger in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors than in speech to native-accented interlocutors. The finding on word length is consistent with prior research that showed larger word length in clear speech (Bond & Moore, 1994). The finding of long vowel length extends previous studies that showed that vowel length is elongated in speech to foreigners (Ashby, 2004; Sankowska et al., 2011; Scarborough et al., 2007). This finding on vowel length can be likely explained by the fact that the vowels /a:/, /i:/ and /u:/ are tense vowels and they are compared to lax vowels longer in duration in the standard accent of Standard English (Received Pronunciation) in the UK. This finding is also in line with previous research that showed that long/tense vowels are lengthened in clear speech, and are longer in duration than short/lax vowels (Uchanski, 1988, 1992). The data thus suggest that in addition to exaggeration in vowel space, exaggeration in word and vowel length is elicited in speech to foreign sounding listeners compared to speech to native-accented interlocutors.

Moreover, the finding that mean intensity was higher in speech to foreign looking interlocutors with native accent than foreign accent does not support the hypothesis that the acoustic aspect of intensity will be exaggerated in speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors irrespective of their appearance. Moreover, it is not in line with prior evidence, according to which FDS is considered to be louder than ADS when foreigners are foreign in appearance and accent (Lipski, 2005). Nonetheless, consistent with previous research, this result appears to indicate that intensity is not a
characteristic of speech that is necessary to be modified for non-native speakers to acoustically perceive speech better (Sommers et al., 1994). Similar to intensity, the finding on speech rate was not consistent with what was hypothesised before because speech rate did not differ across interlocutors who varied in their extent of looking and sounding foreign. Contrary to prior research (Bradlow et al., 2003; Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2005), this result therefore implies that clear speech, as produced in interaction with foreign looking and foreign sounding listeners, does not have to involve exaggerated speech rate.

This result on speech rate shows that long vowel length can occur in the absence of slower speech rate. This seems to indicate that a longer duration at phoneme level does not necessarily have to produce a large effect on speech rate unlike acoustic features at suprasegmental level that are associated with speech rate such as the occurrence of pauses and duration of pauses. Moreover, it has been shown that the extent to which vowel length alters with changes in speech rate is not stable, and also be affected by other speech aspects such as the syntactic formation and length of an utterance, thereby indicating the complexity of the effect of speech rate on vowel length (Miller, 1981).

It has previously been argued that clear and conversational speech styles do not have to differ in speech rate as both speaking styles can be produced at equal speech rate (Zwicky, 1972). Moreover, it has also been shown that speech rate does not have to be modified in order to generate clear speech (Krause & Braida, 2002). Accordingly, it was found that at normal speech rate, clear speech was more intelligible than conversational speech by fourteen percentage points and that at slow speech rate,
clear speech was more intelligible than conversational speech by twelve percentage points (Krause & Braida, 2002). Nonetheless, one has to note that the speakers involved in producing clear speech in that study were experienced in public speaking and received additional training in clear speech production (Krause & Braida, 2002). Thus, it might be that clear speech might not be possible to be generated at normal speech rate by speakers with no experience in public speaking. Thus, because of no significant difference in speech rate between speech to interlocutors who are native sounding and foreign sounding and because of expanded vowel space in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors in the present experiment, the present result seems to support the view that clear speech can be produced effectively at the same speech rate as conversational speech.

Moreover, consistent with what was previously hypothesised, no changes in the pitch of vowels were revealed across accent and appearance conditions. This is as expected as previous research showed that native listeners did not modify their pitch in speech to neither foreign interlocutors nor native interlocutors (Uther et al., 2007). This result is also comparable to the finding that imaginary interactions between native speakers and foreigners did not differ in pitch (Knoll et al., 2009).

In addition, regarding affect, native speakers did not differ in their expression of positive and negative affect in their speech across interlocutors. This is inconsistent with prior findings according to which speech to foreign interlocutors expressed more negative emotion than speech to native interlocutors, and speech to native interlocutors conveyed higher positive affect than speech to foreigners (Uther et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the present results are consistent with the observation of no
differences in pitch between speech to foreign and native interlocutors. The results might be explained by the fact that speakers for this experiment were recruited from a multicultural student population at Brunel University and therefore were probably used to daily contact with foreigners. These speakers were different from the speakers in Uther et al.’s study (2007) who were from the Hampshire region, which is likely to contain a predominance of White British residents (Hantsweb, 2001). Thus, a possible factor that can be considered to affect whether native speakers’ emotion in speech to a type of foreign interlocutors can be linked to their appearance, depends on whether native speakers reside in an environment in which that type of foreigners are prevalent.

Finally, implicit and explicit measures of prejudicial biases did not significantly correlate with vowel space expansion. Thus, there seems to be no link between speakers’ implicit and explicit attitude towards foreigners and speakers’ way of modifying vowel formants towards foreign sounding interlocutors. This finding therefore is not consistent with what was previously hypothesised according to which changes in vowel space in native speakers’ speech to foreigners might be motivated by native speakers’ implicit and explicit attitudes towards foreigners. Based on prior research (McConnell & Leibold, 2001) it can be assumed that the observation of negative implicit attitudes in native speakers towards foreigners would have been manifested in speech in form of verbal mistakes and hesitations. Prior research, for example, showed that white speakers, who demonstrated more negative implicit attitudes to people of color, were perceived to show more negativity in communication with a black investigator than a white investigator (McConnell & Leibold, 2001). They also revealed comparatively more negative explicit attitudes
towards people of colour (McConnell & Leibold, 2001). Thus, this implies that if native speakers had exhibited negative implicit attitudes towards foreigners in experiment 1, these attitudes would have been caused by foreigners’ foreign appearance.

Nonetheless, recently the use of the IAT to measure implicit prejudice (Greenwald et al., 1998) has been questioned because recent IAT studies have suggested that the IAT might actually measure the strength of one’s membership with the in-and out-group and not one’s racial bias (Blair et al., 2010; Popa-Roch & Delmas, 2010). In addition, although it was demonstrated that individuals with a strong IAT effect tend to behave in an explicitly prejudiced manner, the size of the correlation was small (Greenwald et al., 2009; Nosek, Greenwald & Banaji, 2007). Thus, it seems to be that the IAT appears not to measure implicit attitudes per se and therefore the finding of an absent correlation of vowel space with IAT will not be interpreted further.

In conclusion, Chapter 4 has addressed the research question whether appearance or accent motivates acoustic hyperarticulation in speech: this chapter has shown that based on theory (H&H theory by Lindblom (1990)) and previous evidence (Burnham et al., 2003; Sankowska et al., 2011; Uther et al., 2007), native speakers acoustically exaggerate speech to foreign-accented listeners who require linguistic clarifications by including vowel hyperarticulation, increased word length and vowel length compared to speech to native-accented listeners (Lindblom, 1990; Scarborough et al., 2007). These modifications do not seem to be motivated by native speakers’ implicit and explicit attitudes towards foreigners if they come from an environment that is characterised by regular contact with foreigners.
Chapter 5

Comparison of vowel space in infant-directed speech and read speech

5.1 Acoustic modifications of read speech and infant-directed speech (IDS)

IDS contains phonetically exaggerated properties, such as exaggerated vowel space and increased vowel length, which have been correlated with speech intelligibility in IDS (Liu et al., 2003). Termed a ‘hyperarticulated’ speech style, exaggerated vowel space has been reported to occur to a larger extent in speech to younger infants than older ones (Liu, Tsao, & Kuhl, 2009). Recently, it has been suggested that infants’ word recognition might be enhanced by vowel space exaggeration (Song et al., 2010) (see 3.2.1 in chapter 3 for more information). The present study aimed to more directly test whether the acoustical modifications used in IDS are uniquely didactic and distinguishable from other forms of clear (but not necessarily hyperarticulated) speech such as read speech, which has been used in previous research to produce clear speech as well (Harnsberger, Wright, & Pisoni, 2008; Kain et al., 2008; Picheny et al., 1985).

Reading tasks have been used in experimental studies for various purposes such as to produce a hyperarticulatory speech style (Hazan & Baker, 2010; Kain et al., 2008). The resulting outcome of cautiously regulated read speech produced under ideal conditions has been shown to include the acoustic features of clear speech such as higher mean pitch, larger pitch range, decreased speech rate (Bradlow, Kraus, & Hayes, 2003; Hazan & Baker, 2010), articulatory stretched vowel space (Picheny et al., 1985) and elongated and recurring pauses (Picheny et al., 1985; Liu & Zeng,
Similarly, in the presence of noise, it was found that read speech revealed higher vowel formant frequency for $F_1$, decreased speech rate, and also higher rms energy to enhance speech clarity and counteract the masking by noise (Lu & Cooke, 2008).

Although previous research has compared read speech with naturally elicited speech, it has focused on the comparison of acoustic-phonetic features of casual and clear speech produced in two task types: a spot-the-difference task and reading task (Hazan & Baker, 2010; Hazan & Baker, 2011). Hazan and Baker (2010) used a ‘Spot the difference’ task (termed a Diapix task), to elicit speech in optimal and adverse listening conditions. Within that study, each speaker was asked to read speech in a clear and a conversational manner. It was found that pitch median, pitch range and reduced speech rate were all larger for read speech than in the natural speech under clear and conversational speech styles (Hazan & Baker, 2010). These findings seem to suggest that read speech expressed in a clear speaking style represents an overemphasised type of clear speech compared to natural speech that is articulated in a clear manner (Hazan & Baker, 2010). Although these observations appear to be similar to those found previously in IDS, that study only examined ADS and not IDS. Nonetheless, this study shows that other forms of speech such as read speech can be, similar to speech to infants, articulated in an exaggerated style of speech as well.

Similarly, a recent study (Hazan & Baker, 2011) focussed on comparing talkers’ acoustic-phonetic adjustments made communicatively with interlocutors in a challenging and ideal listening condition with those made in read speech produced in a clear and conversational speech style respectively. The study involved 40 speakers
completing a Diapix task in pairs. Adverse listening conditions were created using either a noise vocoder or simultaneous babble noise (Hazan & Baker, 2011). The read speech in the conversational style was produced upon the instruction to read as if speaking to a friend while the read speech in the clear speech style was produced following the instruction to read as if speaking to a hearing-impaired listener (Hazan & Baker, 2011). Comparable to the previous study (Hazan & Baker, 2010), it was found that median pitch in read speech was larger than in the communicative Diapix task conditions. Median pitch was larger in the clear speaking style than in the conversational speaking style (Hazan & Baker, 2011). Moreover, the rise in pitch range was larger between the casual and clear speaking style in read speech than in the communicative conditions and it was more noticeable in read speech than in the communicative speech. This result suggests that speakers produce larger pitch when reading than when communicating with others (Hazan & Baker, 2011).

In addition, it was found that mean word duration was longer in clear read speech than when making speech clearer to another speaker (Hazan & Baker, 2011). Also, $F_1$ range was more different between clear read speech and conversational read speech than for speech with communicative intent (Hazan & Baker, 2011). Similarly, the difference in $F_2$ range was larger between clear read speech and conversational read speech than between the communicative challenging and ideal conditions. These results therefore suggest that vowel range was more affected by speaking style in read speech than in speech with communicative intent (Hazan & Baker, 2011). Thus, it seems that instructing speakers to read more clearly, produces consistently clear read speech. The authors argued in line with Lindblom’s H&H theory (1990) that compared to clear read speech communication between two speakers might not be
reliably clear because the communicative efficiency can vary with the presence and absence of misunderstandings (Hazan & Baker, 2011).

Similar to the previous study (Hazan & Baker, 2010), that study by Hazan and Baker (2011), however, focussed on ADS and not IDS. Moreover, contrary to prior research, it included formant frequency range instead of formant midpoints (e.g. Picheny et al., 1986; Moon & Lindblom, 1994; Uther et al., 2007; Wassink et al., 2006). Therefore the present experiment will address the research question of how naturally produced IDS differs acoustically from clear read speech as another type of clear speech. Specifically, it will investigate whether the acoustic characteristic of vowel space in IDS is similar to that produced in read speech. It will measure the midpoint of the first and second formant, and compare conditions within speakers. It thus compares vowel space of clear read speech and of spontaneous clear speech that is produced in naturalistic interactions with a communicative purpose for the same set of speakers. Based on theory (Kuhl’s NLM theory (Kuhl et al., 2008) (see 2.6 in chapter 2 for more information); H&H theory by Lindblom (1990)) and prior research, it is predicted that compared to read speech IDS will have acoustic exaggerations in vowel space, vowel length, word length, pitch and pitch range (Burnham et al., 2002; Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007). IDS will include higher pitch and a broader pitch range than read speech, which has been shown to have higher pitch range than interaction between adults (Hazan & Baker, 2011). Differences in mean intensity between IDS and read speech are not expected (Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Hazan & Baker, 2011; Lu & Cooke, 2008).
5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Participants

Fourteen mothers (20-45 years) were recruited through Brunel University. All mothers and their infants (12-20 months) were White British and from the West London area. All mothers were native speakers with a Southern British English accent. There were no reported language or speech disorders in the participants.

5.2.2 Design

This study used a within-subjects design in which the target vowels /a:/, /i:/ and /e/ were produced in both the mother-infant interaction condition and the reading condition using target cues. The dependent variable was vowel triangle area (indexed by mean vowel space plotted using $F_1$ and $F_2$ values of each of the three corner vowels, /a:, /i:, /e/), in the target words in which one of the three target vowels was present. Other dependent variables were mean $F_0$, mean pitch range, mean intensity, mean vowel and word length. Because of the need of a longer sample to detect changes in $F_0$ range, the $F_0$ range of words and not vowels will be analysed.

5.2.3 Materials

For the purpose of eliciting the target vowels /a:/, /i:/ and /e/, the words ‘car’, ‘green’ and ‘red’ were chosen as specific target words, which contain each of the target vowels respectively. These target vowels were elicited from the mothers in the interaction condition by using 19 picture cards (see Appendix M) that depicted pictures of everyday objects with their names on them (e.g. cat, shoes, door). A collection of 27 sentences (see Appendix N) with syntactically simple organization was designed. It included the target words ‘car’, ‘green’ and ‘red’ for the reading condition. The sentences carried meaningful weight, e.g. ‘green tea can improve your
health/ stop signs are red’. A digital voice recorder Edirol R-09HR by Roland (sampling rate: 44,100 Hz) was used to record speech production in both conditions. Each interaction was recorded as a mono 16-bit file in wav format.

5.2.4 Procedure

In each half an hour audio-recorded interaction, mothers were instructed to show their infants the 19 picture cards with everyday objects on them such as ‘shoes’ and ‘dress’ and to try to engage their infants in a dialogue. After this part, mothers were asked to read out aloud in a clear voice the short list of sentences and then finally to complete a short online questionnaire on their demographic and linguistic backgrounds (see Appendix S). All interactions were recorded in a quiet room in participants’ homes to ensure a naturalistic communication between mothers and infants.

5.2.5 Data analysis

This study employed a repeated measures ANOVA for the analysis of the acoustic measures (mean vowel triangle area, mean $F_0$, mean intensity, mean vowel and word length), with the reading and mother-infant interaction conditions and the three target vowels /a:/, /i:/ and /e/ representing the within-subjects factors (2x3 within-subjects design).

Initially ten target words (“car”, “blue”, “green”, “red”, “shoes”, “door”, “ball”, “box”, “rocks”, “cup”) were recorded from mothers during their interaction with their infants (see Appendix M), which included one of seven target vowels (/a:/, /u:/, /i:/, /e/, /ɒ/, /ɔ:/, /ʌ/). The target words “car”, “green”, “red”, “blue”, “shoes” and “shop” with the vowels /a:/, /i:/, /e/, /u:/ and /ɒ/ respectively were chosen due to sufficient tokens of each of them produced by each participant in each condition.
5.3 Results

A 2x3 repeated-measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to analyse vowel space, pitch, pitch range, intensity, vowel length and word length.

5.3.1 Acoustic measures
5.3.1.1 Formant analysis

Figure 5.1: Exaggeration of target vowels in the speech type condition of mother-infant interaction and absence of hyperarticulated vowels in the reading condition.

Figure 5.2: Mean area calculated from the vowel triangle in F2/F1 space in the mother-infant interaction condition and the reading condition. Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.
Significantly larger vowel space was revealed for the infant-directed speech condition than the read speech condition \( (F(1, 10) = 85.612,630; p < .05; \eta^2 = .895) \) (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Thus, this result shows that mothers’ articulatory vowel space in speech to infants is significantly more expanded than their vowel space expressed when reading sentences. This finding thus confirms the hypothesis of expanded vowel space in IDS compared to read speech. Supporting the didactic role of IDS, this finding is consistent with prior research that showed that IDS includes expanded vowel space in mother-infant interactions across different languages (Kuhl et al., 1997). This result also seems to indicate that the didactic needs in natural IDS might be larger than in a reading context.

5.3.1.2 Fundamental frequency (F0) – mean and range

5.3.1.2.1 Mean F0 of vowels

The results showed that there was a significant main effect of condition: unsurprisingly, the mean F0 was significantly larger for the infant-directed condition than the reading condition \( (F(1, 10) = 125.630; p < .05; \eta^2 = .926) \) (Figure 5.3).
5.3.1.2.2 Mean F0 range of words

There was a significant main effect of speech condition with mean F0 range being significantly larger in the infant-directed condition than the reading condition ($F(1, 10) = 44.971; p < .05; \eta^2_p = .818$) (see Figure 5.4). These findings of higher mean pitch of vowels and wider pitch range for words support the hypothesis that pitch range would be greater in IDS than read speech, and they agree with studies that showed broader range in $F0$ and more increased $F0$ in IDS in tonal and nontonal languages (Fernald et al., 1989; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Xu, Burnham, & Kitamura, 2007).
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Figure 5.4: Mean pitch range (in Hz) as a function of speech type (interaction; reading) across vowels. Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.

5.3.1.3 Mean intensity of vowels and words

There was no significant main effect of speech condition for mean intensity of vowels or of words. These findings therefore support the hypothesis according to which differences in mean intensity between IDS and read speech would not be expected.
5.3.2 Length of utterances

5.3.2.1 Target vowel length

There was a significant main effect for speech condition \( (F (1, 10) = 43.919; p < .05; \eta^2_p = .815) \). This is shown in Figure 5.5, which reveals larger vowel length for the interaction condition than the reading condition across all vowels. There was no main effect of vowels for target vowel length \( (F (2, 20) = .435; p > .05; \eta^2_p = .042) \).

![Figure 5.5: Mean vowel length (in ms) of target vowels as a function of speech type (interaction; reading). Error bars show +/-1 standard error from the mean.]

5.3.2.2 Target word length
There was a significant main effect for speech condition ($F(1, 10) = 75.389; p < .05; \eta^2_p = .883$). This is shown in Figure 5.6, which reveals larger word length for the interaction condition than the reading condition across all target words. There was no main effect of target words for target word length ($F(2, 20) = 0.035; p > .05; \eta^2_p = .004$).

### 5.4 Discussion

This experiment aimed to answer the research question of how infant-directed speech (IDS) differs acoustically from read speech. It therefore compared the acoustic-phonetic features of clear read speech with those of speech to infants. The aim of this experiment was to determine if IDS and clear read speech differed acoustic-phonetically with regards to vowel space, mean pitch, mean intensity, mean word-and vowel length.

First, this experiment showed that vowel space in speech to infants was significantly more expanded than vowel space in read speech. Although this study focused on the
elicitation of clear speech only, this result is to some degree similar to a previous study in which women were observed to show the inclination to produce more extended vowel range in casual speech than men (Hazan & Baker, 2010).

This result supports previous studies that showed that in IDS acoustic cues of phonetic units are exaggerated whereby differences between phonetic categories are overstressed (Bernstein–Ratner, 1984; Kuhl et al., 1997; Burnham et al., 2002). The fact that vowel space was reduced in read speech compared to IDS suggests that hyperarticulation in IDS may be uniquely didactic (as compared to other forms of clear speech) and might therefore contribute to infants’ development of vowel categories (Andruski et al., 1999; Kuhl et al., 1997). As such, it could be suggested that IDS requires more acoustic exaggeration than read speech due to the natural linguistic needs of the listener as a language learner that is the infant (Kuhl et al., 1997). This result thus shows that the acoustic modifications in IDS are distinctively informative (Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007). This result agrees with the H&H notion of hyperarticulation, in which speech is acoustically exaggerated (Lindblom, 1990) (see section 3.1.2 for more information on hypo-and hyper speech).

This result on vowel space indicates that IDS seems clearer than clear read speech, and this might be possibly explained by the age range of infants who took part in the experiment. The age range was between 12-20 months and was based on previous IDS research such as by Song et al (2010), in which infants were on average 19 months old. It is known that by 12 months, infants have become language-specific learners of the language of their ambient environment (Werker & Tees, 1984), have gone through a notably sensitive stage for phonetic learning (Kuhl, Tsao & Liu, 2003), and have developed phonetic abilities to discover phonotactic patterns in speech production that are essential to identify words (Saffran et al., 1996). Infants’
improved phonetic capacities may support the acquisition of words earlier in development (Tsao et al., 2003). By then, mothers might have become used to talking to their infants in a manner that helps infants’ development of phonetic categories.

An additional reason for the difference in vowel space between IDS and clear read speech can be attributed to the nature of the interaction task, which was instructive in nature: in the interaction task mothers were asked to actively teach their infants the words from the picture cards. It can be argued that because mothers might have tried to aim to facilitate infants’ development of vowel categories, the speech style that mothers chose to use in the interaction task may have been very instructive in nature. Moreover, speech to infants was produced in the participants’ homes to ensure an interaction that is as naturalistic as possible between mothers and their infants. After talking with their infants, mothers were asked to read out a short list of sentences, which means that contrary to the study by Hazan and Baker (2010), for instance, the reading task in this experiment was conducted in an environment that participants are familiar with rather than in a laboratory setting. The fact that during the reading task, infants were not present in the room in which mothers completed the reading task might also have contributed to the difference in vowel space between IDS and clear read speech.

The observed lack of a tendency towards vowel space expansion in read speech that in size is similar to or larger than that in IDS is contrary to previous studies (Picheny et al., 1985; Hazan & Baker, 2010) and research in which vowel range was more affected by speaking style in read speech than in speech with communicative intent (Hazan & Baker, 2011). Thus, although read speech expressed in a clear speaking
style was previously observed to represent an overemphasised type of clear speech compared to natural clear ADS (Hazan & Baker, 2010), IDS seems to be a listener-oriented speech style as it is targeted at a first language learner that is the infant.

This result is in line with Kuhl’s Native Language Magnet (NLM) Theory (enhanced), which proposes that the overemphasis of relevant phonetic differences in IDS compared to in ADS is a contributor of change that in infants’ perception leads forward the transition from a universal phonetic speech perception to a speech perception that is particular to a native language (Kuhl et al., 2008). Thus, expanded vowel space in IDS serves to overemphasise important phonetic contrasts through which the speech perceptual abilities of infants in their native language might be supported (Kuhl 2000b; 2004; Kuhl et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2003). In addition to previous studies in which expanded vowel space was observed in Mandarin (Liu et al., 2003), American English, Russian and Swedish (Kuhl et al., 1997), Australian English (Burnham et al., 2002), British Southern English (Uther et al., 2007), the present experiment can be considered to demonstrate larger vowel space in British Southeast English (West London region), suggesting that IDS is a uniquely didactically-oriented speech style (Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007). Thus, this finding has shown additional evidence for the linguistic contribution of expanded vowel space in IDS and therefore supports the previous hypothesis of exaggeration in vowel space in IDS compared to read speech.

This result therefore seems to suggest that the occurrence of vowel hyperarticulation in IDS seems to be facilitated by the use of a didactic task that involves teaching words with corner vowels in British English to infants after the age of 12 months. This view appears to be supported by recent investigations on IDS that reported
improved consonant contrasts in speech to infants aged beyond 13 months of age (Cristia, 2010), that did not report vowel hyperarticulation in speech to infants that were younger than 12 months old (Cristia & Seidl, 2013), that showed no improved contrast for central vowels in IDS (McMurray, Kovack-Lesh, Goodwin, & McEchron, 2013), and that did not observe vowel hyperarticulation in other languages such as Norwegian (Englund & Behne, 2006). This might indicate that vowel hyperarticulation in IDS might be useful for older infants who are active word learners (Bernstein-Ranter, 1984; Cristia, 2010), and that vowel hyperarticulation in IDS may be language-specific and applies to point vowels but not central vowels (Cristia & Seidl, 2013).

On the other hand, one could argue that if the purpose of IDS is to convey high positive affect, changes to the first two formant frequencies in IDS such as a rise in formant frequencies might be a side effect of positive affect in IDS, such as smiling (Benders, 2013). Smiling has previously been argued to acoustically result in an increase of formant frequencies (Ohala, 1980, 1984). A recent study reported the lack of vowel hyperarticulation in IDS, and positive affect being conveyed through a higher second formant in speech to 11 months old infants than to 15 months old infants (Benders, 2013). This implies that if positive affect is emphasised in speech to younger infants, IDS might not be necessarily motivated by didactic intent.

Thus, one would consider such non-verbal expression of high positive affect not to occur after around the age of 12 months since the effect of smiling on the second formant of corner vowels such as /i/ can be detrimental for regular articulation (Benders, 2013). Therefore, it seems that if the expression of increased positive emotion is the purpose of IDS, such as in speech to infants aged less than 12 months
old, an increase in the formant frequencies such as F2 and F3 has been suggested to occur at the cost of enhanced contrast between vowels. However, not sufficient data are available to support this possibility. Moreover, further research is required that can replicate Bender’s experiment (2013) in another language, and that uses the same methodologies as in Bender’s experiment because the present experiment 2 is methodologically not identical to Bender’s experiment (2013). Further research can explore whether in speech to both younger and older infants, the systematic manipulation of smiling affects formant frequencies.

It has also been argued that vowel hyperarticulation might be a by-product of slow speech rate in IDS (McMurray et al., 2013). It has recently been observed, for instance, that alterations in VOT of plosives are a side-effect of altered speech rate (McMurray et al., 2013). However, since VOT is a timing cue that helps listeners differentiate between aspirated and unaspirated stop consonants, it is probable that temporal measures such as VOT are most affected by speaking rate, while vowel formants represent a phonetic measure of the clarity of vowel articulation that are affected by arrangements within the vocal tract. In contrast to vowel length, however, vowel formants may not be influenced by speech rate.

Second, as previously hypothesised, mean pitch and mean pitch range were exaggerated in IDS than in clear read speech at both vowel and word level: all target vowels and words were articulated with higher pitch and pitch range. The finding of larger pitch and pitch range in IDS has been well documented (Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Stern et al., 1983), both in tonal and non-tonal languages (Fernald et al., 1989; Kitamura et al., 2001; Xu & Burnham, 2010).
It has been previously observed that in IDS mean pitch and pitch range are increased in order to maintain infants’ attention (Kitamura & Burnham, 2002; Stern et al., 1982). Thus, although it was reported that speakers produced larger pitch and higher pitch range when reading than when communicating with others (Hazan & Baker, 2011), the fact that the present experiment dealt with speech to first-language learners in form of infants whose attention needs be drawn and sustained through high pitch explains why pitch and pitch range were larger in IDS than in read speech, and why in previous research that involved adult native speakers (Hazan & Baker, 2010, 2011) higher pitch was reported in read speech than conversational speech (Cooper & Aslin, 1997; Kuhl et al., 1997; Lam & Kitamura, 2012; Uther et al., 2007; Werker & Mcleod, 1989). Thus, the present experiment demonstrated that in British Southeast English mean pitch is larger in IDS than in read speech at both vowel and word level.

Third, as previously hypothesised, read speech did not differ from IDS in mean intensity. Moreover, the finding that all target vowels and all target words were longer in IDS than read speech is as previously hypothesised and also agrees with prior studies that reported expanded vowel space and long vowel duration (Cristia & Seidl, 2103), and showed decreased speaking rate, giving rise to elongated vowels in IDS (Kuhl et al., 1997; Stern et al., 1983). It was previously shown that clear read speech had longer mean word duration than speech to adults in which speech was degraded by noise (Hazan & Baker, 2010, 2011).

It seems to follow logically that in speech to a first-language learner, words are even more elongated than in clear read speech that does not involve any language learners such as infants or non-native speakers. This finding therefore shows that even if
speakers might reduce their speech rate in reading compared to when they communicate with an adult speaker (Hazan & Baker, 2010, 2011), they decrease their pace of speech more in interaction with language learners such as infants than when reading clearly. Thus, it can be said that the results of expanded vowel space, increased pitch, pitch range, target vowels and words in IDS compared to clear read speech is consistent with the H&H theory according to which speech production is listener-oriented and speakers adapt their speech depending on the requirements of the communicative situation (Lindblom, 1990).

One has to note, however, the fact that the way clear read speech was elicited in this experiment is not exactly comparable to the manner in which clear read speech was elicited in previous research (Hazan & Baker, 2011): clear read speech in the present experiment was elicited by instructing mothers to read out sentences as clearly as possible while in Hazan and Baker’s study (2011) clear read speech was produced upon the instruction to read as if speaking to a hearing-impaired listener (Hazan & Baker, 2011). Similar to the difference that speaking by pretending to speak to another interlocutor is not exactly comparable to speech produced in a genuine interaction with real interlocutors (Charles-Luce, 1997), this difference between the instruction to read out sentences clearly in the present experiment and the instruction to read as if speaking to a hearing-impaired listener in previous research might have contributed to differences in the findings concerning vowel space, pitch, pitch range, vowel length and word duration. Thus, because there is no general agreement on how clear read speech should be produced, clear read speech in the present experiment is not exactly comparable to clear read speech in prior read speech research.
In conclusion, Chapter 5 addressed the research question how IDS acoustically differs from other types of clear speech, specifically clear read speech: the experiment in this chapter extends prior research (Burnham et al., 2002; Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007) by showing that IDS is a uniquely distinct style of speech compared to read speech due to acoustic exaggerations in vowel space, pitch, pitch range, vowel length and word length in IDS. These results therefore support the idea of hyperspeech by the H&H theory (Lindblom, 1990), and the notion of NLM according to which one of the causes towards infants’ development of a language-specific speech perception is the acoustic exaggeration of acoustic cues of phonetic units.
Chapter 6

Native listeners’ intelligibility of vowel hyperarticulatory speech to adults and infants

6.1 Expanded vowel space and intelligibility

Stretched vowel space is one acoustic-phonetic feature that has been reliably revealed to naturally be part of clear speech (Chen, 1980; Krause & Braida, 2003; Krause & Braida, 2004; Picheny et al., 1986; Uther et al., 2007). Previous research has shown that enlarged vowel space correlates with speech intelligibility (Bond & Moore, 1994; Liu et al., 2003; Monsen, 1976). It was also found that those speakers, who can naturally articulate phonetic contrasts accurately on a segmental level and employ larger vowel space, are more intelligible than those speakers with smaller vowel spaces (Bradlow et al., 1996; Byrd, 1994; Hazan & Markham, 2004).

Nevertheless, it can be said that despite the large number of studies that have investigated the relationship between vowel space and intelligibility, to this date, only an association between vowels space expansion and speech intelligibility has been revealed. Nonetheless, because correlation does not necessarily imply causation, to this date, no study has directly tested whether speech with expanded vowel space, produced under naturalistic circumstances and not merely by instructing speakers to speak as if they are talking to foreign listeners or hearing-impaired listeners are more intelligible than speech samples with non-expanded vowel space in a controlled setting.

In order to move beyond the correlational data linking intelligibility and vowel space, the present chapter will investigate whether expanded vowel space could be
manipulated to produce enhanced intelligibility of clear speech. Experiment 3 of this thesis, presented in 6.5 of this chapter, will address the research question what effect vowel hyperarticulation has on clarity by focusing on the evaluation of the intelligibility of clear speech produced in speech to foreign sounding and native sounding interlocutors. Experiment 4 of this thesis, presented in 6.6 of this chapter, will address the same question by attending to the assessment of the intelligibility of IDS compared to that of read speech. Due to the use of the same methods employed for both experiments, the chapter will look at the methods of both experiments together in section 6.4, and deal with the results of each experiment separately.

6.2 Intelligibility of speech to foreign-accented interlocutors versus native-accented interlocutors

Previous clear speech studies did not specifically assess the efficacy of articulatory stretched vowel space on speech intelligibility using, for instance, perceptual clarity rating tasks and natural speech materials that were recorded from real-life communicative interactions. Most clear speech investigations have focused on the link between speaker variability and the variability in intelligibility advantage (e.g. Ferguson, 2004; Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2007; Gagne et al., 1994). In a more recent study, however, stretched vowel space was found to relate to intelligibility although the relationship between expanded vowel space and intelligibility was found to be equivocal due some inconsistency in the production of expanded vowel space among speakers (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2007) (for more detailed explanations please refer to 3.1.3 of chapter 1). Thus, the purpose of Experiment 3 presented in 6.5 was to ascertain whether speech with expanded vowel space, as elicited in speech to foreign sounding adults, leads listeners to perceive enhanced intelligibility. Dependent measures of interest included an orthographic transcription task as intelligibility
measure with a confidence rating of that transcription using a Likert Scale, a goodness rating task and a clarity rating task in Likert scale format as intelligibility measures. Samples used in the three tasks of Experiment 3 of this thesis consisted of word samples collected from Experiment 1 of this thesis presented in chapter 4.

Based on previous research (Burnham et al., 2003; Uther et al., 2007) and theory (H&H theory by Lindblom (1990)), it is hypothesised that native listeners will identify more words correctly that were extracted from native speakers’ speech toward foreign sounding interlocutors than those from native speakers’ speech toward native sounding interlocutors. This is because speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors might be spoken more clearly than speech to native-sounding interlocutors due to the linguistic needs of foreign-sounding interlocutors (Burnham et al., 2002; Munro & Derwing, 1999; Uther et al., 2007). Consequently, native listeners will feel more confident in the accuracy of their transcription of native speakers’ speech toward foreign sounding interlocutors than that of native speakers’ speech toward native sounding interlocutors.

In addition, it is hypothesised that native listeners will rate the words from native speakers’ speech to foreign sounding interlocutors as more typical of the words in English that listeners consider them to be than words produced in speech to native sounding interlocutors. This is because these words include phonetically better prototypes of a particular vowel category than the words from native speakers’ speech to native sounding interlocutors (Burnham et al., 2002; Iverson & Kuhl, 1995; Kuhl, 1991). It was previously shown that speech to foreign sounding interlocutors included vowel hyperarticulation compared to speech to native sounding interlocutors (Uther et al., 2007).
Thus, it is hypothesised that words to foreign sounding interlocutors will be
rated as clearer than words in speech to native sounding interlocutors. The following
section will look at the role of expanded vowel space in enhanced intelligibility in
IDS for Experiment 4 of this thesis.

6.3 Expanded vowel space in IDS and intelligibility

Previous research established the occurrence of stretched vowel space in IDS (Kuhl et
al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007) and reported an association between the qualitative
speech effort by mothers and infants’ performance on phonetic speech perception (Liu
et al., 2003). One way to find out if expanded vowel space actually helps infants to
perceive words more clearly is the use of speech containing maternal vowel
hyperarticulation in speech perception tasks. Thus, the purpose of Experiment 4 was
to ascertain whether speech with expanded vowel space, as elicited in IDS, leads
listeners to perceive enhanced intelligibility. Dependent measures included the same
tasks as in Experiment 3 (see 6.2). Samples included word samples from IDS and
mothers’ read speech (see chapter 5).

It is hypothesised that because IDS is clearer than read speech, native listeners will
identify more words correctly from IDS than mothers’ read speech (Kuhl et al., 1997).
Native listeners will thus feel more confident in the accuracy of their transcription of
IDS than of read speech. Additionally, words in IDS will be rated as more typical of
the words in English that listeners consider them to be than words in read speech.
Moreover, native listeners will rate words from IDS clearer than from read speech.
6.4 Methods for Experiment 3 and Experiment 4

6.4.1 Participants

6.4.1.1 Participants used to collect speech samples

For Experiment 3, adult speech samples were taken from Experiment 1 in Chapter 4 (see section 4.4.1). For Experiment 4, infant speech samples were taken from Experiment 2 in Chapter 5 (section 5.4.1).

6.4.1.2 Listeners

The listeners were 21 native speakers of English from the Southeast London area. All stated to have normal hearing and basic orthographic skills.

6.4.2 Speech Materials

6.4.2.1 Stimuli for Experiment 3

Stimuli used in Experiment 3 in section 6.5 of this thesis included target words that were produced in Experiment 1 in chapter 5. Twenty-eight tokens from the foreign sounding experimental condition and 22 tokens from the native sounding experimental condition across the three vowels /a:/, /i:/ and /u:/ were taken randomly of Experiment 1 for Experiment 3 of this thesis. Tokens from these vowels were used since previous analysis showed these stimuli to significantly differ in terms of perceptual vowel space between the native sounding and the foreign sounding conditions. In addition, 25 distractor tokens from the foreign sounding experimental condition and 15 distractor tokens from the native sounding experimental condition were randomly taken from across the three vowels /i/, /e/ and /ɒ/. These distractors did not reveal statistically significant expanded vowel space across the four experimental conditions.
6.4.2.2 Stimuli for Experiment 4

Stimuli used in Experiment 4 in section 6.6 of this thesis included target words that were produced in Experiment 2 in chapter 5.

Twenty-four tokens from the mother-infant condition and 17 tokens from the reading condition across the three vowels /a:/, /i:/ and /e/ were taken randomly of Experiment 2 for Experiment 4 of this thesis. Tokens from these vowels were used since previous analysis showed these stimuli to significantly differ in terms of perceptual vowel space between the native sounding and the foreign sounding conditions. In addition, 18 distractor tokens from the mother-infant condition and 15 distractor tokens from the reading condition were randomly taken from the three distractor words “blue”, “shoes” and “shop”. These distractors did not reveal statistically significant expanded vowel space across the two experimental conditions.

6.4.2.3 Production of speech stimuli

Stimuli used in Experiment 3 were produced in Experiment 1 in Chapter 4 (see section 4.4.4). Stimuli used in Experiment 3 were produced in Experiment 2 in Chapter 5 (see section 5.4.4).

6.4.3 Perceptual evaluation tasks

Listeners completed three sessions. The first session included transcription and confidence rating tasks, the second session included the goodness rating task and the third session included a clarity rating task. The ratings consisted of participants pressing one of six buttons, which included the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 on a Likert scale format (1 = very confident/typical/clear; 6 = not confident/typical/clear at all).
Each session was presented through a separate e-prime programme. Stimuli were presented in a random order. All three sessions lasted approximately 35 minutes in total.

6.4.3.1 Orthographic transcription and confidence rating

In the first session, participants were asked to listen to each word stimulus with care and then on the keyboard to accurately type out what they heard in the space provided on the screen. This orthographic transcription task was a measure of speech intelligibility. Participants then indicated on a scale from 1 to 6 how confident they were in the accuracy of their transcription (1 = very confident; 6 = not confident at all). A new word stimulus was presented 500 milliseconds after listeners had rated their confidence in their transcription. The presentation of the next word was indicated by an arrow that appeared for 200 milliseconds.

6.4.3.2 Typicality rating task

In the second session, participants viewed the words on the screen for 300 milliseconds and after another 300 milliseconds, they listened carefully to the viewed words. They then rated the words for typicality on a scale from 1 to 6, where 1 equals very typical and 6 equals not typical at all. A new word stimulus was presented 500 milliseconds after listeners had completed rating the goodness of the previous one. The presentation of the next word was indicated by an arrow that appeared for 200 milliseconds.

6.4.3.3 Clarity rating task

In the third session, participants first viewed the words on the screen for 300 seconds and after another 300 milliseconds, they listened carefully to the viewed words. They
then rated the words for clarity on a scale from 1 to 6 (1 = very clear; 6 = not clear at all). A new word stimulus was presented 500 milliseconds after listeners had completed rating the goodness of the previous one. The presentation of the next word was indicated by an arrow that appeared for 200 milliseconds.

6.4.4 Data analysis

Paired samples *t*-test was employed in Experiment 3 and Experiment 4 of this thesis to analyse listeners’ evaluation of the intelligibility of speech to native sounding interlocutors versus speech to foreign sounding interlocutors, as well as their evaluation of the intelligibility of IDS versus read speech. The evaluation was assessed using the orthographic transcription task, the confidence rating, the typicality and clarity rating tasks that were completed by the same 21 listeners. Thus, the paired samples *t*-test was used because the four tasks represented four different measures that are not related.

6.5 Results

6.5.1 Experiment 3

6.5.1.1 Transcription
As shown in Figure 6.1, the mean transcription accuracy was higher for speech samples directed to foreign sounding interlocutors than native sounding interlocutors. This difference was statistically significant ($t (20) = 2.426, p < .05, r = .520$). This supports the hypothesis that listeners would show higher transcription accuracy for speech directed to foreign than native sounding interlocutors.

### 6.5.1.2 Confidence

The mean confidence rating was not significantly different between the foreign speaker directed speech and the native-speaker directed speech. This finding therefore does not support the hypothesis according to which listeners would be more confident in their transcription accuracy of speech to foreign sounding interlocutors than native sounding interlocutors.

### 6.5.1.3 Typicality

![Typicality Rating](image)

Figure 6.2: Mean typicality rating of native speakers for native and foreign samples on a scale from 1 (very typical) to 6 (not typical at all). Error bars show +/- 1 standard error from the mean.
As shown in Figure 6.2, above, native speakers rated speech samples directed to foreign sounding interlocutors as more typical of representing the word in the English language than the speech samples directed to native sounding interlocutors. This difference was statistically significant \((t (20) = -5.036, p < .05, r = .722)\). This supports the hypothesis that native listeners would rate words to foreign sounding interlocutors as more typical of the words in the English language than the words to native sounding interlocutors.

6.5.1.4 Clarity
As shown in Figure 6.3, on a scale from 1 (very clear) to 6 (not clear at all), native speakers rated speech samples directed to foreign sounding interlocutors as clearer than the speech samples directed to native sounding interlocutors. This difference was statistically significant ($t (20) = -6.066, p < .05, r = .764$). This finding supports the hypothesis that native listeners would rate words to foreign sounding interlocutors as clearer than the words to native sounding interlocutors.
6.6 Results

6.6.1 Experiment 4

6.6.1.1 Transcription

As shown in Figure 6.4, the mean transcription accuracy was higher for speech samples directed to infants than for samples of read speech. This difference was statistically significant \((t (20) = 2.693, p < .05, r = .275)\) and is as previously hypothesised.

6.6.1.2 Confidence

As shown in Figure 6.5, the mean confidence rating shows that on a scale from 1 (very confident) to 6 (not confident at all), native speakers were more confident in their transcriptions of IDS than of read speech samples. This difference was statistically significant \((t (20) = 6.279, p < .05, r = .354)\). This finding supports the hypothesis that native listeners would be more confident in their accuracy of transcribing words in IDS than in read speech.
6.6.1.3 Typicality

Mean typicality ratings by native speakers were not significantly different between IDS and read speech samples. This result does not support the hypothesis that native listeners would rate words in IDS as more typical of the words in the English language than in read speech.

6.6.1.4 Clarity
As shown in Figure 6.6, on a scale from 1 (very clear) to 6 (not clear at all), native speakers rated infant directed speech samples as clearer than read speech samples. This difference was statistically significant \((t(20) = -6.393, p < .05, r = .775)\). This supports the hypothesis that native listeners would rate words in IDS as clearer than the words in mothers’ read speech.

### 6.6.2 Multiple regression

A multiple regression was conducted on the clarity rating of the adult samples and infant samples to distinguish between the relative contribution of vowel space expansion, vowel length and word length to the outcome in the clarity ratings in 6.5.1.4 and 6.6.1.4 respectively. Based on previous research on what might contribute to vowel/word intelligibility (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2007; Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2009; Uchanski, 2005), predictors were entered hierarchically in order of their importance in predicting the outcome that is first F1, F2, before vowel length and then word length.
6.6.2.1 Clarity rating with speech samples directed to foreign-sounding interlocutors

When only F1 and F2 are used as predictor, this is the simple correlation between F1 and F2 with clarity rating (.438). F1 and F2 can account for 19.2% of the variation in the clarity rating as the value of R squared is .192 (model 1). When vowel length is included (model 2), this value increases to .231 or 23.1%. When word length is added as a predictor (model 3) 23.2% of the variance in clarity ratings can be accounted for. Thus, vowel and word length account for an additional 4% of the variance in clarity ratings. The F-ratio is 2.963 for the first model, which is close to significance (p=.070). For the second and third model, the F-ratio decreases gradually, and is not significant either. Therefore the initial model is not significantly good at predicting the outcome in the clarity rating.

6.6.2.2 Clarity rating with speech samples directed to infants

When F1 and F2 are used as predictor, this is the simple correlation between F1 and F2 with clarity rating (.087). F1 and F2 can account for 0.8% of the variation in the clarity rating (model 1). When vowel length is included (model 2) the value of R increases to .012 or 1.2%. When word length is added as a predictor (model 3) 6.5% of the variance in clarity ratings can be accounted for. Thus, word length accounts for an additional 5.3% of the variance in clarity ratings. The F-ratio is 0.080 for the first model, which is not significant. For the second and third model, the F-ratio improves gradually, but is not significant either. Therefore none of the three models are significantly good at predicting the outcome in the clarity rating.
6.7 Discussion

6.7.1 Intelligibility of speech to foreign-accented interlocutors versus native-accented interlocutors

Experiment 3 of this thesis aimed to investigate what effect vowel hyperarticulation in speech to interlocutors with foreign accents has on intelligibility. Experiment 3 therefore compared whether speech to foreign sounding or native sounding interlocutors will lead native listeners to experience perceptually better intelligibility of speech.

First, the first task of Experiment 3 was a transcription task. Similar to prior studies (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Bradlow & Alexander, 2007; Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2011; Munro & Derwing, 1999; Lane, 1963), this transcription task did not accept any word candidates that were recognised half-way by native speakers but only transcribed words that were identified correctly. This was done so as not to be unclear about whether near hits resulted because of typing errors or because listeners actually did not recognise the presented word. It was shown that native listeners’ mean transcription accuracy was higher for speech to foreign sounding interlocutors than native sounding interlocutors. This confirms the hypothesis that native listeners would transcribe more words more accurately that had been articulated in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors than to native sounding interlocutors.

This finding might be explained by the observation in Experiment 1 in Chapter 4 that speech to foreign sounding interlocutors involved expanded vowel space compared to speech to native sounding interlocutors. Thus, the present finding on transcription implies that the acoustic alteration of vowel space in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors might have contributed to native listeners’ higher transcription accuracy compared to the lower transcription accuracy of speech spoken to native sounding
interlocutors. This result therefore seems to suggest in line with the revised form of the cohort model that expanded vowel space might have facilitated native listeners’ bottom-up processing in spoken word recognition (Marslen-Wilson, 1990).

According to the revised form of the cohort model, spoken word recognition is affected by bottom-up processes that are determined by the heard stimulus (Marslen-Wilson, 1990). Therefore, when a word is presented aurally, words that conform to the series of sounds heard become activated (Marslen-Wilson, 1990). It can be considered that this activation might have been facilitated by the fact that stimuli represented words from everyday life.

This result of higher transcription accuracy of speech spoken to foreign sounding interlocutors also upholds previous research according to which foreigners have special linguistic needs, to whom speech needs to be acoustically modified correspondingly (Burnham et al., 2003; Uther et al., 2007). In addition, this finding extends previous evidence of expanded vowel space contributing to vowel intelligibility (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2007).

By contrast, the confidence rating data (which showed no difference between speech to native vs. foreign speakers) did not support the hypothesis that listeners would be more confident in their transcription of foreign-directed speech. This might be attributed to the nature of the rating scale used for the confidence rating task, which in contrast to the majority of speech rating studies (e.g. Iverson & Kuhl, 1995; Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2011), used a scale from 1 to 6, with 1 being least and 6 being most confident in one’s transcription accuracy. This pattern of the present rating scale, which was also used in Munro & Derwing’s study (1999), is opposite to what is actually used in speech rating tasks.
Nonetheless, the clarity rating data (which showed speech to foreign speakers to be clearer than speech to native speakers) supports the above finding of listeners’ higher transcription accuracy of words in speech to foreign speakers than native speakers. This supports the hypothesis that speech to foreign speaking interlocutors would be perceived as clearer than to native speaking interlocutors. This seems to suggest that the effect of vowel hyperarticulation on intelligibility appears to be that in FDS it significantly enhances the clarity of speech.

Previously, appropriate spoken word identification and therefore speech intelligibility has been commonly found to be affected by how accurate vowels are articulated (Liu et al., 2005; Weismer, Laures, Jeng, Kent, & Kent, 2001). Accordingly, it was reported that the association between the vowel working space area and the extent to which speech is intelligible is essential when exploring how listeners’ recognition of spoken speech can be influenced by speakers’ size of their vowel working space area (Liu et al., 2005). The result of the clarity rating task thus appears to underline the importance of this association. This result therefore seems to extend previous studies that correlated vowel space expansion with speech intelligibility (Bond & Moore, 1994; Bradlow et al., 1996; Byrd, 1994; Hazan & Markham, 2004; Johnson et al., 1993; Picheny et al., 1986).

This finding also appears to be in line with the H&H theory according to which hyperarticulated speech allows more accurate phonetic units to be more easily perceived as being acoustically distinct (Lindblom, 1990). This result therefore suggests that vowel hyperarticulation in speech to foreign speakers might be a useful didactic device in order to increase their intelligibility of spoken speech.
However, since in Experiment 1 in Chapter 4 of this thesis, longer vowel duration and longer word length were reported in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors than native sounding interlocutors, a multiple regression was conducted to distinguish between the relative contributions of the different acoustic measures to the outcome of the clarity rating. Since none of the models was successful in predicting the higher clarity ratings of speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors compared to native-sounding interlocutors, it may be that this outcome might be due to a small number of cases in the data (N=28), which is a little more than the required minimum of N=15 for a multiple regression analysis.

This result suggests that a more effective approach to differentiate between the contributions of vowel space expansion, long vowel and word length to enhancing clarity in speech would involve a separate perceptual experiment. Specifically, in the first experimental condition native listeners would rate words for clarity that are accompanied by vowel space expansion only. In the second experimental condition, native listeners would rate the same words, which now are characterised by enhanced vowel length only but not by vowel space expansion. In a third condition, these words would be presented with enhanced word length but no vowel space expansion and long vowel length. A baseline condition can involve the rating of the same words but with none of the three acoustic features.

The finding of higher typicality ratings for speech to foreign speakers than native speakers seems to suggest that words in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors included phonetically better prototypes of particular vowel categories than the words in speech to native sounding interlocutors. This might be because of the fact that acoustic features in ADS are normally underspecified compared to FDS and is of
hypoarticulated nature (e.g. ‘and’ becomes ‘nd’ in casual speech) (Burnham et al., 2002; Uther et al., 2007). It seems therefore understandable that words spoken to foreign sounding speakers were perceived as phonetically more typical than words spoken in conversation between two native speakers. This finding therefore supports the hypothesis that speech to foreign sounding interlocutors would be more typical than speech to native sounding interlocutors because it has good exemplars of phonetic categories. This finding therefore does not contradict the finding that speech to foreign sounding interlocutors is clearer than that to native sounding interlocutors.

Therefore, the findings of Experiment 3 seem to confirm the role of speech to foreign sounding interlocutors to be of didactic advantage. It can therefore be proposed that speech to foreign sounding listeners might help second language (L2) learners to gain sufficient phonemic discrimination skills to fully generate and comprehend L2. Although the findings seem to indicate the usefulness of clear speech with expanded vowel space, which might only apply to words and if spoken to normal hearing listeners in quiet, it cannot be said with absolute certainty that expanded vowel space contributed to the higher clarity rating. Therefore additional research would be required to tease out the relative contributions of the different acoustic aspects to clarity. The findings of Experiment 3 therefore suggest that vowel space expansion as it is used together with other acoustic-phonetic features in speech to foreign sounding listeners might be useful to be employed in linguistic training programs to facilitate foreign sounding listeners’ intelligibility of the target language.

6.7.2 Intelligibility of speech to infants versus read speech
Experiment 4 of this thesis aimed to investigate what effect vowel hyperarticulation in speech to infants has on intelligibility. Experiment 4 therefore investigated whether speech to infants (IDS) or clear read speech as an alternative type of clear speech would lead native listeners to experience perceptually better intelligibility of speech.

First, the first task of Experiment 4 was a transcription task. It was shown that native listeners transcribed mothers’ speech to infants more accurately than read speech. This finding confirms the hypothesis that native listeners would transcribe more words more accurately in IDS than in read speech. Native listeners also showed more confidence in their accuracy of transcribing mothers’ speech to their infants than of mothers’ read speech. This supports the hypothesis that listeners would be more confident in transcribing IDS than read speech. These transcription and confidence rating data might be explained by the observation that in Experiment 2 in Chapter 5 IDS revealed significantly expanded vowel space compared to mothers’ read speech. It can therefore be argued that the acoustic-phonetic alteration of vowel space might have contributed to native listeners’ higher accuracy and confidence in transcribing speech to infants (Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007).

Experiment 4 showed that neither mothers’ read speech nor their IDS were rated to be significantly more typical of speech in English. This does not support the hypothesis that words in IDS would be regarded by listeners to be more typical of the words in English that they consider them to be. However, this result might be explained by the fact that IDS is of higher pitch compared to ADS (Burnham et al., 2002; Lam & Kitamura, 2012; Uther et al., 2007). Therefore words in IDS might not sound as appropriately representative of the words in English than when expressed in ADS.
This finding that words in IDS were not rated as more typical of the words in English that listeners consider them to be is therefore not in conflict with the finding in Experiment 3 that words in FDS were rated as being significantly more typical of the words in English compared to words in ADS. This is because similar as words in ADS, words in FDS are low in pitch but include phonetically better prototypes of vowel categories.

The finding that native listeners rated IDS as being clearer compared to read speech supports the above results of listeners’ higher transcription accuracy and higher confidence in IDS than read speech. This finding is not in conflict with the absent finding of significantly higher typicality rating for IDS compared to clear read speech, because it suggests that the clarity of words in IDS is not dependent on the quality of pitch, which however, seems to affect the extent to which the words in IDS are rated to be typical of words in English.

This finding on clarity in IDS therefore supports the hypothesis that IDS would receive higher clarity ratings than read speech. It therefore appears that vowel hyperarticulation in IDS might have significantly enhanced the clarity of speech. This finding seems to provide direct evidence connecting vowel hyperarticulation to increased intelligibility of speech. This finding therefore appears to extend previous studies (Liu et al., 2003; Song et al., 2010) that showed that the extent of expanded vowel space correlated with infants’ phonetic discrimination abilities (Liu et al., 2003) and that infants’ word recognition was supported by extended vowel space to a certain extent (Song et al., 2010). Thus, Experiment 4 seems to support the idea
proposed by other researchers that vowel hyperarticulation in IDS is didactic in nature (Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007).

The finding of higher clarity ratings for IDS samples than mothers’ read speech is in line with Kuhl’s perceptual Native Language Magnet Theory (enhanced) theory. The theory suggests that expanded vowel space in IDS is used to overstress crucial phonetic contrasts through which infants’ speech perception skills can be assisted in the acquisition of their native language (Kuhl, 2001, 2004; Liu et al., 2003). The findings of Experiment 4 therefore suggest that expanded vowel space as it occurs in IDS in combination with other acoustic-phonetic characteristics, such as high pitch, might be useful to be employed in linguistic training programs to facilitate infants’ development of phonetic discrimination abilities.

However, because Experiment 4 of this thesis seems to only establish a link between expanded vowel space and increased intelligibility at word level, this finding might not apply to native listeners’ intelligibility of sentences. Moreover, the fact that native listeners did not rate mothers’ speech to infants more typical than mothers’ read speech implies that speech produced in mother-infant interaction might not reflect the manner in which words are normally generated in daily life. This might be because mothers’ speech to infants is usually of higher pitch and also includes overemphasised intonation contours (Fernald & Simon, 1984; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Stern et al., 1983). On the other hand, speech to adults in daily life normally does not include higher fundamental frequency or overemphasised intonations (Burnham et al., 2002; Uther et al., 2007). Moreover, exaggerations in pitch and also slower speaking rate are utilised in IDS to sustain infants’ attention in communication (Kitamura & Burnham, 2003; Lam & Kitamura, 2012) while these acoustic-phonetic changes are
not used to maintain adults’ attention in speech to normal-hearing adults (Lam & Kitamura, 2012; Uther et al., 2007).

In addition, Experiment 4 of this thesis seems to suggest that expanded vowel space might support infants’ perceptual word recognition abilities. However, it is important to acknowledge the fact that Experiment 4 did not directly measure the effect of expanded vowel space on infants’ perceptual skills. Also, due to the limiting nature of the speech stimuli from Experiment 2, Experiment 4 consisted of rating tasks only and did not involve any phonetic discrimination tasks.

Moreover, since in Experiment 2 in Chapter 5 of this thesis, longer vowel duration and longer word length were also reported in speech to infants compared to read speech, a multiple regression was conducted to distinguish between the relative contributions of the different acoustic measures to the outcome of the clarity rating. Since none of the models was successful in predicting higher clarity ratings of speech to infants, it may be that this outcome might be due to a small number of cases in the data (N=24), which is slightly more than the required minimum of N=15.

It might therefore be useful to differentiate between the contributions of expanded vowel space, long vowel and word length to improving clarity by conducting an additional perceptual experiment: specifically, in one experimental condition native listeners would rate words for clarity that include enhanced vowel formants only, while in a second condition the same words would be presented to native listeners, which, however, are now characterised by enhanced vowel length only and not by vowel space expansion. In a third experimental condition, these words would be presented with enhanced word length only and no vowel space expansion and long
vowel length. A baseline condition can involve the rating of the same words with neither vowel space expansion nor long vowel or word length. Therefore, it can be suggested that overall the findings of Experiment 4 seem to confirm that the role of IDS provides listeners with a didactic advantage.

In conclusion, Chapter 6 addressed the research question what effect vowel hyperarticulation in speech to infants and foreign speakers has on intelligibility. It evaluated the intelligibility of clear speech produced in speech to foreign sounding and native sounding speakers in Experiment 3, and it assessed the intelligibility of IDS and clear read speech in Experiment 4. Both experiments suggested that vowel hyperarticulation, as it occurs together with other acoustic-phonetic features in speech, seems to enhance intelligibility of both IDS and of speech to foreign speakers, thereby providing evidence for vowel hyperarticulation as a didactic instrument.
Chapter 7

Native and non-native listeners’ speech comprehension performance under adverse listening conditions

7.1 Speech perception of native and non-native listeners in noise

In noiseless environments, speakers of a second language (L2) perform like native speakers in speech perception tasks (e.g. Nábělek & Donahue, 1984). However, when interrupted by background noise, their speech perception in L2 is more affected than in their first language (L1) (Florentine, 1985a, b; Garcia Lecumberri & Cooke, 2006; Mayo, Florentine, & Buus, 1997; Takata & Nábělek, 1990). This effect has been suggested to be associated with listeners’ age (Bergman, 1980), the time period of L2 study (Florentine, 1985a, b) and the environmental situation under which listening occurs (Takata & Nábělek, 1990).

In the presence of noise, non-native speakers’ performance on L2 speech perception tasks has been shown to depend on the age at which they acquire L2 (Florentine, 1985b; Mayo et al., 1997). For example, research by Florentine (1985b) revealed that exposure to L2 from infancy onwards helped two L2 listeners to perform as well as L1 speakers on speech perception tasks in the presence of increasing noise. By contrast, L2 listeners who had been exposed to L2 only after puberty did not perform at the same level as L1 listeners of American English even after massive exposure (Florentine, 1985b). Moreover, L2 listeners did not make use of any contextual cues, which contrasts to the effects seen in L1 listeners (Florentine, 1985b). These data are interpreted as indicating a sensitive period after which learning a second language negatively affects L2 listeners’ perception of L2 in noise (Florentine, 1985b). It was shown that in speech perception tasks with noise, early learners of L2 performed
better and benefitted more from sentence-level contextual information compared to late but very proficient L2 learners. However, early L2 learners’ ability to perceive L2 in noise has been suggested to be decreased and not be like that of native listeners’ due to intervention by L1 experience (Mayo et al., 1997). It has therefore been argued that early L2 learners’ better performance might be due to the age at which L2 was acquired and not the average time length of L2 exposure (Mayo et al., 1997). Consequently, if L2 study is not started in early childhood, L2 listeners will have difficulty perceiving L2 in noise even with extensive exposure. This has been illustrated by the observation that early L2 learners showed higher levels of tolerating noise than late L2 learners (Mayo et al., 1997). However, L1 English listeners had higher noise-tolerance levels than early L2 English learners (Mayo et al., 1997). L1 listeners have thus been claimed to be able to recover quickly from noise-induced disturbance because of their linguistic knowledge of established L1 categories (Bradlow & Alexander, 2007). On the contrary, late L2 listeners are not able to recover their speech perception that is disrupted by noise as quickly as L1 listeners because their lacking linguistic knowledge of L2 causes their recovery from noise to be too slow (Bradlow & Alexander, 2007).

As result of late L2 listeners’ limited exposure to L2, it is argued that late L2 listeners do not respond to clear speech as well as early L2 learners or L1 listeners (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2011). Specifically, clear speech is considered to have signal enhancements such as slow speech rate and broad pitch range that all listeners are regarded to be able to access (Hazan & Simpson, 2000). However, clear speech also includes subtle enhancements that are specific to the target language and that are considered to improve the acoustic distance among phonologically different
contrasts in the target language (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2011).

It has been proposed that these enhancements are only accessible and beneficial to native listeners and early L2 learners because compared to late L2 learners they are very experienced in the sound structure of L2 and in processing L2 (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2011). It is therefore, for example, considered that only L1 listeners and early L2 learners, who are familiar with the difference in duration between short and long vowels in the English language, will be able to show sensitivity to and thus benefit from an exaggerated dissimilarity between these vowels in clear speech (Bradlow & Bent, 2002).

As a consequence, it has been argued that late L2 listeners might benefit only very little from clear speech compared to conversational speech under degraded situations. Evidence for this comes from Bradlow and Bent (2002) who aimed to find out if low-proficient L2 listeners can benefit from clear speech produced by L1 English speakers under different noise conditions. In that study, in which slow speech rate, broad pitch range and larger sound pressure levels were considered aspects that lead to the improved signal of clear speech, late L2 listeners showed a smaller benefit from clear speech compared to L1 listeners. This outcome has been suggested to be caused by late L2 listeners’ limited experience with the L2 sound structure. The authors therefore argued that the nature of clear speech is not oriented towards L2 listeners but towards L1 listeners (Bradlow & Bent, 2002). However, one has to note that clear speech in their study was produced by instructing L1 speakers to read sentences as if talking to hearing-impaired or foreign listeners. Clear speech in that study was therefore not elicited in a natural interaction with a real interlocutor, and it was not specifically aimed at foreigners. Accordingly, whether clear speech is oriented
towards a specific target audience depends on whether the kind of clear speech is directed at that audience as well. Naturally produced clear speech directed at foreigners can thus be regarded to be oriented to L2 listeners.

There is an abundance of literature on the effects of clear speech and intelligibility (for detailed information see section 6.1 of chapter 6) (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Bradlow et al., 2003). However, there are gaps in terms of research that indicates which clear speech properties are beneficial for L1 and L2 listeners’ speech comprehension under noisy conditions. Previous studies mainly looked at the relationship between intelligibility and several clear speech properties at vowel level, and highlighted the role of expanded vowel space in enhancing vowel intelligibility (Ferguson & Kewely-Port, 2002, 2007). Intelligibility of speech does not equal speech comprehensibility (Hustad & Beukelman, 2002): comprehension assesses a listener’s ability to construe the meaning of an acoustic signal in order to be able to answer questions about its contents while intelligibility indicates the extent to which a listener can precisely retrieve the acoustic signal (Hustad, 2008). It is notable that previous comprehensibility studies that were administered to ask listeners for sentence-level information (Hustad & Beukelman, 2002) or narrative-level information (Hustad, 2008) were presented to native listeners. No research has been done on which clear speech properties (e.g. expanded vowel space) produce a clear speech benefit at word level for L2 learners.

Experiment 5 of this thesis therefore aimed to address the research question whether expanded vowel space improves clarity for listeners, thereby testing the hypothesis that expanded vowel space in speech will be more comprehensible for both L1 British
English speakers’ and early and late L2 British English learners in quiet and in noise conditions.

7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Participants

7.2.1.1 Participants used to collect speech samples

Stimuli for Experiment 5 were obtained using the samples gathered in Experiment 1 (section 4.4.1 in Chapter 4).

7.2.1.2 Listeners

The listeners consisted of three groups: 16 monolingual speakers of British English (between 18-45 years) from the Southeast London area and 16 native speakers of Mandarin Chinese (between 18-45 years) who learned English before the age of twelve years and 16 native speakers of Mandarin Chinese (between 18-45 years) who learned English after the age of twelve years. The average age of twelve was chosen based on prior research (Flege, 1995; Flege & MacKay, 2004). Non-native listeners were recruited from the Brunel Language Centre. All listeners were enrolled at Brunel University and had no speech or hearing impairments at the time of testing. Participants were paid £10 for taking part.

7.2.2 Speech stimuli

Stimuli used in Experiment 5 included target words that were produced in Experiment 1 presented in Chapter 4. Initially 150 target words belonging to one of thirteen target vowels were recorded from native speakers during the completion of the Diapix task (see Appendix I). The vowels /a:/, /i:/, /u:/, /i/, /e/ and /ɒ/ were chosen from the target words “car”, “beach”, “blue”, “pink”, “red” and “shop” as they contained a minimum
of one sample. Five instances from each of the three vowels /aː/, /iː/ and /uː/ were taken randomly of each of the four experimental conditions of Experiment 1 for Experiment 5. In addition, instances from the three vowels /ɪ/, /ɛ/ and /ɒ/ were taken randomly of each of the four experimental conditions as distractors.

After the recordings were generated, target words were extracted from the digital speech files. Word-length target files were equated for root-mean-square amplitude before being mixed with white noise as background noise (similar as in Billings et al., 2009) (generated in MATLAB) at +16dB, +12dB and +8dB SNRs. The noise created for each target word had the same total duration as the speech signal. White noise was employed because this type of energetic masking was found to influence native and non-native listeners to the same degree for everyday words and syntactically and semantically simple speech material (Cutler et al., 2004; Garcia Lecumberri, Cooke, & Cutler, 2010). This type of noise is not specific to speech and thus represents environmental degradation of speech. Based on previous research, the SNR at +8dB SNR was chosen as medium noise, and the SNR at 16dB SNR was selected as very low noise, with +12dB SNR chosen as a middle noise level (Bradlow et al., 2003; Cutler et al., 2008).

**7.2.3 Procedure**

**7.2.3.1 Speech production**

For details on how speech samples were obtained for experiment 5, the reader is referred to Experiment 1 presented in section 4.4.4 of Chapter 4.
7.2.3.2 Speech perception task

Listeners completed the speech comprehension task in front of a computer monitor in an experimental cubicle. Listeners heard the audio stimuli using headphones with a comfortable listening level set prior to the start of the task. Stimuli were presented in a random order. The session lasted approximately 40 minutes.

In this task, participants were asked to listen to each word stimulus with care and then to indicate on a scale from 1-6 whether the heard stimulus was easy to understand (1 = not easy to understand at all; 6 = very easy to understand). There was a 500 milliseconds delay in presenting the subsequent stimuli after the participant indicated their response. The presentation of the next word was signalled by an arrow that appeared for 200 milliseconds.

Before the experimental session, a practice session with 16 trials was implemented in which four non-experimental practice words were presented at one of the four SNR levels so that listeners got accustomed to the nature of the task and to the stimuli with noise. None of the experimental target words were used for this practice session. During the experimental session, each word stimulus was presented three times and listeners could take as long as necessary to give a response. To minimise learning effects over the time-length of the study, the order of presentation of the words stimuli was randomised. Signal-to-noise ratio (quiet vs. +8dB SNR vs. +12dB SNR vs. +16dB SNR), and speaking style (casual speech to native interlocutors versus clear speech to non-native interlocutors) represented the within-subjects factors while the independent variable of listeners (native English listeners vs. early native Mandarin
learners of English vs. late native Mandarin learners of English) was varied between participants.

### 7.2.4 Data analysis

The design of this study was a 3x2x4x3 mixed design, with the vowels (/a:/, /i:/, /u:/), the recipient condition (native sounding and foreign sounding), and the noise levels (quiet vs. +8dB SNR vs. +12dB SNR vs. +16dB SNR) representing the within-subjects factors and the three listening groups (native listeners, early non-native listeners, and later non-native listeners) representing the between-subjects factor. Therefore a mixed ANOVA for the analysis of listeners’ performance in the spoken comprehensibility task was used.

### 7.3 Results

A regression analysis showed that all listeners across all three listening groups rated all 360 speech samples consistently in reaction time and in their response choice.

#### 7.3.1 Mean rating

A mixed ANOVA across all three listening groups showed that speech to foreign sounding interlocutors was easier to understand than speech to native sounding interlocutors ($F(1, 45) = 205.002; p < .05, \eta^2_p = .820$) (Figure 7.1). This supports the hypothesis that stimuli with expanded vowel space will improve listeners’ comprehension.
The assumption of sphericity was violated for noise, which according to Multivariate Tests was a significant main effect ($F(3, 43) = 43.325; p < .05, \eta^2_p = .751$) (Figure 7.2). Pairwise comparisons showed that while speech at quiet was easier to understand than at +16dB SNR ($t(47) = 10.545, p < .0083, r = .797$), at +12dB SNR ($t(47) = 10.677, p < .0083, r = .734$), and at +8dB SNR ($t(47) = 11.427, p < .0083, r = .678$), speech at +16dB SNR was easier to understand than at +12dB SNR ($t(47) = 7.019, p < .0083, r = .981$) and +8dB SNR ($t(47) = 9.886, p < .0083, r = .958$), while speech at +12dB SNR was easier to understand than at +8dB SNR ($t(47) = 8.287, p < .0083, r = .981$). These results show that in noise, speech at quiet or lower noise levels are easier to understand than speech at higher noise levels.
Moreover, there was a significant interaction between recipient condition and noise: listeners’ rating of speech to foreign sounding interlocutors was not affected by the level of noise as much as their rating of speech to native sounding interlocutors ($F(3, 43) = 8.693; p < .05, \eta^2_p = .378$) (Figure 7.3). Thus, this result shows that not only at quiet but also in the presence of noise stimuli with expanded vowel space were rated more comprehensible across listener groups than stimuli without expanded vowel space. This indicates a role of expanded vowel space in improving comprehension of speech that is presented in background noise.
7.4 Discussion

Experiment 5 aimed to answer the research question what effect vowel space expansion has on L1 and L2 listeners’ comprehensibility of speech. First, the investigation of mean rating revealed across listener groups that speech directed at foreign sounding interlocutors was easier to understand than speech directed at native sounding interlocutors. It was also observed that speech at quiet and low noise levels were easier to understand than speech at high noise levels. These findings are consistent with the previous hypothesis that speech with expanded vowel space will improve listeners’ comprehension.

Moreover, it was found that at both quiet and in the presence of background noise speech with expanded vowel space was easier to understand than speech without stretched vowel space. There were no differences between listener groups in performance at quiet or at the different noise levels. These observations do not support previous research that proposed that at quiet early L2 learners would show a speech comprehension benefit from expanded vowel space that is comparable to that of L1 English listeners and that is larger than that of late L2 English learners (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2011). Similarly, these observations do not support suggestions by previous research that in noise early L2 English learners will, compared to late L2 English learners, find stimuli with expanded vowel space more comprehensible but less than L1 English speakers (Florentine, 1985a, b; Garcia Lecumberri & Cooke, 2006; Mayo et al, 1997; Rogers et al., 2006; Takata &
Nábělek, 1990). Thus, it seems that despite of their varying proficiency levels in L2, both early and late L2 listeners appear to have equally benefitted from the stretched vowel space that was embedded in natural speech to foreign sounding interlocutors. These observations seem to suggest that at quiet and in noise vowel hyperarticulation actually assists listening comprehensibility for both L1 listeners, and early and late L2 learners of English.

This finding therefore appears to suggest that L2 listeners’ recognition of words in English can be supported through vowel hyperarticulation. This result supports previous findings according to which vowel hyperarticulation was proposed to likely lead to increased comprehensibility of speech (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2007). The result also seems to confirm that vowel hyperarticulation, if elicited in a communicative setting, can lead to improved speech comprehensibility of words (Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2007). The present experiment can therefore be seen as an extension to studies that showed that clear vowel hyperarticulated speech can lead to higher speech intelligibility (Bond & Moore, 1994; Bradlow et al., 1996; Byrd, 1994; Johnson et al, 1993; Hazan & Markham, 2004). The observation that speech to foreign sounding interlocutors was easier to understand than speech to native sounding interlocutors at quiet and at different noise levels support the H&H theory according to which adults modify their speech to maximise discriminability in order to provide the listener with sufficient information to make speech comprehension possible (Lindblom, 1992).

However, Experiment 5 does not uphold prior research that reported early L2 listeners have higher noise-tolerance levels than late L2 listeners (Mayo et al., 1997). This can
therefore be considered to disagree with the previous finding that when their speech perception in L2 was interrupted by noise, late L2 listeners’ perception of speech in L2 was more affected than their speech perception in L1 (Florentine, 1985a, b; García Lecumberri & Cooke, 2006; Mayo et al., 1997; Takata & Nábělek, 1990). This lacking finding of a higher speech comprehension benefit for early L2 learners than late L2 listeners might have been due to the limited nature of the task of the present experiment as it employed a listening comprehension task (Munro & Derwing, 1999). The absent finding of higher noise-tolerance levels for early L2 listeners might therefore be accounted for by the limited speech material available and the simplicity of target words used.

Another reason for the absent finding of a higher speech comprehension benefit for early L2 learners than late L2 listeners might be due to the confound of the length of experience using the language between the early and late L2 learner groups in the L2 country. Consequently, even if early and late L2 learners might have started L2 acquisition at a different age, the difference in the length of their exposure to L2 might have contributed to this result. However, it can be argued that this confound is inevitable because even if early and late L2 learners are matched for the length of experience using L2 and differ in age of L2 acquisition, early L2 learners might have been exposed to more L2 when watching news or television programs in L2 in their native country compared to late L2 learners, and vice versa. Nonetheless, this result can be used by future experiments investigating the effect of age of L2 acquisition on L2 learners’ performance on L2 comprehension tasks to look at additional factors that might lead to a difference in their performance between early and late L2 learners such as L2 learners’ reported percentage use of L1 and the number of speakers they interact with in L1 on a regular basis (Flege & MacKay, 2004).
Similarly, the data did not show that early L2 learners’ comprehensibility was lower than that of L1 English speakers. This is inconsistent with previous research in which L1 listeners were reported to recover more quickly than early non-native L2 listeners from adverse listening conditions due to their established L1 categories (Mayo et al., 1997). In addition, the data cannot be suggested to support previous research that showed that L1 listeners experienced a perceptually higher benefit than late L2 learners because of late L2 learners’ insufficient experience in the L2 sound structure (Bergman, 1990). Thus, it cannot be argued that late L2 learners’ L1 might have affected their performance in the listening comprehensibility rating in that they may have perceptually assimilated incoming L2 phonemes to L1 categories (Best & Tyler, 2007). Nonetheless, it has been suggested that late L2 learning does not prevent the perception of L2 vowels that functionally is similar to native like perception of L2 vowels (Flege & MacKay, 2004).

Finally, since long stimuli length was reported by native speakers in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors compared to native sounding interlocutors in Experiment 1 (Chapter 4), it can be argued that long vowel length or long word length might have contributed to the increased comprehension of speech to foreign sounding interlocutors than native sounding interlocutors. However, to tease out the effect of vowel length, another study would be necessary, in which the effect of long vowel duration on native listeners’ comprehension is tested without vowel space expansion. Regarding word length, one has to note that word duration in the target words tested includes both vowel and consonants. Since Experiment 1 did not control for the type of consonant that come before and after the vowels in the words, it is not known to what extent at word level consonants might have played a role in long word length. This implies that depending on what level of speech is analysed (vowel, word,
sentence, paragraph level), the contribution to comprehension of specific acoustic features could change (Boothroyd & Nittrouer, 1988).

Therefore, the findings of Experiment 5 seem to confirm the role of speech to foreign sounding interlocutors to be of didactic benefit. The findings of Experiment 5 therefore suggest that vowel space expansion as it is used together with other acoustic-phonetic features in speech to foreign sounding listeners might be useful to be employed in linguistic training programs to facilitate foreign sounding listeners’ comprehension of the target language.

In conclusion, Chapter 7 addressed the research question what effect vowel space expansion has on L1 and L2 listeners’ comprehensibility of speech. Across all listener groups (early L2 learners of English, late L2 learners of English and L1 English speakers) speech to foreign sounding interlocutors was easier to understand than speech to native sounding interlocutors at both quiet and all noise levels. It therefore seems that vowel hyperarticulation used together with other acoustic-phonetic features in speech to foreign sounding listeners has an enhancing effect on the comprehensibility in FDS. This chapter thus provided evidence for vowel hyperarticulation being a linguistic instrument that might be used for didactic purposes.
Chapter 8

General discussion and conclusion

Numerous studies have demonstrated that clear speech is more intelligible than conversational or casual speech for hearing-impaired individuals in quiet environments (Picheny et al., 1985), for young normal-hearing individuals in noisy environments (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Krause & Braida, 2002), in reverberating settings (Payton et al., 1994), in noisy environments with reverberation (Payton et al., 1994) and for elderly normal-hearing individuals in noisy settings (Helfer, 1998). Compared to conversational speech, clear speech has also been reported to be more intelligible for users of cochlear implants (Liu et al., 2004), and auditory neuropathy patients whose transmission of sound information stream is interrupted (Zeng & Liu, 2006). These studies show that for individuals with and without hearing-impairments, clear speech seems to give listeners an advantage with regards to intelligibility (Uchanski, 2005).

The present thesis sought to focus on the possible role in communication of one acoustic modification of clear speech: expanded vowel space. This thesis investigated the speech production in English by British English native speakers in interaction with interlocutors with varying levels of looking and sounding foreign. The thesis assessed speech perception by both non-native learners of L2 English and British English native speakers, emphasising the effects of proficiency and environmental noise. More specifically, the thesis addressed the extent and ease of identifying naturally elicited vowel hyperarticulated speech by native listeners compared to conversational speech. It also investigated the extent to which this naturally elicited clear speech can
be understood at word level by British English native speakers (L1 listeners) and Asian learners with English as their second language (L2 listeners). Possible effects of non-native speakers’ varying proficiency in English on understanding speech was tested taking into consideration early non-native learners’ extensive experience with the L2 sound structure compared to late non-native learners’ low proficiency in L2. In addition, this thesis investigated whether naturally elicited vowel hyperarticulated speech provides an equally perceptual benefit to native and non-native listeners when presented under varying levels of background noise. The thesis also discussed the role of vowel hyperarticulation in interaction with foreign-accented listeners in light of the influential framework on speech production and perception that is the H&H theory, as well as leading learning models of L2 acquisition.

8.1 Speech production by British native speakers in interaction with interlocutors with varying level of looking and sounding foreign

Speech is modified according to whom the speaker is conversing with (Burnham et al., 2002, 2010). Adult-directed speech (ADS) is acoustically different from speech directed to foreigners (FDS) and infants (IDS) since vowels were reported to include expanded vowel space in FDS and IDS but not in ADS (Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007). The speech modification of hyperarticulating vowels has therefore been suggested to be of didactic use since vowels were exaggerated for infants but not for pets (Burnham et al., 2002; Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2004). As past research on different speech registers used with foreigners has focused on those with both a foreign appearance and foreign accent (Littleford et al., 2005; Uther et al., 2007), it is not known whether native speakers’ speech at native looking and foreign
sounding individuals, on the one hand, is different from their speech at foreign looking and native sounding individuals, on the other hand.

Experiment 1 in Chapter 4 of this thesis extended the study by Uther et al (2007) by dissociating foreigners’ accent from their physical appearance and by finding out whether foreign interlocutors’ physical appearance or accent most influence speech registers. This was made possible by using four kinds of interlocutors: those who both look and sound native, those who appear foreign but linguistically sound like native speakers, those who appear native but sound foreign and those who both look and sound foreign. It was clear that in speech to foreign-accented foreigners, vowels were acoustically hyperarticulated irrespective of whether their appearance was native or foreign. It was observed that vowel length and word length were significantly larger for foreign sounding interlocutors than native sounding interlocutors. These observations are in line with Lindblom’s H&H theory (1990), according to which speakers segmentally adapt speech output depending on listeners’ needs within a communicative context.

Although it seems that the findings from Experiment 1 seem to also broadly agree with the CAT notion of linguistic convergence that native speakers show speech convergence in interaction with non-native speakers, and also with the audience design view, according to which speakers change their speaking style to different audiences respectively, it can be said that because the research question in Experiment 1 was not investigated from a sociopsychological or sociolinguistic standpoint, the findings are on a linguistic level better accounted for by the H&H theory.
Experiment 1 suggested there were no differences in the manner in which native British English speakers expressed pitch at vowel level towards foreign and native sounding interlocutors regardless of appearance. This is consistent with prior research in which no differences in pitch were observed in adult native speakers’ communication with foreigners or native listeners (Uther et al., 2007), and native speakers’ imaginary interactions with foreigners (Knoll et al., 2009). The first experiment also suggested that at vowel and word level, native speakers increase intensity if the interlocutor looks foreign irrespective of accent. This indicates, in line with past research (Sommers et al., 1994), that intensity is not an essential speech characteristic that is required to be modified for non-native listeners’ speech perception.

Considering speech to native-sounding interlocutors as conversational speech, and speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors as clear speech, the finding on the occurrence of expanded vowel space is comparable to studies that showed that in clear speech, $F1$ and $F2$ came close to target values and were grouped together more closely than in conversational speech, indicating that tightly grouped single vowel categories might thereby be less likely confused across categories (Chen, 1980). Consequently, compared to conversational speech clear speech displayed a larger vowel formant space and diverged less from the anticipated formant targets (Johnson, Flemming, & Wright, 1993; Lindblom, 1990; Moon & Lindblom, 1994). Thus, overall it appears that in line with the H&H theory, FDS is an adaptive and instructive tool, and that vowel hyperarticulation is a didactic device that is elicited in speech to foreign-accented interlocutors regardless of appearance.
Broadly speaking, the findings from Experiment 1 can also be considered to agree with the CAT perspective and with audience design view, according to which speech to non-native interlocutors native speakers show convergence in speech, and speakers change their speaking style to different audiences respectively. However, because the research question in Experiment 1 was not investigated from a socio-psychological or socio-linguistic standpoint, the findings are on a linguistic level better accounted for by the H&H theory.

8.2 Intelligibility and comprehension of speech with and without expanded vowel space

Considering Ferguson and Kewley-Port (2002)’s suggestion that the stationary steady-state portion of the vowel assists intelligibility at vowel level, Experiment 3 in Chapter 6 of this thesis aimed at exploring the possible contribution of vowel hyperarticulation to intelligibility at word level. Naturally elicited speech towards foreign-accented interlocutors and native-accented interlocutors that had been collected from Experiment 1 were used in the perceptual rating tasks in Experiment 3. These tasks included an orthographic transcription task with a confidence rating, as well as a typicality rating and clarity rating.

It was clear that mean transcription accuracy was higher for words from speech to foreign-accented interlocutors than for words from speech to native-accented interlocutors although listeners did not show higher confidence in their transcription of speech to foreign-accented than of speech to native-accented interlocutors. Words from speech to foreign-accented interlocutors were rated as more typical of speech in English and as clearer than words from speech to native-accented interlocutors. The
result of the confidence rating indicated a mismatch between native listeners’ perception of their performance (confidence rating) and their actual performance on the intelligibility of stimuli with and without vowel space expansion (transcription, typicality, clarity task).

In addition, the clarity rating result seems to suggest that vowel hyperarticulation causally contributes to improved intelligibility of speech at word level for native normal-hearing listeners. This result appears to expand previous studies that correlated increased vowel space with speech intelligibility (Bond & Moore, 1994; Bradlow et al., 1996; Hazan & Markham, 2004; Picheny et al., 1986). This finding also seems to be in line with the H&H theory according to which hyperarticulated speech allows more accurate phonetic units to be more easily perceived as being acoustically distinct (Lindblom, 1990) and according to which adults modify their speech to generate a speech signal that maximises discriminability and therefore intelligibility (Ferguson, 1977; Kuhl et al., 1997; Lindblom, 1990; Liu et al., 2003; Song et al., 2010; Uther et al., 2007).

However, because an additional statistical analysis did not show expanded vowel space to be the leading acoustic characteristic underlying the higher clarity ratings of speech directed to foreign-sounding interlocutors compared to native-sounding interlocutors, it cannot be concluded with certainty that vowel space expansion is the sole cause for the higher clarity ratings. It may be that other acoustic features might also play a role, which would need to be explored in an additional experiment. Nevertheless, the finding of Experiment 3 can be considered to suggest that expanded
vowel space is involved in improving the intelligibility of speech to foreign-sounding interlocutors.

Experiment 5 in Chapter 7 of this thesis expanded on the results of Experiment 3 by investigating whether expanded vowel formant space in clear speech compared to conversational speech directly improves both native listeners’ and non-native listeners’ comprehension of spoken speech. The listeners included native speakers as L1 listeners, early non-native learners as early L2 listeners, and late non-native learners as late L2 listeners. Naturally elicited speech towards foreign-accented interlocutors and native-accented interlocutors collected from Experiment 1 were presented at quiet and at varying noise levels.

It was clear that across all three listener groups, speech to foreign-accented listeners was easier to understand than to native-accented listeners. Moreover, Experiment 5 showed that at both quiet and background noise speech with expanded vowel space was easier to understand than speech without expanded vowel space. Native and non-native listeners did not differ in their speech comprehension performance. This result seems to demonstrate for the first time the benefit of articulatory expanded vowel space on listeners’ comprehension of spoken words, which supports the didactic role of this speech modification for language learners of English as L2 (Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007). This finding also appears to imply that speech to foreign-accented listeners was modified to a certain extent through vowel hyperarticulation, through which comprehensibility of speech to foreign-accented listeners might have increased compared to that of speech to native-accented listeners. Although this experiment did not look at the perceptual effectiveness of other acoustic features that might operate together with vowel space expansion such as stimuli length to contribute to increased
comprehensibility, the finding that speech with expanded vowel space improves comprehensibility in speech is in line with the H&H theory (Ferguson, 1977; Kuhl et al., 1997; Liu et al., 2003; Song et al., 2010; Uther et al., 2007).

The finding of no differences in performance between listener groups is inconsistent with prior studies that proposed that due to differences in the levels of exposure to the L2 sound structure, early L2 listeners will experience a larger speech comprehension benefit than late L2 listeners from speech with expanded vowel space, and a lower benefit than L1 listeners (Bradlow & Bent, 2002; Garcia Lecumberri & Cooke, 2006; Mayo et al., 1997; Smiljanić & Bradlow, 2011; Takata & Nábělek, 1990). A reason for the lacking higher speech comprehension benefit for early L2 learners than late L2 listeners may be due to the confound of the length of experience using the language between the early and late L2 learner groups in the L2 country.

Nonetheless, the observations from Experiment 5 are in line with research that suggested that early learning of L2 does not mean that it will lead to native like L2 vowel perception. At the same time, late L2 learning does not prevent the perception of L2 vowels that functionally is similar to native like perception of L2 vowels (Flege & MacKay, 2004). Thus, the findings from Experiment 5 on how non-native English speakers with varying proficiencies process speech with clear speech features such as expanded vowel space compared to native speakers can be most suitably accounted for by Flege’s Speech Learning Model (SLM) (Flege, 2002, 2003a; Flege & Eefting, 1986; Flege & Hillenbrand, 1987; Flege & Mackay, 2004).
8.3 Speech production by mothers as British native speakers in read speech and in interaction with infants

It has been argued that IDS has features that may benefit the listener, particularly in language development (Kuhl et al., 1997). Generally, IDS has been proposed to serve three main purposes, which are of affective, attentional and didactic nature (Cooper & Aslin, 1994; Cooper, Abraham, Berman, & Staska, 1997; Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Uther et al., 2007; Werker & McLeod, 1989). Accordingly, IDS might draw and sustain infants’ attention (Cooper & Aslin, 1994; Cooper et al., 1997; Grieser & Kuhl, 1988; Werker & McLeod, 1989); it might express positive vocal affect (Werker & Leopold, 1989; Uther et al., 2007; Cooper et al., 1997; Fernald & Kuhl, 1987); and, it may support infants’ language learning process (Burnham et al., 2002; Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007). Experiment 2 in Chapter 5 of this thesis focused on the didactic aspect by attending to the acoustic properties of IDS that have been proposed to contribute to speech intelligibility (Kai et al., 2008; Kuhl, 2004; Liu et al., 2003).

Specifically, it compared the acoustic-phonetic features in IDS with those of clear read speech. Eleven White British mothers communicated with their infants for about ten minutes by showing them picture cards with everyday objects on them and then read out a brief list of sentences in a clear speaking voice. It was found that vowels were hyperarticulated in IDS compared to read speech. This finding is in line with prior studies (Kuhl 2000b; 2004; Kuhl et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2003). Experiment 2 also showed that IDS had higher pitch and a broader pitch range compared to read
speech, supporting previous findings (Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Burnham et al., 2002).

In terms of mean intensity, there was no difference between IDS and read speech. There were also longer vowel length and longer word length in IDS compared to in read speech. Thus, by demonstrating exaggerations in vowel space and stimuli length that are present in IDS and absent in clear read speech, Experiment 2 of this thesis extended prior studies (Burnham, et al., 2002; Uther et al., 2007) that had indicated that vowel hyperarticulation in IDS might be didactic in nature. It also supports the H&H theory by confirming IDS as a listener-oriented speech style, and it supports the Kuhl’s NLM Theory (enhanced) (Kuhl et al., 2008), which suggests vowel space expansion in IDS has a didactic utility (Kuhl 2000b; 2004; Kuhl et al., 2008).

These findings can be considered to be ascribed to the very instructive nature of the interaction task, to the absence of infants during the reading task, and the age range of infants which was between 12-20 months, by which mothers might have become used to talking to their infants in a manner that helps infants’ development of phonetic categories.

8.4 Speech intelligibility of IDS versus read speech for British native speakers

Prior studies suggested hyperarticulated speech to enable listeners to more easily perceive phonetic units as being acoustically distinct (Burnham et al., 2002; Lindblom, 1990; Uther et al., 2007). Experiment 4 in Chapter 7 of this thesis therefore investigated whether IDS or read speech would lead native listeners to experience perceptually better intelligibility of speech. Tasks consisted of an orthographic transcription task with a confidence rating, a typicality rating task, and a clarity rating task.
It was clear that more words were correctly identified in IDS than in mothers’ read speech (Kuhl et al., 1997). Native listeners also felt more confident in the accuracy of their transcription of IDS compared to that of read speech, though they did not rate IDS as more typical of the words in English that they considered them to be compared to read speech. Thus, these results indicate that the hyperarticulated nature of IDS might have helped listeners become confident in their transcription of IDS, as previously hypothesised. The observation that listeners did not rate words in IDS as typical of the English words that they consider them to be might be explained by the fact that IDS was of high pitch and large pitch range. These acoustic characteristics are, however, not usually part of speech between native speakers. In support of prior theory (Kuhl’s NML-enhanced (Kuhl et al., 2008), and studies (Kuhl et al., 1997; Uther et al., 2007), words from IDS were rated clearer than words from mother’s read speech.

Thus, by indicating that hyperarticulated speech in IDS enabled listeners to perceive phonetic units more easily as acoustically distinct than clear read speech, these findings are in line with previous research (Burnham et al., 2002; Uther et al. 2007). The finding of IDS samples being clearer than mothers’ read speech is also in line with Kuhl’s perceptual Native Language Magnet Theory (NLM) (enhanced) theory, according to which overemphasised crucial phonetic differences in IDS contribute to improved L1 phonetic perception (Kuhl et al., 2008). Thus, while prior evidence for vowel hyperarticulation as a didactic feature was largely circumstantial or not clear-cut (Liu et al., 2003; Song et al., 2010), Experiment 4 of this thesis seems to
demonstrate that vowel hyperarticulation in IDS has a didactic function compared to other types of clear speech that have no communicative intent such as read speech. Nonetheless, because an additional statistical analysis did not show expanded vowel space to be the leading acoustic characteristic underlying the higher clarity ratings of infant-directed speech compared to read speech, one cannot be completely sure that vowel space expansion solely led to the higher clarity ratings of speech to infants. Because other acoustic features might also have played a role, this would need to be explored in an additional experiment. Nevertheless, the finding of Experiment 4 can be considered to suggest that expanded vowel space is involved in improving the intelligibility of speech to infants.

A summary of the originality, hypotheses, main findings, supported models and implications for all experiments is presented in Tables 8.1-8.5.

Table 8.1 Summary of Experiment 1 in Chapter 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Originality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Differentiation between foreigners’ appearance and accent in FDS (different from Burnham et al., 2002; Uther et al., 2007).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Use of natural interactions (similar to Leubecker &amp; Bohannon III, 1982; Uther et al., 2007).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- There would be hyperarticulation in speech to foreign-accented interlocutors compared to speech to native speakers, and no effect of appearance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- There would be no difference in pitch to interlocutors regardless of accent and appearance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- There would be higher intensity in speech to foreign-accented interlocutors regardless of appearance compared to native-accented interlocutors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Vowel space was significantly larger in speech to foreign-accented interlocutors than native-accented interlocutors, with no effect of appearance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- There was no difference in pitch to interlocutors across different accent and appearance conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- There was increased intensity in speech to foreign looking interlocutors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• H&amp;H theory (Lindblom, 1990).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implications for interaction with foreigners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Vowel hyperarticulation is a didactic device that is elicited in speech to foreign-accented interlocutors regardless of their appearance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2 Summary of Experiment 2 in Chapter 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Originality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Comparison of acoustical modifications in IDS (with communicative intent) with those in read speech (without communicative intent) as another type of clear speech (different from Burnham et al., 2002; Uther et al., 2007; similar to Hazan &amp; Baker, 2011 who however focused on ADS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Use of natural interactions (similar to Burnham et al., 2002; Hazan &amp; Baker, 2011; Uther et al., 2007).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• IDS would be hyperarticulated compared to read speech due to lack of communicative intent in read speech.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There would be higher pitch and pitch range in IDS than in read speech because in read speech there is no interlocutor whose attention has to be maintained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There would be no differences in intensity between IDS and read speech.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Vowel space was significantly larger in IDS than read speech.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mean pitch and pitch range were larger in IDS than read speech.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There were no differences in intensity between IDS and read speech.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• H&amp;H theory (Lindblom, 1990); Kuhl’s Native Language Magnet Theory (enhanced) (Kuhl et al., 2008).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implications for interaction with infants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Vowel hyperarticulation demonstrated in IDS of British Southeast English (West London region) is a uniquely didactically-oriented speech style compared to read speech.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3 Summary of Experiment 3 in Chapter 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Originality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- Use of naturally elicited clear speech towards foreign-accented and native-accented interlocutors in perceptual rating tasks for native listeners.

**Hypotheses**
- Native listeners would transcribe words from speech to foreign-accented interlocutors more correctly than from speech to native-accented interlocutors.
- Native listeners would be more confident in their transcription of words from speech to foreign-accented interlocutors than native-accented interlocutors.
- Native listeners would rate words from speech to foreign-accented interlocutors as more typical of speech in English and as clearer than words from speech to native-accented interlocutors.

**Main findings**
- Mean transcription accuracy was higher for words from speech to foreign-accented than native-accented interlocutors.
- Confidence in transcription between words from speech to foreign-accented and native-accented interlocutors did not differ.
- Words from speech to foreign-accented interlocutors were rated clearer and as more typical of speech in English than those from speech to native-accented interlocutors.

**Models supported**

**Implications for foreigners as second-language learners of English compared to native listeners**
- Vowel hyperarticulation as elicited in speech to foreign sounding interlocutors causally contributes to improved intelligibility of words for native normal-hearing listeners.

Table 8.4 Summary of Experiment 4 in Chapter 6.

**Originality**
- Use of naturally elicited clear speech towards infants in perceptual rating tasks.

**Hypotheses**
- Native listeners would transcribe words from IDS more correctly than those from read speech.
- Native listeners would be more confident in the transcription of words from IDS than from read speech.
- Native listeners would rate words from IDS as more typical of speech in English and as clearer than words from read speech.
Main findings

- Mean transcription accuracy and confidence in transcription were higher for words from IDS than read speech.
- Confidence in transcription was higher for words from IDS than read speech.

Words from IDS were not rated as more typical of speech in English than words from read speech. Words from IDS were rated clearer than words from read speech. Words from IDS were rated clearer than words from read speech.

Models supported

- Kuhl’s Native Language Magnet Theory (enhanced) (Kuhl et al., 2008).

Implications for foreigners as second-language learners of English compared to native listeners

- Vowel hyperarticulation as elicited in IDS is involved in contributing to improved intelligibility of words for young native normal-hearing listeners.

Table 8.5 Summary of Experiment 5 in Chapter 7.

Originality

- Use of naturally elicited clear speech towards foreign-accented interlocutors in speech comprehension tasks at quiet and adverse listening conditions for native L1 listeners and non-native L2 listeners with varying proficiency of English.

Hypotheses

- In quiet, L1 listeners, early and late L2 listeners would find stimuli with vowel space expansion easier to understand than stimuli without vowel space expansion.
- In noise, L1 listeners, early and late L2 listeners would find stimuli with vowel space expansion more comprehensible than stimuli without vowel space expansion.

Main findings

- Speech to foreign sounding interlocutors was easier to understand than speech to native sounding interlocutors across listener groups.
- Speech at quiet and low noise levels was easier to understand than speech at high noise levels across listener groups
- At both quiet and noise speech with stretched vowel space was easier to understand than speech without stretched vowel space across listener groups.
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There were no differences between listener groups in rating speech at quiet or at noise.

**Models supported**
- H&H theory (Lindblom, 1990); Flege’s Speech Learning Model (SLM) (Flege & MacKay, 2004).

**Implications for foreigners as second-language learners of English compared to native listeners**
- Vowel hyperarticulation
  - a listener-oriented speech modification.
  - improves L1 and L2 listeners’ speech perception in quiet and noise.

### 8.5 What drives hyperarticulation in speech?

The Experiments 1 and 2 discussed in this thesis seem to suggest in line with the H&H theory that in interactions between native speakers and language learners, speech is hyperarticulated at the segmental level. The first experiment, for instance, demonstrated that in interactions between native speakers and foreign-accented non-native listeners who solve a problem-solving task together, speech includes vowel hyperarticulation. Thus, it appears that at the beginning of an interaction between a native speaker and foreign-sounding interlocutor, the communication will linguistically be focused on the assessment of the non-native interlocutor’s linguistic competence so that native speakers can evaluate to what extent they can talk to non-native interlocutors in a manner that both ensures the comprehension of their speech and matches non-native interlocutors’ level of linguistic ability. This seems to be especially the case if both communicators have not met before and do not know each other on a personal level.

When such an interaction occurs in context of a problem-solving task that does not require the communicators to accentuate or attenuate their social identity, and that
does not highlight social context as triggers for variation in speech, it seems that the results from Experiments 1 and 2 are more effectively explained by the H&H theory than by sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic theories such as CAT and audience design. This is because the H&H theory is a phonetic theory that can directly explain hyperarticulated speech with a didactic purpose aimed at language learners. As a result, in line with the requirements to solve the task, non-native listeners would be concerned with finding the differences between the pictures, and therefore be focused on understanding the native speaker’s speech to the best of their ability.

One could also argue that sociolinguistic factors of convergence might explain native speakers’ observed hyperarticulation towards non-native interlocutors because in addition to sharing social identities (e.g. being students and in the same age group), they both shared the goal of finding the differences between the pictures together (Zuengler, 1991). Accordingly, if native and non-native speakers have social characteristics in common, non-native speakers are regarded to become similar to native speakers in their use of language (Giles & Johnson, 1987; Young, 1988). As a result one would expect to observe linguistic convergence between native speakers and non-native interlocutors or the use of downward convergence in form of informal language with each other (Giles & Smith, 1979).

Interlocutors would perceive each other as more attractive, and would feel more of a sense of agreement when they become progressively similar in communicative aspects such as speech rate, which can consequently lead to psychological convergence (Buller, LePoire, Aune, & Eloy, 1992). That native speakers’ adaptations in convergence can range from very small to nearly identical to that of non-native
interlocutors’ speech, was supported by evidence that foreigner-talk can include
interlocutors’ errors in speech (Snow et al., 1981).
Thus, since sociolinguistic ideas of accommodation may play a role in communication
between native speakers and non-native interlocutors, and because Experiment 1 did
not directly test these ideas, further experiments are required to test these
sociolinguistic notions. Qualitative methods such as thematic analysis would help
dissect native speakers’ variations in speech in terms of their social meanings by
developing theory-driven codes that can be used as labels that describe different
sections of their speech such as native speakers’ intergroup and interpersonal
connections (Bell & Johnson 1997; Boyatzis, 1998). Thus, it can be argued that the
H&H theory presently provides the most appropriate explanation of the data discussed
in Experiments 1 and 2.

Experiments 3-5 suggest that vowel space expansion as it occurred together with other
acoustic-phonetic features in naturally elicited speech to language learners seems to
be important in contributing to improved speech intelligibility and comprehension for
both native and non-native listeners. In experiments 3 and 5, for instance, speech to
foreign sounding listeners was observed to be hyperarticulated, which according to
the H&H theory maximizes clarity in speech (Lindblom, 1990). Since sociolinguistic
and psycholinguistic theories mainly focus on variations in speakers’ speech style that
are elicited in and interpreted using social contexts, it is evident that the H&H theory
seems to theoretically justify most appropriately the outcomes of improved speech
clarity and comprehension in Experiments 3-5.
Thus, it can be argued that the use of segmental variation in speech and its effect on perception is naturally better explained by phonetic theories such as the H&H theory because the thesis explores the linguistic benefit of vowel hyperarticulation in speech to language learners while the sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic theories do not address speech variation at the segmental level but explore the communicators’ relationship with each other more closely at the social and psychological level in terms of the speech produced.

8.6 Limitations and future research

It can be said that according to Experiments 3, 4 and 5, vowel hyperarticulation seems to be a beneficial feature at the segmental level to increase the intelligibility and understanding of words. One limitation of the present research in this thesis is that it only focused on the possible linguistic role of expanded vowel space in improving speech perception. Although long vowel duration was found in clear speech production in Experiments 1 and 2, it is not clear to what extent vowel duration contributed to intelligibility. A future experiment can therefore investigate this issue by separating long vowel duration from expanded vowel space in speech to explore its effect on listeners’ speech comprehension.

Similarly, although increased monosyllabic word duration was found in clear speech production in Experiments 1 and 2, it is not clear to what extent long word duration contributed to intelligibility at word level. Prior research only indicated long word duration to be positively related to intelligibility at word level (Hazan & Markham, 2004). However, since the target words used in Experiments 3-5 included both vowels
and consonants, and because they did not control for the consonants coming before and after the vowels, it is not known to what extent consonants might have played a role in causing long word length. Therefore a future experiment can investigate the role of long word length in improving listeners’ speech comprehension by controlling for consonants and by separating long word duration from expanded vowel space in speech comprehension tasks.

Nonetheless, one has to consider the possibility that acoustic features that can be used to increase intelligibility of isolated words such as vowel hyperarticulation might not be useful to improve intelligibility of the same words at sentence level. Moreover, expanded vowel space might not be sufficient on its own to be useful to native listeners and non-native listeners to increase their understanding at sentence level. This is because other speech aspects such as speech rate might affect intelligibility at sentence level, which, however, cannot be compared to speech rate that originates from the duration of single words. Nevertheless, previous research has not found speech rate to correlate with intelligibility at sentence level (Bradlow et al., 1996).

One also has to note that the importance of some acoustic characteristics can vary depending on what recognition level (e.g. syllable, word, sentences) intelligibility is investigated. In addition, one needs to consider the possibility that differences in intelligibility at word and sentence level can be affected by attributes of different types of speakers such as speakers with dysarthria (Dongili, 1994; Liu et al., 2005; Yorkston & Beukelman, 1978) or late learners of English (Bradlow & Smiljanic, 2011).
Another limitation is that the present thesis only looked at the acoustic characteristics that might be useful for the recognition of words for native and non-native listeners. However, it is clear that the importance of acoustic features that are essential for word intelligibility can differ across listeners such as hearing-impaired adults or elderly adults with hearing impairments (Cervera, Soler, Dasi, & Ruiz, 2009; Gordon-Salant, 1986). Similarly, a further limitation is that IDS samples in Experiment 4 were not tested with infants as listeners but with native listeners. Therefore future research can look at how expanded vowel space in naturally elicited IDS contributes to word intelligibility for infants. The main limitations of the research in this thesis can therefore be considered to include the limited nature of stimuli, the recruitment of native speakers and native and non-native listeners, and the focus on one clear speech modification at the segmental level.

In conclusion, the research presented in this thesis has demonstrated the hyperarticulatory nature of speech directed at foreigners and infants. It has highlighted the role of vowel hyperarticulation as a listener-oriented speech style that is used in speech to foreign-accented speakers irrespective of their appearance. It has shown that, in infant-directed speech, vowel hyperarticulation is uniquely didactic compared to other forms of clear speech such as clear read speech. Moreover, the research has shown that vowel hyperarticulation, as it occurs with other acoustic-phonetic features in speech to foreign-accented speakers and infants, improves native listeners’ intelligibility of spoken speech and enhances the listening comprehension of native listeners and non-native listeners with varying proficiency in English under ideal and adverse listening conditions.
Future research should investigate the role of other acoustic features of clear speech such as stimuli length to find out to what extent they contribute to increased intelligibility and comprehension together with and separately from vowel hyperarticulation at different levels of speech (at the sentence, paragraph, and narrative level). It should investigate their utility in enhancing speech understanding for different types of listeners such as non-native learners of English, infants and hearing-impaired listeners. The resulting findings would have implications for facilitating non-native learners’ acquisition of English in linguistic training programs and for enhancing pedagogic strategies that support the language acquisition of infants as first language learners.
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Reading task for Experiment 2
Clearly read out the following lists of sentences

1. List
(a) Sharks have big and sharp teeth.
(b) Teddy bears are popular among little children
(c) Sheep are protected by shepherds.
(d) Fruit Juice is made out of fresh fruits.

2. List
(a) Cars can cause a traffic jam during rush hour.
(b) Pencils are sharpened with a sharpener.
(c) Many trees can be found in a park.
(d) There are different types of shoes.

3. List
(a) Gardens are full of flowers.
(b) Eggs are produced by hens.
(c) Bees produce honey.
(d) Stool is a chair without arm or back rests.

4. List
(a) Bananas can differ in size and color.
(b) Stop signs are red.
(c) There are different types of teas.
(d) Blueberries can reduce the risks of certain cancers.

5. List
(a) There are different types of baskets.
(b) New York taxis are yellow.
(c) Green tea can improve your health.
(d) Fruits and vegetables should be eaten every day.

6. List
(a) A black tie is part of a suit.
(b) A cat is sleeping on the floor.
(c) A box can be filled with books.
(d) A green hat can be worn by anybody.

7. List
(a) The door to the kitchen is open.
(b) There are rocks on the mountain.
(c) A cup of tea can be enjoyed in the afternoon.
(d) Dogs like to play with a ball.
(a) A white dove is building a nest.
(b) Children can play with a kite.
(c) A rubber duck can be found in the bathroom.